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Abstract
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the educational matriculation
experiences of African American (AA) women in pursuance of postgraduate degree
status from the pre-kindergarten to doctoral levels. This study used a transcendental
phenomenological approach, guided by the following research questions: 1) What are the
elements within academia that define and influence the educational experiences for postgraduate degreed AA women? 2) What (if any) challenges to post-graduate degree
attainment, were experienced by the population; what meaning do they find in those
experiences? And 3) What are the perceptions of this population regarding how their
intersecting identities pertaining to race and gender informed their academic experience?
To date, there exist exclusions of the African American feminist perspective from
mainstream epistemologies and methodologies, and this study aims to fill this gap in
research. The analysis of data illuminated “the concrete rose” as the essence of how this
population, through their resilience, navigated their postgraduate matriculation
experience. Further, the results of the analysis were elucidated through six major themes
regarding participant educational experiences: 1) intersectional feminist standpoint, 2)
perceptions of hegemony within academic pursuits, 3) motivational influencers, 4) the
perspective of historically black colleges and universities and primarily white institutions,
5) notions of visibility, and 6) mentorship and support. The results of this study provide
the field of conflict resolution studies a more robust and inclusive framework for
understanding the specific needs and experiences of this population through an
interdisciplinary lens. The study also provides recommendations for future research,
institutional policy and practice for practitioners working with AA female students.

vi
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This dissertation sought to uncover the compelling forces that influence and
inform the educational matriculation experiences for postgraduate degreed African
American (AA) women. African American women academics occupy a distinct position
in the United States education system with significantly invaluable contributions from the
preK-12 and higher education levels (preK-20; Hill, 1986, 1990, 2000; Britt & Kelly,
2005; Myers, 2002; Winters & Esposito, 2010; Sandoval, 2000). Yet, extant literature
has been dismissive of their distinct position and experiences within the institution of
education (Baxley, 2011; Hill, 1986, 1990, 2000).
Anna Julia Cooper’s acclaimed work, A Voice from the South by a Black Woman
of the South (1892), created an inimitable literary scope of Black Feminist Thought
(Sheftall, 1995; Washington, 1987). Cooper (1892) was a prominent African American
scholar in the United States and was also the fourth woman of color to earn a doctoral
degree. Cooper argued for an intersectional epistemology to examine how racism (the
race problem) and sexism (the woman question) simultaneously affect Black women, and
yet White women, White men, or Black men do not acknowledge these systemic forces
of violence to resolve them (Gines, 2015). For this reason, Cooper asserted, “…in a
period of itself transitional and unsettled, her status seems one of the least ascertainable
and definitive of all the forces.... she is confronted by both a woman question and a race
problem and is yet an unknown or an unacknowledged factor in both…” (Cooper, 1988,
p. 573).
This study sought the contributions of postgraduate degreed African American
women as having the distinct capability to speak from the marginal periphery of society
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as people who have successfully navigated their academic matriculation to the fulfilment
of terminal degree status. Young (2000) defined the concept of marginalization as the
deprivation of cultural, pragmatic, and institutionalized notions (as noted in Baxley,
2011). In recognizing and acknowledging that their unique position as it relates to race
and gender compels their path to postgraduate degree attainment, AA women can inform
scholarship on the factors that contribute to and challenge meaningful educational
matriculation experiences (Hooks, 2015; Sheftall, 1995; Gines, 2015). DeWeever (2014)
affirmed that their perceptions can potentially close the achievement gap, to which
African American women are especially susceptible.
This study enhances the field of conflict resolution by informing practitioners and
scholars alike on the specific needs and experiences of this population. Further,
practitioners and scholars in the field can benefit from this study to inform pedagogical
practice and social interactions to enhance meaningful educational experiences for the
AA female student body. Through the contribution of this study, conflict resolution
programs across the country can understand the educational matriculation experience of
this population to ensure that more AA women (a) join the field of conflict resolution
within their higher education matriculation, and (b) advance in the field to the successful
status of postgraduate degree citizenry. Further, experiences that challenge the
educational matriculation experiences of this population in pursuance of postgraduate
degree attainment can be addressed.
Like mainstream methodologies and epistemologies, the field of conflict analysis
and resolution as a discipline speaks from a white ideological perspective (Hooks, 1999).
A plethora of scholars have argued that white ideologies in the academic arena have been
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traditionally dismissive towards Afrocentric research (Anderson et al., 2012; Anderson,
2015; Davis & Gardner, 2009). Situating this topic of inquiry within the field of conflict
analysis and resolution challenges its historical androcentric and Eurocentric perspective
as it includes the contribution of Black women.
Hooks (2015) affirmed from mainstream epistemological approaches that
stereotypical dichotomous thinking, which needs moral and societal correcting, has
categorized the historical portrayal of Black women. Covarrubias and Velez (2013)
conducted a quantitative analysis of critical race theory and gathered that the moral
failings of AA women have been the basis of inquiry as their academic failures and social
immobility have defined the understanding of their social orientation. Tuitt (2008)
described their visibility as being measured as lascivious while they are challenged as
scholars, researchers, and academics. As well, research has depicted African American
woman as non-prototypical with the academic arena, which has acted as a hegemonic
structure of dominance unwilling and disinclined to see their talents, capabilities, and
intellectual strengths (Collins, 1986, 1990, 2000; Bartman, 2015).
Collins (1986) argued that marginalized individuals are forced to frame the
context of their experiences in a method of communication that is acceptable to the
majority group. In response, this study intentionally places Black women’s experiences
and consciousness as the central analysis. Therefore, this dissertation focuses on the
perceptions and ideas of Black women’s experiences through the inclusion of multiple
perspectives from a variety of African American women philosophers and scholars—
some infamously recognized and others who will have an opportunity to be
acknowledged through this scholastic piece—the 15 participants from this study, whose
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shared experiences will invigorate the diversity, strength, and prolific nature of Black
women’s experiences. This study challenges mainstream epistemologies because
mainstream designs seek to apotheosize a small number of Black women as designated
representatives for their social/ethnic group and refuse to incorporate the experiences and
ideas of the multitude of Black women (Crenshaw, 2000).
Problem Background and Need for Study
Sheftall (1995) posited that schools and the overarching academic arena have very
few distinctions between other institutions and their epistemological process within
historical societal norms. Extant literature has suggested that institutions function within
an unequal hierarchical manner within a well-programmed system that justifies
oppressive dichotomous thinking towards minorities (Sheftall, 1995; Hill, 1996, 1990,
2000). In the realm of serving society, for which educational institutions have been
systemically responsible, they have perpetuated historical inequitable hierarchical
processes and unequal access to social mobility (Sheftall, 1995). Roberts (2009) argued
that the Afrocentric Black feminist perspective has traditionally been excluded from
mainstream epistemologies and methodologies within the institution of education.
Currently, there is a dearth of existing literature pertaining to the interconnectedness of
race, class, and gender and its effects on Black American female academics (AA women
matriculating within the educational arena towards the completion of postgraduate
degreed status; Sheftall, 1995; Thomas, 1992; Hill, 1996, 1990, 2000; Tuitt, 2010; Gines;
2015). As a result, educational institutions further perpetuate oppressive forces of
marginalization for the plight of AA women academics, and their distinct needs go
unacknowledged (Tuitt, 2010; Gay, 2004).
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Although emphasis is placed on the study of Black women as postgraduate
degreed citizens, this research explores the totality of the most salient experiences for the
contributing participants from the preK-12 and higher education levels. Morris (2016)
argued that the existing literature has placed significance on the higher education
matriculation of these women. Consequently, there are gaps in the literature pertaining to
the persisting barriers that they face in pursuit of postgraduate degree attainment
throughout their educational matriculation; this research aims to fill in that gap.
Crenshaw (2000) and Morris (2016) have argued that these conflicting barriers do not
suddenly emerge once the women reach the higher education level. Thus, this study
explores the educational experiences of AA women through their intersected identities
regarding race, class, and gender orientations beginning from the preK-20 levels to the
attainment of postgraduate degreed status.
The historical basis of the marginalization of the African American community
has been well documented within the United States education system (preK-20; Alfred,
2001; Collins, 2000; Fries-Britt & Kelly, 2005). Samboo (2013) and Sheftall (1995)
asserted that the academic arena can be conceptualized as a microcosmic reflection of
societal norms where the encapsulating power of dominant ideologies persists and
defines the institutional culture. Hegemonic thinking regarding societal perceptions of
racism and sexism has influenced the United States education system throughout history
(Sheftall, 1995; Gay, 2004; Tuitt, 2010).
African American women have historically stood at the cornerstone of advancing
social and civic mobility through the academic educational arena (Cokley, 2008; Shavers
& Moore, 2014), and yet, historical references have dismissed their contribution and
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influence (Collins, 2000; Evans et al., 2010). The educational arena is recognized as a
public commodity through which individual engagement yields personal and societal
benefits. Higher education has been acknowledged as an essential outlet for enhancing
intellectual and social mobility in the United States (Collier-Thomas, 1982; Evans, 2007;
Journal of Blacks in Higher Education [JBHE], 2009).
Most recently, the advanced collegiate matriculation rates for African American
women, a historically marginally disenfranchised demographic, have strengthened
(Bartman, 2015). However, the advanced degree attainment rates continue to stagger
behind those of White women, amid other racial/ethnic groups (Jones-DeWeever, 2014;
Garibaldi, 2014; Bartman, 2017). Research suggest African American women account
for a vast majority of baccalaureate degrees held within their social/ethnic group
orientation (Jones-DeWeever, 2014). Garibaldi (2014) affirmed that African American
women surpassed African American men in postbaccalaureate participation and degree
attainment by astonishing disproportions in comparison to other demographics
(Garibaldi, 2014).
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the bachelor’s degree attainment rates for
Asians and non-Hispanic Whites superseded those of Blacks and Hispanics (Ryan &
Bauman, 2016). Data from the annual survey of doctorates earned revealed that United
States higher education institutions conferred 54, 641 doctorate degrees in 2017 (NCES,
2019). Of these, Black students accounted for 2, 963 or 5.4 percent of doctorates
awarded. More than 550 of these degrees that Blacks earned were awarded to nonUnited States citizens or permanent United States residents. Within the last decade, there
was only a 0.3 increase in the number of doctorate degrees awarded to United States
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Blacks and permanent Black citizens (African Americans), having gone from 6.4 to 6.7
percent (NCES, 2019).
The statistics on Black doctorates have indicated that the quest for overall racial
equality and equity within the academic arena from the preK-12 and higher education
levels has not been achieved (Journal of Blacks in Higher Education, 2019). The
statistics reflected the progression of Black achievement over the decades as advanced
degree matriculation rates for this demographic have increased. As Blacks receive PhD
parity with Whites across various academic disciplines, this dissertation will reflect the
essence of factors that contribute to and against meaningful educational experiences as
the demographic under investigation reflects upon their postgraduate degree
matriculation and attainment experience.
Problem Statement
The problem to be addressed in this study is that African American women are
excluded from both race-based and gender-based epistemologies and public discourse
pertaining to their educational needs and experiences (Hill, 1986, 1990, 2000; Britt &
Kelly, 2005; Myers, 2002; Winters & Esposito, 2010; Sandoval, 2000). Research has
suggested that feminist epistemologies are inclined to diverge with the education of
White women, and race-based epistemologies tend to converge with the educational
barriers that negatively affect Black men, which results in the meaningful educational
needs and experiences of African American women being overlooked (Evans-Winters
&Esposito, 2010; Gines; 2015; Simms, 2017). Therefore, strategies that can create
meaningful educational experiences for these women as they navigate their academic
pursuits have been left unexplored (Hill, 2000). Examining these experiences can give
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insight into disparities in race- and gender-based educational equity and equality
(Berzoff, 2012; Simms, 2017).
Presently, research on effective educational practices has shown a paucity of the
experiences of African American women in academia, which has resulted in a lack of
meaningful educational experiences for this social/ethnic group (Zamani, 2003; Hill,
1990, 2000). This research study addresses the implications and consequences of
oversight of the positionality of African American women from the postgraduate degreed
Afrocentric female perspective. Consequently, the implications of this oversight translate
into prejudicial and unconscious discriminatory practices embedded within the fabric of
the academic institutional culture that informs their navigational pursuits (Franklin, 1999;
Gay, 2004, as noted in Tuitt, 2010).
Critics have categorized the education system as a hegemonic dominant structure
that can be perceived as an unwelcoming place for African American women academics
(Henderson et al., 2010; Tuitt, 2010). Zamani (2003) described how the academic arena
further marginalizes African American women intellectuals as they navigate their
educational matriculation. Gay (2004) noted that African American women academics
must operate in an alien environment in which they are forced to navigate their
educational pursuits in the periphery of the academy (as noted in Tuitt, 2010). According
to Gay, their advanced matriculation is more encumbered than one may believe.
Caldwell and Stewart (2001) affirmed the dismissal of the Black cultural knowledge base
in favor of western values and mainstream institutions. Franklin (1999) argued that the
educational institution disregards the talents, capabilities, and worth of the marginalized
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demographic as they then must contend for validation as scholars, researchers,
academics, and capable intellectuals socially and academically (as noted in Tuitt, 2010).
Crenshaw (1989) coined the term “intersectionality” as an extension of feminism
to describe the overlapping social stratifications such as class, race, sexual orientation,
and gender. Lorde (1984) argued that the feminist context of intersectionality describes
correlating coexisting identities (i.e., women, Black) and associated systemic oppression
(i.e., patriarchy, White supremacy; Zamani, 2003). Leigghio and Caragata (2016)
examined the implications for this oversight and the manner in which the disregard of the
social stratifications regarding race and gender translates into strengthened hegemonic
forces within the institution of the academic arena as instances of microaggressions
(statement, action, or incident rendered as a notion of indirect, subtle, or unintentional
discriminatory practices against members of a marginalized social/ethnic group).
Sue (2010) noted how these encounters of microaggressions, which intersected
marginalized identities exacerbate, have institutionalized discriminatory practices
common within the academic arena. Tuitt (2010) regarded this practice as the ongoing
conflict between the Afrocentric perspective and mainstream education systems. Zamani
(2003) concluded that greater emphasis must be made to the multifaceted nature of race
and gender and its influence on the educational matriculation experiences of African
American women in pursuance of postgraduate degree attainment.
Research has suggested that these complex intersections of race and gender are
dominant within the higher educational arena (Zamani, 2003; Tuitt, 2010). However, this
narrative has dismissed the microaggressions that are continuously present within the
academic experiences of African American women and how they influence and inform
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their educational encounters from the time they enter the academic arena in the preK-12
setting (Tuitt, 2010). This study explores the manner from which African American
women have navigated their educational pursuits with the complexity of intersectionality,
which appears in the primary school setting. It is during the postsecondary and higher
educational pursuits for these women that they can articulate their cognizance of the
experience. However, African American women, as experienced individuals, have been
subjected to this narrative of intersected relations early in their academic pursuits during
their initial introduction to academia.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to create a more inclusive epistemological
framework of the educational experience of African American women with postgraduate
degrees from the preK-20 levels. The study sought to understand how their intersected
identities regarding race and gender informed and influenced the educational experiences
for this population. Further, this study applied an Afrocentric conflict resolution
perspective to a topic that has historically been viewed through a White androcentric and
Eurocentric lens.
An Afrocentric lens from which to understand the distinctive positionality of
African American women in the educational arena is crucial in putting beneficial
strategic interventions of continued support into effect as they navigate their pursuits
from preK-12 and higher education. Greyerbiehl and Mitchell (2014) described the “dual
identity” association of the marginalized position of African American female students as
they navigate challenges related to their race and gender. Zamani (2003) described this
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notion of dual identity (being female and African American) as the conjunction of two
forms of oppression.
Methodology
The study utilized a transcendental phenomenological design to conduct the
investigation of the phenomenon from the social constructive lens of 15 postgraduate
degreed African American women as they described their matriculation experiences from
the preK-20 levels.
Research Questions
The following research questions guided this study:
1. What are the elements within academia that define and influence the educational
experiences for postgraduate degreed African American women?
2. What (if any) challenges to postgraduate degree attainment did the population
experience, and what meaning did they find in those experiences?
3.

What are the perceptions of this population regarding how their intersecting
identities pertaining to race and gender informed their academic experience?

Significance of Study
This study is significant because it speaks from a Black feminist perspective on
the current status of African American women in academia while their historical position
has traditionally been excluded from educational discourse. This study was conducted to
enhance the scope of understanding African American female academics and to support
their continued success. The analysis is framed from the outsider-within perspective of
those African American women who were compelled to navigate the academic arena
through their intersected identities and have successfully attained terminal degree status.
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Collins (1998) coined the concept “outsider-within” as she described AA women’s
navigation of racial and gender borders within their intersected identities. The “outsiderwithin” perspective is unique and consequential as it changes the narrative of the negative
depiction of African American women academics. It encapsulates a platform of
postgraduate degree attainment and achievement through their terminal degree status and
creates mainstream visibility of this population.
African American women within the academic arena face conflicting accounts of
high enrollment but low retention, matriculation, and graduate rates in comparison to
other women (Winkle-Wagner, 2015). Extant literature has highlighted that the
achievement gap that affects African American women is not indicative of their
intellectual capabilities; rather, it is a reflection of how they are forced to contend with
dual forms of oppressive forces that are systemically institutionalized in the very
structures that are supposed to create avenues of social, civic, and educational mobility
(Howard-Hamilton, 2003). Howard-Hamilton (2003) described the outsider within
complex that African American women experience within the academic arena. Within
this context, these women, although invited to the academic arena, are treated as
unwelcomed strangers.
This study is significant due to the gaps in literature that it fills pertaining to the
summation of these women’s entire educational experience. A plethora of studies have
focused on the higher educational experiences of this population but have been lacking in
scope. In this study, I allowed the participants to reflect upon the most salient moments
throughout their matriculation from the preK-12 and higher education levels. These are
not problems that emerge once they reach the higher education level. Therefore,
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although the study is positioned from the perspective of women with postgraduate
degrees, it is told from the vantage point of the summation of their experiences as they
navigated their educational pursuits from the preK-12 and higher education levels from
girlhood to womanhood. Dismissing their educational pursuits from the preK-12 level to
focus solely on their higher education matriculation would create a paucity in the
investigation of the phenomenon.
Lastly, to challenge the immense negative depiction of research reports on the
position of African American women in the academic arena, this study is important
because I sought out AA women who were successful in their academic pursuits. By
successful, I looked at postgraduate degreed African American women. The
postgraduate degreed African American women can relate to the social stratifications of
race and gender and yet still manage to navigate their pursuits and fulfill their
postgraduate degree attainment status. Their contributions can essentially close the
achievement gap that affects this population as they are able to identify strategies of
intervention that were effective during their matriculation while they simultaneously
challenged the instances of microaggressions that are widespread and consistent for this
population.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study was positioned within three expansive
arenas: social constructionism, social conflict theory, and Black Feminist Theory.
Structural violence theory, intersectionality, and posttraumatic slave syndrome also
inform the framework. Structural violence was framed around an extension of social
conflict theory as the intangible manifestation of conflict within the academic arena for
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postgraduate degreed African American women. The framework of posttraumatic slave
syndrome will be explained and examined closely with Black Feminist Thought and
intersectionality as an extension of race studies specifically related to Black feminist
epistemologies. This section will briefly inform the reader of the three foundational
theories that the literature review examined further and their application in addressing the
research question.
Social constructionism. Social constructionism is a theory about knowledge,
how it is created, and the meaning that derives from its formation (Leeds-Hurwitz, 2009).
The theory’s premise rests upon the notion of the coordination of shared meanings that
are formed through the relationship with others rather than individualistically (Weinberg,
2014). Social constructionism questions the uniquely attributable conceptualizations of
reality as society has defined them (Leeds-Hurwitz, 2009). The way that social
phenomena are developed, understood, institutionalized, and traditionalized informs a
social construct (Berger & Luckman, 1966). Cooley (1902), in his Looking Glass Self
Theory, described the development of one’s understanding of their ideological identity
being constructed through one’s interpersonal interactions (as cited in McIntyre, 2006).
The study was positioned within the social constructionist premise as it explores the
intersection of race and gender. The study examined the meanings and associations of
these separate ideologies and how they converge to inform the educational needs and
experiences of African American women.
Social conflict theory. Coupled with the notion of social constructionism, the
study was positioned within the arena of social and structural conflict, which thus makes
the study appropriate and necessary within the discipline of conflict resolution.
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Schellenberg (1996) defined social conflict as the discordance between social groups due
to competing goals and interests, different identities, and/or attitudes. Widely, scholars
have perceived conflict resolution within this context as “any marked reduction in social
conflict due to a conscious settlement of disputing issues” (Schellenberg, 1996, p. 9).
This study argues for the direct correlation between social conflict and structural
violence. Galtung (1969) first introduced structural violence in addressing the role that
social institutions play in harming individuals as they prevent them from realizing their
basic human needs. Galtung’s contribution to the field of conflict resolution transformed
the way intangible notions of violence can be understood. Lee (2016) furthered this
understanding of structural violence to mean the preventable restrictions society places
upon individuals, which prevent them from creating the quality of life they so desire.
Structural violence. The framework of this study places America’s education
system as the social institution that creates barriers to success for postgraduate degreed
African American women as a form of structural violence. Regular and normal
experiences then systematize this often intangible, yet overbearing notion of influence
that is deeply embedded within the structural foundation of education (Lee, 2016). The
literature has suggested that subliminal, overt, and covert notions of persecution and
oppression often stifle the educational experiences of African American women and
challenge their self-perceptions as degreed citizens, which then translates into every facet
of their matriculation to advanced degree attainment.
Black Feminist Thought. As an emergent theory, Black Feminist Thought is
derived from intersectional feminism and fosters conceptualizations of the multifaceted
nature of identification as a Black American woman within the constructs of race and
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gender (Collins, 1996, 1990, 2000). The comprehensive framework explores the unique
oppression of Black American women based on race, sex, gender, and class. Hooks
(1996) affirmed that BFT traverses’ pedagogy and theory for Black women’s subjective
experiences. This standpoint argues for the inclusion of Black American women’s voices
in future methodologies and epistemologies. The framework of BFT provides an
intellectual space for the consciousness of Black American women to be heard and
understood. The BFT perspective is liberating in the sense that White androcentric and
Eurocentric accounts cannot demean the merit of Black American women, which the
lewd, lascivious, and dichotomous thinking that has overwhelmed extant literature has
historically accomplished.
Through the lens of BFT, this study aimed to encourage the participants to gain
autonomy over the portrayal of their story. Therefore, this study gave the women the
freedom to choose which aspects of their matriculation were most salient. Collins (1998)
coined the term “outsider-within” as she explored African American womanist
intellectuals’ “border crossing.” Womanism, also referred to as Black Feminism, was
developed to challenge preexisting labels attributed to Black women (girlish, frivolous,
lascivious, irresponsible). Alice Walker wrote about womanism in her book In Search of
my Mother’s Garden (1983) and described it as an avenue for liberating storytelling,
creating self-definitions and self-reflections as an inclusionary effort in mainstream
dialogue. Womanists maintain that a collective voice of shared experiences can
transcend gateways and lead to empowerment and social liberation (Walker, 2008).
The “outsider-within” speaks to African American women’s ability to access the
knowledge of the group (in this case, academic institutions) to which they are granted
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access (within). As outsiders-within, African American women have distinguished
knowledge of the incongruencies that are paradoxical within the dominant groups’
philosophical beliefs (Howard-Hamilton, 2003). Positioning BFT philosophy within
these borders where self-actualization, self-definition, and self-reliance can be discovered
is the nucleus from which African American women can find their power to liberate their
marginal status, which will lead to the renegotiation of their marginal status in academic
institutions (Alfred, 2001).
Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome. The theory of Post Traumatic Slave
Syndrome further informs the study. DeGruy (2005) addressed the ethnology of many of
the adaptive survival mechanisms embedded within African American communities
nationally and throughout the diaspora. The residual effects of slavery have
psychological implications deeply entrenched within the psyche of the individual.
DeGruy framed PTSS as a form of multigenerational psychological trauma coupled with
perpetuated oppression within social structures; it leads to a lack of opportunity to heal
from trauma and a limited sense of self-actualization. The terms “African American
women” and “Black American women” were used interchangeably throughout the study.
Locke and Bailey (2013) illustrated the social construct of African American women to
mean a racial categorization to describe individuals who are descendants of enslaved
Africans brought to the United States during the transatlantic slave trade. In examining
the experience of Black American women subjected to the legacy of transgenerational
trauma, and in exploring the theories of Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome and Black
Feminist Thought, which warrant a special focus in this topic, African American women
will be the sole focal point of this study.
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The theory of posttraumatic slave syndrome informed the basis of the
construction of the study as well as my justification for selecting this demographic under
investigation. The culminated exploration of these theories informed the assumptions
that I made prior to conducting the study, and the next section will further expound upon
them.
Definition of Terms
Significant to this study is the application of essential terms to provide a more
robust understanding to the reader. The following terms illuminate the study:
African American (Black American, AA): “Also referred to as Black Americans
or Afro-Americans, they are an ethnic group of Americans with total or partial ancestry
from any of the Black racial groups of Africa. The term traditionally refers to
descendants of enslaved Black people who were born in the United States” (West, 1985,
p. 44-58). Bailey (2013) added, “The reason we use an entire continent (Africa) instead
of a country (Swedish American) is because slave masters intentionally obliterated tribal
ancestry, language, and family units in order to destroy the spirit of the people they
enslaved, thereby making it impossible for their descendants to trace their history prior to
being born into slavery” (p. 106). I purposefully use the terms African American (AA)
interchangeably with Black American to (a) signify the population’s orientation within
two social/ethnic groups, and (b) explore the experiences of the population as those
descendants of the transatlantic slave trade. Further, the study uses the terms
interchangeably throughout the study when it notes them from other sources.
Afrocentrism: “Cultural and political movement, whose mainly African
American adherents regard themselves and all other Blacks as syncretic Africans and
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believe that their worldview should positively reflect traditional African values” (Asante,
2016, p. 223).
Educational Equality: “Equality of condition. This assessment examines the
elements of equality that are essential to the purposes and process of meaningful
educational outcomes. This concept is explained in terms of equality in educational
resources, equality of inclusion and recognition, equality of empowerment, and equality
of the basic human needs fundamental to growth and educational mobility” (OECD,
2007, p. 24).
Educational Equity: “In terms of inclusivity, equity means guaranteeing that all
students regardless of race, gender, or socioeconomic background reach a minimum,
basic level of skills. Educational equity is committed to fairness and inclusivity in
creating meaningful opportunities for all students, mindful of the support and needs of
students to maximize human potential. Equitable fairness suggests that socioeconomic
circumstances do not stand as hindrances to educational achievement” (OECD, 2007, p.
24).
Epistemological: “The study or a theory of the nature and grounds of knowledge,
especially with reference to its limits and validity” (Wolterstorff, 1999, p. 303).
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU): “Higher level learning
institutions founded for the education of African American students. Although their
focus was not exclusion, HBCUs offered options of higher-level learning to the African
American student body when they were historically denied admission to PWIs”
(Strayhorn, 2012, p. 174).
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Methodological: “A set or system of methods, principles, and rules for regulating
a given discipline, as in the arts or sciences” (Franklin, 2012, p. 109).
Postgraduate/Terminal Degree: “The highest degree that can be awarded in a
specific academic or professional track. Not all terminal degrees are doctorates. For
example, in professional practice fields, there are often terminal master-level degrees,
some which are called doctorates (e.g., Doctor of Jurisprudence and Doctor of
Medicine)” (Crownie, 2010, p. 267).
Primarily White Institution (PWI): “The concept used to classify institutions of
higher learning where the White population accounts for 50 percent or more of the
overall student body” (Bourke, 2016, p. 9).
Researcher Context
As an African American woman academic trained in conflict resolution and peace
studies methodologies and epistemologies, I have gained the advantage of being one of
the insiders—my postgraduate degree pursuits and academic accomplishments have
given me the rights, privileges, and responsibilities therein. Yet even with these
achievements, having matriculated through the academic arena (preK-20 levels), I
recognize that a portion of my power, as well as my primary subjugation, is derivative of
my blackness along with my being a woman. Much of my identity is informed from a
double consciousness, described in scholarly writing as a twoness, that speaks to the
multifaceted identities from which my subjective lens is framed. I am a Black American
(African American). I am also a woman. I speak from the context of the multifaceted,
interlocking complexities of race and gender and the manners from which my intellectual
advancements have been informed and influenced. I speak from the margin and create a
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space for “others” of my similar orientation to be able to do the same. With the
navigation of my perceptions on both fronts being inseparable, my inspiration is the
opportunity to create a platform that speaks to the essence of perceptions of
intersectionality that inform and influence the educational pursuits for postgraduate
degreed African American women.
Thankfully, a plethora of support at my higher education institution has welcomed
my zest for scholarly work that speaks to black epistemologies. I can recall being met
with great optimism and support as I shared my research interest. However, I would be
remiss not to acknowledge that White academia has been historically dismissive of the
positionality of the Afrocentric perspective and therefore, my social orientation as a
member of the “other” remains.
I would be remiss to not acknowledge those experiences, both good and bad, that
have brought me to this very moment of postgraduate degree attainment. As an African
American woman, having completed a master’s degree and in the final stages of my PhD,
the amazing moments within my educational matriculation, which allowed me to believe
that an education could propel me to a level of excellence, status, and capability that I
would have otherwise been denied, have informed my retrospection. My educational
pursuits have taken me to places that can only remain a dream for many. I have met
some of the most incredible educators and peers who have become lifelong, consistent
factors in my world. I have lived in and experienced different cultures and have gained
an appreciation for the power of intellectual curiosity and differing perspectives. In many
instances, the advantages that my postgraduate degree attainment will afford to me are
still before me. However, I would be equally unheeding if I did not acknowledge and
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address the staggering and overwhelming challenges that made postgraduate degree
attainment especially difficult. These challenges from primary school followed me
throughout my academic journey and forced me to question my self-worth and
intellectual capabilities.
I understand the transcendent power of my words, and my postgraduate academic
attainment and achievement gave me an opportunity, a responsibility, and a privilege to
effectuate concrete and substantive change that will pave the way for more Black women
to advance in merit. Through my conversations with other Black American women who,
too, identified with the impending challenges that I faced, I also understand that we must
create public discourse on our educational experiences to inform pedagogical and social
practices within academia. In recognizing that our educational experiences shaped us, I
believe that it is also important to discuss the meaning that we created from these
instances. Together, our voice forms a narrative, powerful, strong, unapologetically
Black, and filled with magic, which led me to this very moment in conducting this study.
Conclusion
This study seeks to examine the unique positionality of African American women
as they experience their advanced educational pursuits. A conceptualization of their
perspective can advance educational equity and equality and expand the conversation to
include the needs and experiences of African American women. Chapter 1 outlines the
problem, how the problem has been addressed, and how this study will address the gaps
in the existing literature. Chapter 2 offers a contextual, conceptual, and theoretical
framework for understanding the conflict present within the study. Furthermore, the
literature review will account for the multiple studies previously conducted and the
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existing scholarship pertaining to the topic of inquiry that speaks to the major themes and
questions that drive the study. Chapter 3 addresses the research design including
methodology and methods of analysis.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This section will discuss the educational experiences of African American (AA)
women within the preK-12 and higher education levels to the matriculation of
postgraduate degreed status identified in the extant literature. Further, this chapter will
reveal a gap in the literature as it relates to the educational experiences of AA women
within their academic matriculation. The barriers that have previously been explored in
the extant literature include multiple marginalized identities, intersectionality, racism,
microaggressions, lack of critical mass, lack of visibility of Black faculty, impact of
gender gap, and double consciousness (othering). This literature review is divided
between two frameworks: the conceptual and theoretical. The review includes a plethora
of studies that speaks to the educational matriculation of the AA postgraduate degreed
woman from the notions that challenge degree advancements and encourage their
educational matriculation. The study’s review of the literature is situated within the
context of Black Feminist Thought and is understood through the lens of structural
violence through the perpetuation of microaggressions. The terms Black American and
African American will be used interchangeably throughout this literature review as noted
from other sources. Further, the lens of additional supporting theories informs the
literature as Black women provide the answers for other Black women.
African American Women with Postgraduate Degrees
AA women comprise approximately two thirds of all Blacks or African
Americans who have completed 4 years of college or more in the United States (JBHE,
2018; Oklahoma & Zhou, 2018). AA women also lead in the attainment of professional
degrees in relation to Black men. In 2014, there were 93,000 AA women with
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postgraduate degrees compared to 85,000 Black men (JBHE, 2017; Oklahoma & Zhou,
2018). For those aged 40 and under, there were 41,000 AA women with postgraduate
degrees compared to 18,000 Black men (JBHE, 2017; Oklahoma & Zhou, 2018).
Existing data have proven that the percentage of Black women obtaining advanced
degrees is growing (Oklahoma & Zhou, 2018).
In terms of being indicative of academic achievement, Black students are
explicitly less likely to persist and advance academically than any other racial group
(Adelman, 2005; Dulabaum, 2016). Although federal agencies have worked to address
the educational disparities that face AA students, a significant contribution of their efforts
have not effectively addressed the concerns of AA women as they experience their
educational pursuits to the advancement and achievement of doctoral degree status
(Sandoval, 2000). Therefore, AA women face significant challenges within their
educational pursuits to the successful completion of postgraduate degrees (Dulabaum,
2016; Harper et al., 2009).
The U.S. Census numbers revealed that AA women accounted for 71 percent of
master’s degrees and 65 percent of the doctorate degrees that Blacks obtained (NCES,
2017). However, these figures can be misleading due to the oppressive systemic barriers
present in higher education that make it consistently harder for African Americans to
obtain advanced degrees. Existing data have examined the conflicts at the intersection of
race and gender that create challenges for AA women in advancing academically (NCES,
2017). A 2012 U.S. Census reported that the entire African American student body made
up 12 percent of the overall educational population in comparison to 60 percent of White
students enrolled (NCES, 2017). This research has suggested that the quest for overall
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educational equity has not been achieved; therefore, the matriculation experiences of AA
women must be understood (Bartman, 2015).
Educational Matriculation Experiences of AA Women
To understand the academic matriculation experiences of African American
women to the postgraduate degreed status, institutions must understand their intersected
identities regarding race and gender on the preK-12 and higher education levels. McKay,
as cited in Words of Fire; An Anthology of African American Feminist Thought (1995),
explored the multiple oppressive identities from which AA women must navigate within
the academic arena. She noted, “To be Black and female in the academy (the educational
institution) has its own particular frustrations because it was never intended for us to be
here. We are in spaces that have been appropriated for us” (Guy-Sheftall, 1995, p. 451).
Guy-Sheftall (1995) posited that the plight of Black feminists includes
transforming the educational arena to make it more mindful of the experiences of Black
women through the establishment of Black women’s epistemologies. The framework is
also committed to eradicating historically oppressive forces that define and inform the
subjective lens of Black women. Guy-Sheftall noted that the primary hindrance that
faces Black feminists within the context of the 21st century is the development of
epistemologies and methodologies that are essential in the liberation of Black
communities. Margaret Walker Alexander, a poet, novelist, and teacher, posited that the
experience of racism and sexism was unfamiliar to her until she reached the educational
arena in pursuance of a postgraduate degree status (as noted in Sheftall, 1995).
In African American Women in Higher Education: Issues and Support Strategies,
researcher Bartman (2015) explored four major issues that impact the collegiate
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matriculation rates of African American women. Further, her study reviewed
interventional strategies of support for this marginalized population. The Educational
Resources Information Center Database was employed to conduct the review. Based
upon the review of material, these issues will be discussed in the subsequent sections and
will offer the context for understanding the educational matriculation experiences of
African American female students as explained by Bartman (2015).
Dual disadvantaged identities. Zamani (2003) argued that the social
orientations of females and African Americans exposed AA women to two forms of
oppression (as noted in Bartman, 2015). Although the totality of the population can feel
the stressors related to the academic matriculation of the student body, Tuitt (2010)
affirmed that the additional stressors of racism and sexism are specific towards the
academic matriculation of AA women. Tuitt explored the historical, yet persistent
conflict between Black culture and White androcentric and Eurocentric educational
institutions. These additional stressors were referred to as “double oppression racism and
sexism” to an extent that no other student population has known. Howard and Hamilton
(2003) explained that double oppression racism and sexism derived from the subordinate
status ascribed to AA women in the post slavery era. Consequently, Zamani (2003)
concluded that more emphasis needs to be placed on the intersected identities of race and
gender that affect this population.
Howard and Hamilton (2003) explored the basis of the “outsider-within”
perspective, which Collin-Hill (1990) initially introduced, whereby AA women are
essentially invited to the academic arena in progressively increasing numbers but are still
relegated to the status of “outsiders” with minute voices and little respectable
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contribution to epistemologies and methodologies. This insidious outsider selfconnotation further marginalizes this student population as they are forced to contend
with feelings of social and personal isolation and dissonance (Collins, 1990). As a result
of the challenges within the relational dynamics of AA women and the dominant groups
(White androcentric and Eurocentric arenas), a sense of security, belonging and trust,
which is essential to the establishment of meaningful educational experiences for this
population, has not been reached.
The intersecting constructs of race and gender create a premise of inclusivity that
overlaps the interconnected essence of categorizations that belong to a race, gender, and
class (Crenshaw, 1989). The notion of intersectionality creates a framework cognizant of
the plethora of discriminatory disadvantages that an individual or group of people face
(Collins, 1986). Crenshaw (1989) argued that the needs and experiences of African
American women must be understood in terms of the overlapping interconnectedness of
their categorization separate from the experiences of African Americans as a combined
whole or the construct of gender in terms of being women.
Transcending the essence of an abstract notion, intersectionality offers a
description of how people experience multiple oppressive forces. Crenshaw, who coined
the term intersectionality in Dehumanizing the Intersections of Race and Sex (1989),
offered the following premise to examine the concept:
Consider an analogy to traffic in an intersection, coming and going in all four
directions. Discrimination, like traffic through an intersection, may flow in one
direction, and it may flow in another. If an accident happens at an intersection, it
can be caused by cars traveling from any number of directions and, sometimes,
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from all of them. Similarly, if a Black woman is harmed because she is in an
intersection, her injury could result from sex discrimination or race
discrimination… But it is not always easy to reconstruct an accident: Sometimes
the skid marks and the injuries simply indicate that they occurred simultaneously,
frustrating efforts to determine which driver caused the harm (p. 142).
Crenshaw argued that the experiences of Black women are more complex, and
therefore, they are discriminated against in ways that overshadow the legal constructs of
racism or sexism—but can be understood as an amalgamation of both racism and sexism
(Crenshaw, 1989; Smith, 2017). However, the standing premise of sexism is based upon
an implicit allusion to the inequity that all women are subjected to inclusive to the
positionality of White women. This same legal construct commonly defines racism in its
unspoken reference to the summation of all Blacks, inclusive to men, and other Black
ethnic groups. This ideology has perpetuated the marginalization of Black women to that
of an invisible status without any legal alternative recourse. Crenshaw (1989) challenged
both feminist and antiracist theoretical practice by declaiming the absence of Black
women from gender oppression or racism discourse. This is especially true due to gender
placing emphasis on the plight of White women and race on the positionality of Black
men. Ultimately, the experiences of Black women must be understood through a
synthesized singular compilation of intersectionality relating to the multiple forms of
oppression that Black women undergo (Collins, 1990, 2000; Bartman, 2015).
This analysis serves to emphasize that although White women have been granted
all attributes of femininity, Black women have been relegated to a disparaging racist
subordination of inferiority that is ingrained within the history of the United States in its
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treatment of Black women. Hooks (2015) created a correlation between Sojourner
Truth’s subjective experience with the White suffrage movement and Black women’s
experience with modern feminism by exclaiming, “When feminist theory and politics that
claim to reflect women’s experiences and women’s aspirations do not include or speak to
Black women, Black women must ask, ‘Ain’t we women?’” (p. 7). This question
illustrates the historical and modern disenfranchisement of Black women that has been
the basis of their subjective lived experience.
“Ain’t I a woman?”. Sojourner Truth argued the significance of occupying
multiple institutional locations through the reflections of women who were not
commonly perceived as academics. Yet her 1851 speech at an Akron, Ohio, women’s
rights convention created an inclusive framework of the understanding of the term
“woman”:
That man over there says that women need to be helped into carriages and lifted
over ditches, and to have the best place everywhere. Nobody ever helps me into
carriages, or over mud-puddles, or gives me any best place! And ain’t I a
woman? Look at me! Look at my arm! I could have plowed and planted, and
gathered into barns, and no man could head me! And ain’t I a woman? I could
work as much and eat as much as a man—when I could get it—and bear the lash
as well! And ain’t I a woman? I have borne 13 children and seen them most all
sold off to slavery, and when I cried out with my mother’s grief, none but Jesus
heard me! And ain’t I a woman? (Loewenberg & Boogin, 1976, p. 235; CollinHill, 1990, p. 14).
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Truth’s exclamation challenged the conceptual notion of women as being the
derivative of a social construct as she compared the qualities of being an African
American woman to those characteristics assigned to women in general. From Truth’s
assertion, as it is still reflected in modern times, there exist overwhelming contradictions
between African American women and the attributes attributed to women—thus creating
the “outsider-within” dichotomous thinking.
Impact of gender gap. Henry (2008) argued that it is essential for higher
education institutions to recognize the subjective experiences of AA women who are
forced to navigate academia within the disproportionate environment of a gender gap.
Bartman (2015) described the implications of there being a greater number of AA female
students on college campus than there are of AA men. This disproportionate
incongruency of AA female students to AA male students translates into challenges for
AA female students as they are limited within their social group orientation interactions.
Garibaldi (2014) documented there being over 800,000 more Black women operating
within the collegiate arena than Black men. The disparity in male-female matriculations
reflected within the gender gap negatively affects social interactions on campus and adds
to the existing dearth in critical mass present. Consequently, the socialization and
personal networking of AA female students within their social/ethnic group is challenged.
Therefore, AA female students are forced to look outside of the security of their
social/ethnic group orientation for meaningful relationships throughout their
matriculation experiences within a context that is unfamiliar to their cultural and personal
norms.
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Lack of Black faculty. Bartman (2015) explored the underrepresentation of
African American women working in higher education. African Americans comprise
only 7 percent of the faculty in American universities and colleges (National Council of
Education Statistics, 2012). Of that, AA women account for only 4 percent according to
the National Council of Education Statistics 2012 report. Consequently, the AA student
body is limited when seeking out mentors and role models of their same social/ethnic
group orientation. In a qualitative study that Louis et al. (2014) conducted, the
researchers noted that AA students must look outside of their social/ethnic group for
mentorship and support. Their qualitative study explored the implications of the
insufficient lack of Black faculty members and its influence upon the educational
matriculation experiences of AA female students. Bartman (2015) described the
experiences of AA female students as they are limited in the number of educators of their
similar social/ethnic group orientation throughout their educational matriculation and
how they are left with educators who lack the capability to understand the cultural and
social manners from which their behaviors, customs and perceptions are informed. For
these women, they described experiencing very few AA female professors and the
bearings that the limitation in representation had upon their advancing to postgraduate
degree status. The study argued for the necessity of targeted strategic interventions to
help AA students navigate the lack of diversity present, and how that translates into
meaningful educational relationships or the lack thereof.
Double consciousness. Gay (2004) conducted a grounded theory analytical
qualitative study to explore avenues to enrich educational experiences for AA women.
The study explored the challenges to effective visibility of AA female students within the
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academic arena. The author noted that minority students in academia operate in an alien
arena in which they are often subjected to culturally indifferent professors. Gay’s
assertions are not unexpected because traditional pedagogical practices are positioned
within White androcentric and Eurocentric experiences. Caldwell and Stewart (2001)
furthered this claim by arguing that Blacks are subjected to the ingenuous appropriation
of western values that has traditionally been dismissive towards the black epistemologies
and methodologies. The precedents within this conflicting arena are not new to academia
as Dubois posited in 1903:
It is a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness, this sense of always looking
at one’s self through the eyes of other, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a
world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One never feels his two-ness—
An American, a negro, two souls. Two thoughts; two unreconciled strivings; two
warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being
torn asunder (pp. 194-195).
This stance affirmed the double consciousness from which Blacks are forced to
contend within the academy. Tuitt (2003) confirmed the contentions within Black
students as they must continuously navigate the stratification between their identity and
compliance with traditional academic practices.
Microaggressions
Extant literature has suggested that the evolving face of racism is no longer
reflected in overt hate crimes, physical violence, racial euphemisms, and unabashed
invidious norms. Yet has transformed into a more modern and subtle form that is implicit
within cultural norms, beliefs and it is ingrained within education policy and pedagogical
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practices (Sue et al., 2008). Sue et al. (2008) developed the typology of microaggressions
to mean the “everyday verbal, nonverbal, relational exchanges that emit denigrating
messages to individuals of marginalized and discriminated against social/ethnic groups”
(p. 3). Sue and Capodilipo (2008) furthered this assessment to application based upon
race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, and disability. Their analysis examined the
consequential implications of these practices and the ways from which marginalized
group members can address the occurrence. Culprits are generally oblivious of their
complicit involvement and role in these derogatory exchanges and its effect on the
recipient of the communication. Isolated instances singularly may be evasively impactful,
but the culmination of continuous occurrences throughout a lifespan can have damaging
consequences for the recipient of the exchange (Holmes & Holmes, 1970; Williams &
Nichols, 2015).
Dovidio and Gaertner (2009) argued that racial biases are a byproduct to all
persons born in the United States. Racial microaggressions commonly occur within the
unconscious peripheral of awareness in the most well-intentioned individuals. Thus,
research on the phenomenon has examined its aversive nature as an assessment is made
of the hidden messages between perpetrator and recipient. These instances can be studied
closely within internal psychological and external inequalities within educational
institution settings, employment, and health care. Aversive racists who operate on the
premise of microaggressions affirm their opposition towards prejudicial and
discriminatory practices while they claim egalitarian principles of moral judgement as
they would never engage in intentional discrimination. Dovidio and Gaertner (1991,
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1993, 1996, 2000) have developed a plethora of focused methodologies on the
unconscious bias that has become the new face of racist and prejudicial practices.
Microaggression and marginality. Microaggressions are often targeted towards
marginalized groups. Sue et al. (2007) described marginalized groups as those
social/ethnic members who exist on the margins (lower or outer levels) of social
consciousness and attractiveness. Society may covertly and implicitly perceive them as
undesirable and therefore is aloof to their socioeconomic positions and subjective
experience. Sue (2003) explained that these marginalized groups are relegated to the
lower limits of social and economic systems and are therefore susceptible to exclusionary
and inequitable social injustices. The author affirmed that these instances can be
categorized as reflective of marginality within the notion of “othering”,
inclusion/exclusion, and superior/inferiority, and thus create the hierarchical divide
within society. For these marginalized groups, instances of microaggressions are a
general and regular experience within their lives. These notions can be understood
through three forms of microaggressions common to these marginalized groups known as
microinsults, micro- assaults, and microinvalidations in arenas with racially dominant
groups (Sue et al., 2007).
Microassaults. Sue at al. (2007) created the classification of racial, gender, and
sexual orientation microaggressions to be understood within three major frameworks:
micro- assaults, microinsults, and microinvalidations. These three taxonomies create a
covert form of prejudicial and discriminatory communication between the perpetrator and
recipient of the message. Sue et al. (2007) defined micro- assaults as the conscious,
intentional, and either covert or overt racial, gender, or sexual orientation prejudicial
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attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions communicated to marginalized individuals through
environmental cues, verbalization, or behaviors (p. 28). Miller and Garran (2008)
affirmed that these instances are intended to attack the group identity of the individual or
to cause harm through name calling, allusive behavior, or willful discriminatory
practices. Examples of these behaviors include burning a cross, showcasing a Klan hood,
or referencing African Americans as niggers. The objective of such messages is
inherently designed for the perpetrator to threaten the safety and security of the intended
recipient.
Microinsults. Microinsults are constructed through interpersonal communication
of stereotypical assumptions, incivility, and apathetic insensitivity that degrade an
individual’s racial, gender, or sexual orientation, lineage, or indemnity (Sue et al., 2007).
Microinsults constitute subtle insults to the recipient that are a common result of the
perpetrator’s negative consciousness or cognizance. However, their subtle insults are
masked as derogatory messages to the recipient of these mentioned social orientations.
Sue et al. (2007) noted examples to include:
1. Person of color mistaken as the subservient worker.
2. AA doctor mistaken as the nurse.
3. White men/women clutching their purse as they pass a Black or Latino person.
Its emergent themes include:
1. Implicit Prejudicial Communication
2. Second-class citizen
3. Notions of criminality
4. Sexual objectification.
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Microinvalidation. Microinvalidations permeate through interactional and/or
environmental signals that disregard and dismiss the psychosocial thoughts, feelings, and
experiences of marginalized groups. Sue et al. (2007) argued that this category is the
most detrimental essence of microaggressions because it deprives and denies the
humanity and subjective reality of marginalized persons. The most frequently described
microinvalidation is the color, gender, and sexual orientation blindness theme as
individuals often state their negation of seeing race, gender, and/or the sexual orientation
of those marginalized members (Sue at al., 2007; Williams & Nichols, 2015).
Microaggressions within the academic arena. Research has suggested that
overarching discriminatory practices in education are reflected in lower expectations,
stereotypes, and an aggressively invalidating ideology imposed upon marginalized groups
(Bell, 2002; Sue et al., 2009). Sue et al. (2007) emphasized how microaggressions
function systemically within the academic arena from the preK-12 through doctoral
levels. Sue et al. attributed the oppressive influence of systemic prejudicial practices as
an explanation for understanding the underrepresentation of women in science and
engineering in primary school levels within the preK-12 and higher education levels.
These authors noted that this level of institutional systemic discrimination is a covert
form of racism. Further, the lack of diversity reflected in faculty and staff representations
of minority educators is a byproduct of aversive racism. Sue et al. posited, this influence
translates into the limited representation of AA female students reflected in higher
education and the lack of Black faculty on these campuses.
Microaggressions are reflected in the student body composition through critical
mass (the number of minority students on campus), recruitment (pertaining to which
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students are admitted), retention (which students disenroll), and promotion (matriculation
and graduation rates) of minority students (Sue et al., 2007). In addition, the instances of
microaggressions create a combative hostile work and academic environment that
consequently affects tenure tracking promotions and advanced academic matriculation.
Such circumstances contribute to educational inequities that persist systemically and may
overwhelm the learning environment.
Educational inequities and equalities for Black women (preK-12 setting).
Despite Black women’s intention of reaching social and civic mobility through
educational access, inherent racist policies and discriminatory practices create disparities
that contribute to challenges within academic matriculation. The high school graduation
rates stagger behind those of their White counterparts by a 14.3 vs. 24. 3 margins (Sue et
al., 2007). Juntunen at al. (2001) highlighted the overwhelming disparities in academic
achievement as research has proven the stark discrepancies between the academic
achievement of Black students and their White counterparts. Monroe (2005) posited that
many of these challenges translate into heightened alienation from the academic
curriculum and a disinterest of this social/ethnic group in the acquisition of knowledge
skills, which manifests as poor academic performance. To close the achievement gap
that affects this marginalized group, educators have sought the root cause of its existence.
Sue and Sue (2008) categorized the causation of poor academic performance as the result
of (a) internal factors, and (b) external factors (systemic or the academic and societal
arena).
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Support for AA Women in Pursuit of Postgraduate Degrees
The increasing visibility of AA women within the academic arena suggests that
institutions of education must employ interventional strategies of support to promote the
continued success of this population throughout their matriculation. Rosales and Person
(2003) created strategies of intervention to address the specific needs of AA women
within the academic arena using strong support networks and new social initiatives to
meet their needs. There are several ways to create meaningful educational experiences for
AA women who pursue postgraduate degrees. Bartman (2015) described such strategic
interventions to include academic mentoring, family support, the impact of Black
Sororities, mentoring, and contextual counseling. An additional avenue of support that
Bradley and Saunders (2003) proposed includes cultural competence pertaining to trust in
cross-cultural support.
Croom et al. (2017) suggested the cruciality of mentoring in early adulthood or
significant life matriculations. Mentoring is an is integral part of the academic
experience where an existent knowledgeable person facilitates the maturation and growth
of a person of lesser experience. Extant research has described the marginalized
experience of AA women in pursuance of postgraduate degree status (Young, 2000). The
AA student body must navigate the educational arena from the preK-12 and higher
education levels with feelings of disengagement, isolation, and withdrawal (Campbell &
Campbell, 2007). Patton et al. (2017) described the effects of positive social interactions
among faculty and students. Their research concluded that AA students with increased
mentorship and support had higher achievement in academic performance.
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Impact of Black sororities. Greyerbielh and Mitchell (2014) described the
avenues of challenging the marginalized experience of AA women through generating
social capital for their members from the perspective and influence of Black sororities.
Their study affirmed that using an intersectional feminist standpoint, “historically Black
sororities offer their members a dimension of encouragement unachieved in other
cultural or social organizations” (Greyerbielh and Mitchell, 2014, p. 290). Further,
Harper (2007) described a similar claim by correlating the direct impact of Black
sororities on heightened levels of academic achievement. Thus, the academic arena
should place greater emphasis on understanding the positive effects of Black sorority
membership. Black sorority membership according to extant literature creates a platform
for combatting the implications of the lack of critical mass and Black faculty throughout
the educational arena. Black sororities created a strategy of support in enhancing
meaningful educational experiences for AA female students through the establishment of
a trusted community of women indicative of the same social/ethnic group orientation.
Harper (2007) described how in an academic space that seemed unwelcoming to AA
female students, Black sororities created safe havens of acceptance where the perceptions
and experiences of AA female students could be acknowledged (Bartman, 2015).
Addressing the lack of critical mass. The strategies of intervention consisted of
mentorship, the impact of Black sororities, and contextual counseling (Bartman, 2015).
This study was consistent with extant literature that has explored the misrepresentation of
the AA demographic within their graduation trajectory. Guerra (2013) posited that
although AA students made up 12.7 % of the female population in the United States, they
accounted for only 8.5% of the baccalaureate degrees that women held. According to
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Miller (2003, as noted in Hughes & Howard-Hamilton, 2003), this figure equates to
fewer AA female students on college campuses. Patton et al. (2017) substantiated this
claim as they explored the critical mass that then ensues as a result of fewer members of
this population represented within the student body. Miller (2003) posited, “A critical
mass exists whenever there are sufficient numbers of a particular demographic for
members of that group to feel socially and culturally comfortable participating in
conversations, and enough that other students see them as individuals rather than as
spokespersons (tokens) for their race” (p. 96). Rosales and Person (2003) explained that
the lack of critical mass translates into discontent and low sense of community for this
demographic on campus. Consequently, their social and identity development are denied
the necessary cultural permissions.
Thomas (2001) explored the motivational influencers, obstacles, and support
systems of reentry college women. This qualitative investigation examined the
experience of AA women who reentered into the academic arena at a nontraditional age,
returning to school later in life while also maintaining other responsibilities (full-time
employment, family commitment, and adult obligations). The study’s findings concluded
that women, minorities, and first-generation academics experience disproportionate
challenges that can stifle their academic matriculation. Ferguson (1992) also argued for
these substantiated claims, and Tinto (1993) noted that these challenges consist of
academic failings, dissonance, and social isolation. Further, Terrell (1990) noted the
importance of distinctions in the reentry experience of AA women as their subjective lens
is unlike that of White, middle-class reentry students.
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Cross-cultural mentoring and support. A study that Hughes and HowardHamilton (2003) conducted affirmed the significance of cross-cultural mentorship and
support. The study posited that support for this population, reflected in culturally
competent faculty and staff, was essential for AA women within the academic arena.
Therefore, the responsibility for providing meaningful educational experiences for AA
women should not be left to minority faculty only. Louis et al. (2014) argued that due to
the lack of critical mass, which is reflected in an underrepresentation of AA female
faculty and staff, non-AA faculty members must aid in enhancing the educational
experiences of the AA student body. This design necessitates the demand for non-AA
faculty members to become dedicated to the development of cross-cultural competence
and commit to form meaningful relationships of depth and influence with AA students.
Louis et al. (2014) noted that the “process begins with mentors being committed to
making the necessary time to understand the voice, deconstruct the experiences, and
recognize social imbalances imposed upon this subpopulation” (p. 244).
Dahlvig (2010) described the notion of cross-cultural mentoring as a strategic
intervention that deserves thought and consideration within the academic arena. Louis et
al. (2014) concluded their study by arguing the importance of developing trust, respect,
and bonds with AA students to meet the needs of this population for engagement and
support. Further, their study emphasized the necessity of the academic arena to become
increasingly cross-culturally competent. The authors mentioned that “this urgency is to
effectuate an environment where AA women students will have the imperative support
from their faculty throughout their educational matriculation” (p. 243). These
encouraging and supportive environments offered through cross-cultural mentorship
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between faculty and AA students can enhance the success and wellbeing of this
population throughout their academic advancement. Essentially, these relationships may
close the achievement gap between AA women and their White counterparts with hopes
of also showing the necessity to address the under representation of AA female students
and faculty members.
Effectiveness of HBCUs and PWIs on Student Experiences
Discussions regarding educational inclusivity have heightened on college
campuses throughout the country. However, findings have suggested the inability of
mainstream educational institutions of primarily White institutions (PWI) to provide
supportive environments for Black students, which has led this population to find solace
in the havens of historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs). Espinosa (2011)
posited the essentially of collaborative efforts between PWIs and HBCUs to personalize
the individual strengths of both institutions to enhance meaningful educational
experiences and support for the Black student population. Espinosa’s findings affirmed
that PWIs are challenged in their ability to meet the needs of Black students to enhance
academic wellbeing.
Discussions regarding the variability in educational experiences at HBCUs and
PWIs have been repeatedly explored. Simms (2014) conducted a study to examine the
educational outcomes at HBCUs. Her study suggested that the experiences and
educational outcomes at HBCUs are distinct from other institutional groups and help to
close the achievement gap for Black students. Provasnik and Shafer’s (2004) study
demonstrated that HBCUs awarded more than one fifth of all undergraduate degrees
conferred to Black students. In addition to closing the achievement gap among Black
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students, HBCUs enhance the representation of degrees in STEM at the baccalaureate
and graduate levels; they also serve as a gateway to doctoral programs in STEM at all
universities.
Espinosa’s work (2011) concluded that Black students felt more included and
supported at HBCU institutions. Further, the study affirmed the necessity of finding
meaningful solutions that will support the viability of HBCUs and promote PWIs’
success at matriculating Black students. The authors argued the importance of pipeline
programs that create partnerships between HBCUs and PWIs to enhance opportunities for
Black students at both institutions. These pipeline partnerships can potentially address
the lack of critical mass within the Black student body and faculty members, increase
opportunities for Black students, and strengthen the relationship between the two
institutions.
The Prekindergaden-12 Setting
The Juvenile Court Statistics (2016) report examines the growing depiction of AA
female students in custody. AA female students comprise nearly 36% of juvenile females
in secure confinement (Sickmund et al., 2011). With a substantial number of scholars
who examined Black males as the largest subpopulation in residential confinement, the
experience that leads to juvenile confinement of AA female students should not be
dismissed. From 2002 to 2006, Black girls experienced a 5.3 percent increase in
suspension within America’s education system (Losen & Skiba, 2010). There are
uniquely attributable characteristics of barriers present within the educational pursuits
that create direct links to delinquency and incarceration for Black girls (Acoca, 2000;
Balfanz et al., 2003; Blake et al., 2010; Nicholson et al., 2009; Nolan, 2011).
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From 2011 through 2012, the rates of out-of-school suspension by race and
gender revealed that AA girls had a greater likelihood of being suspended than their
White female peers (U.S. Department of Education, 2012). Research explores the
dehumanization, vilification and criminalization of AA female students within the
educational arena that exasperates these numbers (Crenshaw, 2012).
The school to prison pipeline continuum. Crenshaw (2012) examined the
impact that the school to prison pipeline had on AA female students educational
matriculation experiences within the preK-12 setting. Black girls are susceptible to
experiencing harsh behavioral policies that expose them to uncompromising disciplinary
practices through suspension, expulsion and arrest (Crenshaw, 2012). Yet much of the
existing analysis has excluded AA female students from research, which has encouraged
many stakeholders to conclude that this population is not at risk (Crenshaw, 2015).
These stringent tolerant policies that are unmerciful to the experiences of AA female
students have created a school to prison continuum that AA female students are
especially susceptible to.
The Education Department’s Office for Civil Rights reported that Black girls
make up more than one third of all female arrests taking place on school campuses;
however, they account for only 16% of America’s education system population
(Chatelain, 2016; Nance & Redfield, 2016). These Black girls are not only
disproportionately susceptible to arrest but are routinely suspended and then expelled
from the public-school system at a high rate. This pattern of criminalization serves as a
monstrous barrier to academic achievement and advancement, which then discourages
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them from obtaining the one tool that could be used to advance their socioeconomic
status: an education (Crenshaw, 2012).
Framework of Black Feminist Thought
Called Matriarch, Emasculator, and Hot Momma. Sometimes Sister, Pretty,
Baby, Auntie, Mammy, and Girl. Called Unwed Mother, Welfare Recipient, and
Inner-City Consumer. The Black American Woman has had to admit that while
nobody knew the troubles she saw, everybody, his brother and his dog, felt
qualified to explain her, even to herself (Trudier Harris, 1982, p. 4).
The framework of Black Feminist Thought provides an intellectual space for the
voice of Black Women to be heard and understood. Its primary premise argues the
knowledge of empowerment, and the salience of Black women’s lived experience guides
it (Collins, 1986, 1990, 2000). What that means is that it is not an interpretation, but
rather a direct reflection of the subjective thoughts of Black women. Collins (1990,
2000) asserted that agency and individuality have been systemically denied through using
oppressive images that have justified the marginalization of Black American women.
These are the images of the “Mammy”, “Matriarch”, “Welfare Mother”, and “Jezebel”.
Collins (2000) asserted the loss of autonomy Black American women have over the
portrayal of their image in the United States.
This dissertation seeks to empower African American women by giving them the
opportunity, time, and space to narrate their stories and to have control over the portrayal
of their image. Collins (1986) exclaimed that Black Feminist Thought is urgent as
traditional feminist theories have historically excluded and dismissed the summation of
the Black woman’s position. Collins highlighted the significance of self, family, and
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society through the exploration of three themes: Black women’s knowledge,
consciousness, and political empowerment using self-definitions, self-realizations, and
self-empowerment through activism (Collins, 1989).
Racism within feminism. The need for Black Feminist Thought is inescapably
critical as the traditional feminist theories have historically excluded the summation of
the plight of Black women (Henley et al., 1998). In its conception, the feminist
movement was ingrained in an inherent indifference to Black women (Delgado, 2012).
Although feminism claimed to speak universally for all women, its inability to embrace
race further silenced Black women. The sole distinguishing quality that unites the
essence of BFT and feminist theory lies within its subjective lens of gender within a
patriarchal society. However, the orientation of race creates the divisiveness between the
two constructs.
Susan B. Anthony, having played a crucial role in the White women’s suffrage
movement, was willfully complicit in the marginalization of Black suffragettes. Anthony
infamously stated, “I will cut off this right arm of mine before I will ever work or demand
the ballot for the Negro and not the woman” (Harper, 1898, p. 238). Despite the
exclusion of their needs from the feminist movement, Black women persisted in their
collective courage in the fight for equality while they assumed a staunch commitment to
solidarity with White women. Anna Julia Cooper, a Black feminist during the time,
employed the commitment to feminism without its being mutually exclusive to the needs
of Black men. However, she emphasized with the unique needs of black women as being
different from those of Black men, which at the time seemed to align with that of White
women. Collins (1986) urged Black women to construct self-definitions of self-reliance
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and independence. Collins replaced defining Black Feminist Thought with a discussion
of its distinguishing attributes. Her analysis was more complex, whereas her approach
transcended the paradigm of intersecting oppressions. Collins and other researchers
heavily explored the concept of intersectionality to create a more robust assessment of the
interconnectedness of race, class, and gender studies. With the stratification of racial
segregation being arranged differently in society for United States Blacks, Hills (1986,
1990, 2000) argued that being Black and female in the United States continues to subject
African American women to a shared experience unlike that of other social/ethnic group
orientations.
Collins expounded upon Crenshaw’s (1989) conceptual framework of
intersectionality. Crenshaw (1989) coined intersectionality to mean the metaphorical
overlapping of various social arrangements such as race, gender, and class used to
understand the construct of identity formation while contesting marginalization (Nash,
2008). The BFT perspective incorporates a multidisciplinary approach to examining the
compelling metaphoric connections between gender and race. Extant literature has
suggested that to combat marginalization and disenfranchisement, and to understand the
circumstances and perceptions of people at the intersection of race, gender, and class, a
multidimensional analysis is essential to conceptualize the persistence of inequalities and
disparities that the applied social group faces.
The objectification of Black women. Black epistemologists have contended that
the animalistic and stereotypical images used to describe people of color as criminal and
less than human reaffirm a political agenda of domination (Hooks, 1987). Barbara
Christian, a Black feminist critic, noted “in the United States, the enslaved African
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woman became the contentious basis for measuring society’s concept of other and was
relegated to the periphery of societal consciousness” (1986, p. 160; BFT, p. 68). The
dialectic classification of the “other” provided further rationale for the marginalization of
Black women based on race, gender, and class oppression (Keller, 1985). According to
Keller, the either/or dichotomous thinking creates divisive classifications as an emphasis
of their differences.
Hills (1986, 1990, 2000) argued that this either/or dichotomous thinking is
entrenched in the realm of objectification as the “other” being Black women’s relegation
to the status of a mere object to be manipulated and controlled. Hooks (1989) argued that
the notion of objectification was used to perpetuate the subordination of Black women to
second-class citizenry within the ladder peripheral of importance. In response, Bell
Hooks (1989) urged Black women to define their own realities and identity. Collin-Hill
(1990) described the worsening objectification for Black women as they are then seen as
invisible. Rollins (1985) and Thorne (1992) examined Black women’s resistance to this
form of objectification. The BFT framework explores the complexity of the either/or
dichotomous thinking as the creation and perpetuation of social hierarchies in society.
Dichotomous thinking of Black womanhood. Hills (1986) described the
emergence of Black women from the slave era as “Mammy” and the “bad Black
woman.” Gilkes (1983) explored the dominant ideologies of stereotypical depictions
ascribed to Black womanhood; these depictions serve as justification for Black women’s
subordination. Four cardinal virtues defined womanhood through the lens of femininity
ascribed to White women: “piety, purity, submissiveness, and domesticity” (Collins,
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1986, p. 71). These virtues were systemically denied to Black women as subordinate
images of sexualized objectification defined them.
The systemic justification for their existence has perpetuated race, class, and
gender oppression. Gilkes (1983) affirmed,
Black women’s assertiveness and their use of every expression of race to launch
multiple assaults against the entire fabric of inequality have been a perpetual,
multidimensional threat to the status quo. In response, Black women have been
assaulted with a variety of negative images. These negative depictions portray
their strength as stereotypical demeaning images of Black womanhood (p. 296).
These associations that have been ascribed to the existence of Black women justify their
marginalization and oppression and further normalize their existence as a natural part of
life.
The ability to criminalize, vilify, and dehumanize a marginalized group of people
is rooted in immoral complicity. The normalization of Black women’s oppression
derived from patriarchal societies’ ability to justify their treatment of Black women. The
essence of BFT challenges the lascivious depictions that have been ascribed to Black
women. Patterson (1982) argued that patriarchal systems of power by elite White men
are the controlling manipulators of these depictions as the stereotypical imagery serves as
an instrument of domination and marginalization. Carby (1987) described these mystical
stereotypical images as a powerful ideological justification for the domination of Black
women. The exploration of the justifications for Black women’s oppression will be
framed around the “Mammy”, “Matriarch”, “Welfare Mother,” and “Jezebel”.
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“Mammy”. The oppression of Black women speaks to their depictions of
controlling images fostered within societal norms. The “Mammy” was used and
continues to be used to justify domestic servitude imposed upon Black women and
highlights the economic exploitation of house slaves. Gilkes (1983) contended that the
way this dichotomous thinking is prevalent in the 21st century speaks to the normative
restrictions placed upon Black women’s behavior and subordination as she is
continuously reminded of her place. The challenges that Black intellectuals have faced
when contending with the imagery of the subservient “Mammy”, although met with
patriarchal resistance, redefine traditional views of the domestic Black woman.
“The matriarch.” The “Mammy” was used to explain the exploitation of Black
women in White homes, whereas the matriarch connotation explains the dominant figure
in the Black homes (Hale, 1980; Myers, 1980; Lord, 1982; Collin-Hill, 1990). Hale
(1980) positioned the modern Black matriarch within the Black home as emphasis is
placed upon her failings and the breakdown of the Black home. This conceptualization
explores the absent father with the economic and social responsibilities of the home being
placed upon the modern Black matriarchy. From a patriarchal perspective, the matriarch
depicts the failed mammy. From this thesis was birthed the “strong Black woman”
narrative that speaks to the Black woman having the dynamic responsibility of the Black
family upon her conscience as she navigates the adversarial challenge with strength
(Ladner, 1972; McCray, 1980; Lord, 1984). Like the mammy, the matriarch is used to
justify the marginalization of Black women by holding them responsible for the plight of
the Black family home. This patriarchal perspective explains the dehumanization,
vilification, and criminalization of Black children as they then have to prove their
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intellectual capabilities in comparison to their White counterparts. Collin-Hill (1990)
stated, “This deficiency in comparison to White children, within Black children, they
then lack the intellectual capabilities ascribed to White, middle-class children, and this
inadequacy critically retards Black children’s achievement” (p. 74).
“Welfare mother”. The dichotomous image of the welfare mother provides a
justification for the oppression of Black women within the United States patriarchal
society. The insistence of the perspective of the welfare mother speaks to implications of
Black women being lazy and poor. This image challenges the work ethic and merit of
Black women as they are perceived as slothful and inert. The depiction of the welfare
mother perpetuates a relegation to social immobility as she is labeled as responsible for
her own social and economic oppression while simultaneously being responsible for the
economic failings of the Black family unit.
“Jezebel”. The fourth justification for the oppression of Black women is her
classification as an overly sexualized Jezebel who is sexually aggressive (Collin-Hill,
1990, p. 7). According to Davis (1981), historically, the Jezebel classification excused
the widespread and systemic sexual assaults that victimized Black women during and
post-slave era.
Matrix of domination. The notion of the matrix of domination is an interlocking
model of oppression. The model calls for a paradigm shift in the either/or dichotomous
thinking of Eurocentric and White androcentric ideologies. The matrix encapsulates the
way an understanding of race, class, and gender is infused within interlocking systems of
oppression (Hooks, 1989; Halpin, 1989). According to Collin-Hill (1990), exploitation,
powerlessness, cultural domination, and violence define the matrix.
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Post Traumatic Slavery Syndrome. Post Traumatic Slavery Syndrome, a theory
that DeGruy (2005) developed, speaks to the transgenerational adaptations associated
with past traumas and ongoing oppression of African Americans, the descendants of
slaves in America. DeGruy (2005) encourages African Americans to understand the
historical connotation of the transatlantic slave trade and its enduring role upon their
social/ethnic ideologies, persisting trauma and positionality to allow personal healing to
take place. DeGruy exposed the role that history has played in the perpetuation of
negative images and behaviors. Through this perspective, the African American
community can glean greater insight into what motivates and informs the evolution of
their thoughts and feelings (DeGruy, 2005).
DeGruy (2005) framed Post Traumatic Stress Disorder as the psychosomatic,
psycho-emotional, and physio-pathological distress caused by the undesirable suddenness
of stress precipitated through the experience of traumatic life events. Continuous mental
and emotional stress that recurs either through persistent traumatic life events or through
the individual’s inability to cope with past trauma exacerbates this condition. Danieli
(1998) enhanced the scope of understanding of PTSD as a trauma that disrupts the
individuals’ equilibrium, distorts their subjective view, and imbalances the peace of their
subconscious. With this understanding, DeGruy created a framework that expounds upon
the understanding of PTSD and its unique applicability towards the positionality of the
African American community (2005). African Americans have experienced a
transgenerational perpetuation of vicarious trauma. This manifestation of trauma has
been embedded within the social, moral, and emotional consciousness of the Black
community. With slavery being an institution relegated to the past, appropriate and
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necessary correlations between its existence and the continued impact on Black lives
have been previously unnoticed.
“Multigenerational trauma, together with continued oppression and the absence of
opportunity to access the benefits available in society, leads to Post Traumatic Slave
Syndrome” (M+A=P; DeGruy, 2005, p.121). The scholar discussed the power of belief
as an integral influence that defines the lived trajectory of an induvial. The notion of
belief is embedded intricately within the framework of the syndrome. Belief is one of the
most powerful influences on an individual and shapes every aspect of one’s subjective
reality, memories, and expectations, influencing all feelings and emotions. When
individuals believe that their future is limited and stifled due to outside influences, that
belief subconsciously shapes their subjective truth; their responses can be unimaginably
unexpected and unsubstantiated. In the early ‘90s, young Black children were reported
having begun planning their funerals. Psychologists explained this phenomenon as the
overwhelming hopelessness that these children felt that forced them to reconcile with
their immortality and death. They no longer tried to challenge death’s bleakness and
impending doom in their life; they were instead making its realty more palatable and
acceptable.
Many African Americans have been conditioned to the relegation of inferiority
where they feel that they are less in comparison to their White counterparts. Such beliefs,
whether imagined or substantiated, can become the subjective truth that guides the
individual’s reality, often bringing paralysis and creating social immobility. This
debilitating form of oppression, whether arguably self-imposed or unwillingly inflicted
upon the individuals, intensifies their fears, frames their thoughts and therefore limits
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their life choices. This mindset ultimately leads to individuals feeling robbed of their
life’s potential, wandering hopelessly in search of enlightenment, and yet remaining
disconnected from the limitless opportunities around them. This understanding can be
tied to a passage in Proverbs, “… for as a man thinketh in his heart, so is he Proverbs
23:7” (DeGruy, 2005, p. 122).
Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome challenges and examines those transgenerational
adaptations in hopes of exposing the extent to which those adaptations create limitations
and barriers to progression, as well as to what extent the Black community has gained
strength. The Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome theory creates a historical lens for
examination and assessment of the Black experience in America and in the diaspora. The
applicability of the understanding of Post Traumatic Slavery Syndrome is necessary
within this body of work and carries multiple implications for justification of the study.
A great deal of research has spoken to the evolution of destructive and maladaptive
behaviors that have historically persisted within the Black community. DeGruy has
urged society to focus on the essence of resilience and adaptability that is prevalent in the
Black community in ways that will encourage and advance generations to come. In this
instance, the descendants of slaves can meet defeat with the greatest of triumph and heal
themselves (DeGruy, 2005).
Critical Race Theory. Critical Race Theory is a theoretical framework within
the social sciences discipline that examines critical theory and offers a critical framework
for examination of the intersection of race, law, and power (Delgado, 2002). Beginning
as a theoretical movement within United States law schools in reaction to Critical Legal
Studies, CRT is a culmination of two thematic commonalities. Research has suggested
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that CRT proposes that White supremacy and racial power are perpetuated over time and
examines to what extent the law plays a role in the continuation of that process.
Secondly, CRT work examines the notion of restructuring the relational dynamics
between law and racial power. The mission behind the theoretical framework’s ultimate
objective is the achievement of racial emancipation and anti-subordination (Delgado,
2002).
The emergence of CRT as a discipline emerged from the theoretical contributions
of Derrick Bell and Alan Freeman (Delgado, 2002; McCoy, 2014). Bell and Freeman
addressed the barriers to racial reform progression in the United States (McCoy, 2014).
The institutional and structural infrastructures within the United States, along with the
negligence and subsequent failure to recognize and attribute United States jurisprudence
to race and racism, effectively and accurately inspired their research (DeCuir & DeVos,
2013; Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995).
Structural Violence, Relative Deprivation Influencing Somatic vs. Potential
Realization
This section introduces structural violence, somatic realization, and relative
deprivation. The researcher offers a framework for connecting the theory of structural
violence with relative deprivation as it then influences somatic vs. potential realization.
The three concepts will be interwoven together with the research below to enhance the
scope of understanding the essence of the phenomenon under investigation in the study.
Social conflict theory. Coupled with the notion of social constructionism, the
study was positioned within the arena of social and structural conflict, which thus makes
the study appropriate and necessary within the discipline of conflict resolution.
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Schellenberg (1996) defined social conflict as the discord between social groups due to
competing goals and interests, different identities, and/or attitudes. Widely, conflict
resolution can be perceived within this context as “any marked reduction in social
conflict due to a conscious settlement of disputing issues” (Schellenberg, 1996, p. 9).
Galtung (1969) first introduced structural violence to address the role that social
institutions play in harming individuals by preventing them from realizing their basic
human needs. Galtung’s contribution to the field of conflict resolution transformed the
way intangible notions of violence can be understood. Lee (2016) furthered this
understanding of structural violence to mean the preventable restrictions society places
upon individuals, which prevent them from creating the quality of life they so desire.
Structural violence is present within the psyche of individuals when awareness of their
subjective lived experiences due to socioeconomic factors serves as a hindrance to their
growth and mobility.
Structural violence. Galtung (1969), a theorist and pioneer in the field of peace
and conflict studies, created a platform for conceptualizing the notion of embedded
strains of social injustice ingrained in society that are understood as structural violence.
His contribution to the discipline of peace and conflict studies inspired the way the
presence of violence is understood. The inability of individuals to actualize their full
physical and psychological potential is a matter of deprivation of their somatic
realization. Therefore, the inability of individuals to actualize their fullest physical,
physiological, and psychological potential is the result of an overt form of violence,
which is just as dangerous and lethal as violence in its latent covert form (Galtung, 1969).
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Lee (2016) argued that there is an interrelationship between structural violence
and social suffering. Galtung (1969) affirmed that the essence of structural violence
outlines the root characteristics of its conceptualization and expounds upon its evolution
towards other forms of violence. The influence of structural violence informs an
individual’s understanding of social problems that create social suffering. By structures
is meant a “form of violence wherein social structures or social institutions may cause
harm to individuals by preventing them from meeting their basic needs” (Galtung, 1969,
p. 168).
Ho (2007) defined structural violence to mean a form of violence as the
preventable imbalance between an individuals’ potential ability to fulfill basic human
needs and the reality of their actual fulfillment. The essay addressed a gap in the
literature regarding recognizing structural violence of human rights. Pogge and Sen
(2006) conducted assessments on poverty to support the argument of the restriction of
fundamental human needs being a form of structural violence (as noted in Urbano, 2008).
The scholars observed that when the agency is restricted and/or limited to the magnitude
of infringements upon fundamental human needs to where they then become
unobtainable, structural violence creates a structural violation of human rights.
According to Galtung (1969), rather than the tangible recognition of physical
manifestation of its existence, structural violence is an “avoidable impairment of
fundamental human needs” (p.168). Its implications are directly correlated with the
notion of social injustice as its influence varies and affects people differently depending
upon social structures. Lee (2016) continued with her discourse on structural violence as
something that reveals a power dynamic wherein social facets create levels of harm
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within the lived experience of an individual and result in hindered development and
deprivation of socioeconomic mobility. Structural violence is the culmination of
systematic injustices that hinder an individual’s ability to maximize opportunity and gain.
Lukas (2008) examined reclaiming social rights as human rights. The author
argued that all the great approaches to advancing human rights have been and will
continue to be made at the crucial instinct of moral judgment when individuals, whom its
hardship has oppressed, respond in outrage and become committed to resisting.
Somatic Realization
Ho (2007) postulated that structural violence perpetuates relegation of a subclass
of human existence due to its chains of oppression that subject targeted classes of people
to lived inequity and inequality. Burtle (2013) addressed the direct implications and
consequences of the tangible manifestation of structural violence upon an individual. For
Burtle, its influence manifests as institutional failings that have direct consequences on
those it victimizes. Structural violence has implications in disrupting the equilibrium of
individuals as they meet the challenges of their current life circumstances in relation to
their potential life circumstances. The two forces are in constant conflict with one
another as the individuals feel limited by who they are currently and what they can
ultimately aspire to be. This conflict is worsened when they believe that the outside
forces that hinder their self-growth have created the circumstances that influence their
unrest.
The term “violence” is multifaceted and can be looked upon through many lenses
as the essence of the conflict. Chapman (1996) discussed the art of nonviolent resistance.
Many agencies and organizations that would assertively act to combat the existence of
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violence do so when it reaches a tangible notion of reality. However, the underlying
existence of forces and principals within institutions and social structures, which inflicts
destruction upon a group of people, is equally as disastrous as many natural forms of
violence that can potentially claim lives (Chapman, 1996; Ho, 2007).
Vorobej (2016) examined the complexity of the dimensions of violence regarding
somatic vs. potential realization and how it then affects human welfare. His study
explored the fundamental components of violence. Levin and Nolan (2010) conducted a
study on somatic experiences. These authors argued that the somatic realization of
individuals determines their ability to connect with their potential realization. The
conflict herein lies when people are incapable of reaching their potential realization
although they are consciously aware of the influencing factors that prohibit them from
reaching a total sense of self-actualization (Vorobej, 2016).
Galtung (1969) furthered this understanding in his conceptual framework of
somatic vs. potential realization by arguing that innately, within an individual, lies the
ability to connect the somatic with the potential realization. The internal conflict ensues
when they are consciously made aware of the turmoil in experiencing a deep-seated sense
of their human right to achieve more. The latent conflict then emerges when individuals
acquire a sense of correlation between their right to equality, humane treatment, and
liberation in relation to the reality of the hindrances that strip them of being able to
achieve such a level of optimization.
Relative Deprivation
Olson et al. (1986) examined the notion of relative deprivation and social
comparison. They argued that social communication influences the correlation between
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individuals’ abilities to recognize their somatic vs. potential realization. Pruitt and Kim
(1994) examined the notion of the consequences of a party’s inability to achieve
reasonable aspirations. The authors argued that the measurement of relative deprivation
lies in comparing people’s somatic and actual realization to their potential realization.
This realization is examined on the continuum of assessing one’s subjective lived
experience in relation to the standard by which the rest of society lives.
Runciman (1966) suggested a differentiation between egotistical vs. fraternal
deprivation. Within this context, both terms are considered relative. Egotistical
deprivation alludes to the awareness that one’s own subjective lived experience falls
beneath a subjective quality and attainment, customarily predicated on the other
individual’s subjective lived experience. In contrast, fraternal deprivation alludes to the
awareness that one’s reference group in its entirety is deprived, customarily relative to
other groups.
Crosby (1976) proposed that in examining relative deprivation, the measure of
discontentment is what should be considered as something that is naturally obtainable vs.
the factors that make that aspect unobtainable. The theory associate’s feelings of
deprivation with discontentment and dissatisfaction with a desired measure of reference.
According to Pruitt and Kim (1994), “Such deprivation is relative because party A feels
deprived relative to a reasonable standard” (p. 19). Failure to be granted access and to
obtain that to which one feels that they are relatively entitled produce feelings of
discontent and anger. Thompson (1989) concluded that relative deprivation is the
deprivation of human rights and adequate access to basic human needs that an individual
is dependent upon to reach a level of self-actualization.
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The above literature introduced scholarship on structural violence and relative
deprivation that informs the somatic vs. potential realization. The three concepts were
interwoven together within the above research to enhance the scope of understanding the
essence of the phenomenon under investigation in the study.
The theoretical analysis of relative deprivation is applicable to examining the
Black female experience as it uncovers the basis of social and interpersonal conflict.
This theory, elucidated through Black Feminist Thought, highlights the self-awareness
and self-definitions that Collins’ (1990) theoretical analysis created regarding AA women
being able to find meanings in their lived experiences.
Conclusion
Chapter 2 offered a review of the extant literature on the educational experiences
of AA women within the academic arena. Understanding the matriculation experiences
of AA women in pursuance of postgraduate degreed status offers a scope of creating
meaningful educational experiences coupled with identifying challenges to advancing
academically. The initial review was positioned within Bartman’s (2015) analysis of the
factors that contributed to meaningful educational experiences as well as those that
challenged them. These central themes were supported by six critical theories to inform
the study: Black Feminist Thought, structural violence, social conflict theory, relative
deprivation, Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome, and Critical Race Theory. The literature
review aimed to fill in existing gaps in the literature pertaining to the educational
experiences of African American women with postgraduate degrees. The following
chapter explores the methodological design that guided this research study.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Restatement of Purpose and Research Questions
The purpose of this qualitative study was to understand the intersected identities
of race and gender and its influence on the educational matriculation experiences of
African American (AA) women within academia (preK-12 and higher education levels).
To date, mainstream epistemologies and methodologies have excluded the Afrocentric
Black Feminist perspective. Thus, the educational needs and experiences of this
marginalized population go unnoticed. Situating this topic of inquiry within the field of
conflict resolution studies offers a more inclusive framework to challenge mainstream
epistemologies and methodological approaches that often speak through White
androcentric and Eurocentric ideologies that have been traditionally dismissive towards
the educational needs of AA female students.
This study used a transcendental phenomenological approach guided by the
following research questions:
1. What are the elements within academia (preK-12 and higher education levels) that
define and influence the educational matriculation experiences for postgraduate
degreed African American women?
2. What (if any) challenges to postgraduate degree attainment did the population
experience, what meaning did they find in those experiences?
3. What are the perceptions of this population regarding how their intersecting
identities pertaining to race and gender informed their academic experiences?
This chapter offers a justification for a qualitative research design to achieve the
research aims. It also explores the justified methodology for conducting the study
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regarding research procedures, data collection, and data analysis. This study utilized
Moustakas’ (1994) research design of transcendental phenomenology.
Research Methods and Design Appropriateness
Moustakas’s (1994) transcendental phenomenology challenged empirical
knowledge and emphasized the notion of self-reflection; thus, it is the most appropriate
design for this study. In focusing less on myself, the participants in the study’s direct,
reflective descriptions of their experiences enrich the research. I have utilized the
conceptual framework of epoché (or bracketing) as a research strategy employed to
separate myself from the study, which prevents compromise of the phenomenon under
investigation.
Creswell (2007) posited that phenomenological studies examine the shared
meaning of experiences from the perspective of several individuals. Phenomenologists
study the shared experiences of all the participants as they encounter and navigate the
phenomenon. Therefore, the study focused on the educational matriculation experiences
of 15 women who have acquired postgraduate degree attainment. Two theoretical
frameworks of phenomenology are explored within this section: hermeneutical
phenomenology (van Manen, 1990, 2006) and transcendental phenomenology
(Moustakas, 1994) as justification for the chosen methodology. Transcendental
phenomenology (TPh) brings added components to the human experience through
qualitative inquiry. Husserl (1931) principally constructed TPh as a philosophical system
rooted in subjective accessibility. Earlier critics were highly unfavorable to this notion of
impressionistic openness because they viewed the philosophical approach as lacking
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concrete validity and reliability. Its purpose, however, was to discover the universal
meaning of the experience or phenomenon under investigation.
Although phenomenology provides enriching perspectives of the human
experience, the subjective openness and impartiality of the research is especially
important in establishing inquiry accuracy. Husserl (1931) was separated from the
scientific community and devoted his professional life to isolation as he created a
philosophical system that empirical reasoning negated. Hegel, a German philosopher and
lead figure in German Idealism, constructed a theoretically profound meaning of
phenomenology that is widely accepted today (1765, as cited in Moustakas, 1994). For
Hegel, phenomenology alluded to knowledge constructed through the consciousness and
served as the “science of examining what one perceives, senses, and knows in their
immediate awareness and experience” (Moustakas, 1994, p. 26). Conceptual frameworks
rooted within this philosophical system can ultimately recognize the voices of the
participants as they induce action, or at the very least, challenge preconceived notions
and beliefs. Moustakas’s transcendental phenomenology shifted the focus from the
perspective of the researcher to the descriptive understanding of the participant’s
experience. Further, Moustakas focused on Husserl’s concept of epoché (or bracketing),
which separates the researcher from the preconceived notions of suppositions and
judgements to form an impartial perspective of the phenomenon being explored
(Creswell, 2007).
Hermeneutical phenomenology that the educator van Manen (1990) explained
described research as explored through the living experience (Creswell, 2007). The
distinction between the two forms of phenomenology (hermeneutical and transcendental)
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herein lies with the notion of epoché (bracketing). Coupled with the discussion of
epoché, transcendental phenomenology leaned on the Duquesne Studies in
Phenomenological Psychology (e.g., Giorgi, 1985, 2011) and the methods of Van Kaam
(1996, as cited in Creswell, 2007). The data analysis procedures of Moustakas (1994)
involved identifying a phenomenon to study “an object of human experience,” and then
bracketing out one’s experiences (van Manen, 1990, p.163). This phenomenon may
involve qualities such as resilience, human motivation, anger, or feelings of insecurities
(Creswell, 2007; Moustakas, 1994). The researcher then collects information from those
who have experienced the phenomenon and develops a synthesized description of the
essence of the experience for all the participants. This synthesis comprises both “what”
they experienced and “how” they experienced it (Creswell, 2007, p. 58; Moustakas,
1994).
Participant exemplars of their lived experiences serve to develop the data
collection from phenomenological research (Moustakas, 1994). In conforming with
phenomenological assumptions, the validity of scientific reasoning takes place through
phenomenological reduction, imaginative variation, and synthesis (Creswell, 2007;
Moustakas, 1994). This leads to the researcher’s ability to develop a “textural description
(what participants experienced) and a structural description (how they experienced it
regarding the conditions, situations, and/or context)” (Creswell, 2007 p. 60). The
culmination of both the textural and structural description then creates the overall essence
of the experience. Therefore, transcendental phenomenology was the most appropriate
approach for this study due to its focus on the subjective experience of the participants
and the fact that it is less interpretive of the researcher’s perspective. The salience of this
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design’s appropriateness brings voice to those whom traditional dichotomous thinking
and hierarchical forces intended to mute them have silenced and oppressed.
Further, as a means of design appropriateness, I explored the optional
methodology of the narrative analysis. Narrative inquiry has been employed as a method
for analysis in fields such as cognitive science, organizational studies, sociology,
occupational science, and education (Snowden, 2010). Boje (2001) argued that narrative
inquiry lacks theoretical emphasis. The methodological procedures for the narrative
study consist of studying primarily one or two individuals, conducting data analysis
through the collection of their stories, examining their individual experiences, and
chronologically ordering the meaning of their experiences (Creswell, 2007). In terms of
challenges to the narrative design, Pinnegar and Daynes (2006) discussed rightful
ownership of the narrative.
The focus is on who has the authority to tell the story, the basis to change the
story, and ultimate autonomy over its life span. Edel (1994) addressed the “restorying”
of the account and the grounds for easy misinterpretation of the narrative through this
approach. I focused on transcendental phenomenology to enrich the study through the
subjective lens of the participants. Therefore, much of the data analysis includes first
person accounts (exemplars) of the experience of the phenomenon pertaining to the
educational experiences within the academic arena. My analysis is less reliant upon my
subjective interpretations as the analysis of the study’s findings in Chapter 4 will
demonstrate.
Bracketing. Descartes (1912/1988, as noted in Moustakas, 1994) further
influenced Husserl (1931), who connected the research methodology of phenomenology
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with the concept of bracketing (epoché). “Epoché” is an ancient Greek term expressed as
the dismissal of judgement, constraint of suppositions, and the knowledge of the self
above every appearance of doubt (Moustakas, 1994). For Husserl, Hegel (1967), and
Descartes, knowledge was more transcendent than any form of empirical underpinning
because it recognized the merit of the consciousness and the transformative power of
self-reflection. While remaining bracketed, the researcher can disassociate with
preconceived notions and invalidate and discredit all previous knowledge and
experiences (Schmitt, 1968, as cited in Moustakas 1994). Moustakas regarded this action
as looking through a lens of “purified consciousness” (p. 85). Through the process of
phenomenological reduction, the researcher can disconnect from and disqualify
judgments and suppositions, placing the world out of action while remaining bracketed
(Moustakas, 1994).
Moustakas (1994) encouraged the researcher to discover a topic and questions
rooted in personal meanings and values that also speak to answering questions of social
justice and equity. As the researcher, the autobiographical association of the topic, which
warranted the necessity of an investigation, inspired me. Therefore, I chose the
transcendental research design due to its subjective openness and the way I could isolate
my association from the research to create a new and fresh perspective based upon the
study’s findings. I understand that the implications of my experience informing me could
create a bias in data analysis because, like the participants in this study, I have also
matriculated through the education system to the successful completion of postgraduate
degreed status, which was the inspiration impetus for the study.
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Husserl’s framework (1931)) emphasized mindfulness of thought in challenging
any preconceived notions that may form. I understood in approaching this study that I
must separate myself from the research and allow the sample population to create the
shared meaning of the phenomenon under investigation, which made for a conceptually
and theoretically sound framework. In bracketing my own personal experiences and my
subjective relationship with the phenomenon, I created a “context of the researcher”
component to allow myself the space to share my subjective experience. This outlet
allowed me, as the researcher, to bracket out my personal experiences. Van Manen (1990,
as noted in Moustaks, 2007) believed this step to be an impossibility (for researchers to
suspend their association within the phenomenon under investigation). Therefore,
LeVasseur (2003) affirmed the importance of the researchers’ decisions about how and in
what way they would insert their subjective experience into the study.
The Process of Conducting a Qualitative Study/Methods
In conducting phenomenological research, it is important for the researcher to
establish a series of methods and procedures that fulfill the qualifications of a wellstructured and organized study (Moustakas, 1994). These requirements (as noted in
Moustakas, 1994, p. 103) include:
1. Discovery of a topic rooted in subjective openness, autobiographical meaning
with implications regarding social significance.
2. Conducting a thoroughly comprehensive review of content literature.
3. Developing an in-depth criterion as the recruitment instrumentation.
4. Providing participants with instructions on the nature and purpose of the study,
which include developing a description of the participant pool, potential
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recruitment strategies, data analysis methods, instrumentation for data collection,
probing, transcription intent, analytic memoing, the process for maintaining
privacy and confidentiality, and analytic methods.
5. The development of the interview questionnaire.
6. Conducting the interview.
7. Finally, conducting data analysis to develop a textural and structural description
and a synthesis of the overall meaning and essence of the phenomenon under
investigation.
The above methodological requirements will be organized within this section as
methods of preparation, data collection and analysis. Moustakas (1994) illustrated this
elaboration of methods as a systematic and efficient way to conduct a transcendental
phenomenological design. The following section explores the methods and procedures
utilized to conduct the study.
Methods of Preparation
The Institutional Review Board’s (IRB) primary focus is in the protection of
human subjects involved in research activities conducted under its authority. Federal and
State legislation requires research involving human participants to be examined and
approved by an Institutional Review Board in accordance with the Office of Human
Research Participants and subjected to continued review by the IRB. As the principal
investigator, once I formulated a phenomenon of interest to study, I developed a
comprehensive research design and then sought the approval of the IRB in conducting the
study prior to making any form of contact with the participants. After the successful
approval from the IRB, I formulated a comprehensive review of the study including the
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informed consent, prescreening tool, and the participant recruitment to share with my
participants. Continued discussions regarding methods of preparation consisted of
sampling and instrumentation. I further detail the approach to sampling and
instrumentation in the coming sections.
Methods of Data Collection
Data collection offers an in-depth way to develop information regarding
conducting a study (Creswell, 2007). Creswell proposed that the data collection process
is an intercorrelation of activities and procedures. In this section, I detail the approach of
data collection in regard to the process of sampling and instrumentation.
Sampling. Phenomenologists have argued that the basic criteria for sampling
includes participants who have experienced the phenomenon and are intricately interested
in the subject under investigation (Moustakas, 1994; Creswell, 2007). Purposeful
sampling is largely incorporated in qualitative research designs to identify and select
substantive cases related to the phenomenon under investigation. Creswell argued that
purposeful sampling adds research credibility when the sampling size becomes too large
(Creswell, 2007). This means that the inquirer must consider the number of samples that
will be needed and select participants who are appropriate to the aims and
implementation of the research (Creswell, 2007; Etikan, 2016).
I employed recruitment efforts through social networks and snowball sampling. In
working through the social, academic, and professional networks to which I belong, I
created a participant selection criterion as follows: participants identified as being
African American, female, and completed their postgraduate degree pursuits prior to the
day of the interview. I developed the established sampling logic to ensure that the
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participants all experienced the phenomenon under investigation. The participants were
recruited from public and private institutions in the United States.
Dukes (1984) recommended studying 3 to 10 subjects. Polkinghorne (1989)
recommended that researchers employ the contributions of 5 to 25 participants who have
experienced the phenomenon (Moustakas, 1994). Reimen (1986) conducted a
phenomenological study using 10 participants. In being consistent with Reimen, I
initially chose a total of 10 participants (as cited in Creswell, 2007). Through the success
of purposeful and snowball sampling, I increased my sampling population. I chose a total
of 15 participants from the purposeful and snowball sampling conducted as I did not want
to compromise the investigation with either too few or too many subjects. I was pleased
to have to finally limit the number of participants who were willing to participate in my
study. It was in the widespread support of my research topic that I found invigorating
inspiration and affirmation of the necessity of the phenomenon under investigation.
Instrumentation. The instrumentation of the interviewing questionnaire has
been widely accepted as the method from which data is collected in the
phenomenological investigation (Moustakas, 1994). Phenomenological interviews utilize
open-ended comments and questions that begin with a social conversation followed by a
meditative focus on the experience. Beven (2014) proposed methods of
phenomenological interviewing as a means to satisfy descriptive phenomenological
research. Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014) posited that this method of
instrumentation offers thematic experience contextualization and a comprehensive
assessment of the phenomenon.
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My primary instrumentation utilized semi-structured open-ended interviews.
Interviewing played an essential role in my method of data collection. McCracken
(1988) mentioned the widely accepted incorporation of interviews for phenomenological
studies. Polkinghorne (1989) advocated for incorporating interviewing as the primary
instrumentation of data collection to allow the participants to describe the meaning of the
experience for them as they underwent the phenomenon.
Three separate interviews informed the study: prescreening interviewing
(demographic questions were asked to ensure that the potential participants met the basic
criteria for sampling); the utilization of the interview questionnaire (this protocol was
explored in the second interview where data collection that addressed the phenomenon
took place); and a third interview in which data analysis was shared with the participants,
giving them the opportunity to correct any misconceptions that may have been examined.
Initial contact. Initial communication was initiated through the purposeful
sampling and snowball sampling strategies. I formulated a participant recruitment tool to
share within my social, academic, and professional networks. Once the participants
expressed their initial interest via email, we established a time and location for the initial
prescreening interview. The participants were advised to allot 15 to 20 minutes for the
prescreening interview and 60 to 90 minutes for the interview questionnaire. The
participants were given the option to complete both the prescreening interview and the
interview questionnaire in one meeting time, either via Skype or telephonically.
Recordings. A conference line was created through a conference line service
committed to ensuring confidentiality, privacy, and anonymity. The conference line had
the option of recording and offered a secondary recording of the conversation
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automatically be generated via email. To ensure confidentiality and privacy, an account
was created with a secure confidential password, where I alone as the principal
investigator was the only subject to have access to the recordings. I was given a
conference line that solely belonged to me with access to the pin and password as the
host. I shared the conference line number with my participants and was able to control
who could enter the call and when and how the conversation would be recorded. I sought
the permission of my participants prior to turning on the “record option” feature. I had
sole control of the record option feature as well as all other functionalities of the call. All
participant data and data storing were maintained in a confidential and secure passwordprotected account and file on my computer where I was the sole person with access.
Prescreening interview. During the prescreening interview, I offered a
comprehensive review of the participants’ informed consent that discussed the nature and
purpose of the study. Topics were explored regarding voluntary consent, risks and
benefits, the process of interviewing, recording, transcribing interviews, and participant
confidentiality. I also devoted this time to answering any questions my participants may
have had and to illustrate the social and conceptual groundings of the topic in an informal
manner.
Implementation of interview questionnaire. The instrumentation developed for
this study was an interview protocol consisting of 5 demographic questions and 14 openended questions. The interviews lasted between 45 to 120 minutes. After the interview, I
used a follow-up email chain of communication followed by a third interview where I
shared my initial data analysis composite that offered my participants the opportunity to
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reflect on the transcripts and findings for accuracy. I welcomed and encouraged a
continued line of communication.
Moustakas (1994) offered an inclusive method of capturing the phenomenon
under investigation that was constructed specific to this study. I formulated two broad
general questions that addressed both what the population experienced in terms of their
educational matriculation to postgraduate degreed status and their subjective meaning of
this experience. These two broad questions were:
1) What prompted you to go to graduate school to obtain a postgraduate degree?
2) What were the elements that inspired your educational pursuits?
Creswell (2007) suggested building on the two broad questions by asking additional
probing open-ended questions. I asked 12 additional probing open-ended questions
during the interview to support the formulation of the “textural description and structural
description of the experiences” (Creswell, 2007, p. 61). Probing questions were used to
not only clarify specific details but to grasp an in-depth meaning of the essence of the
experience through questions that transcended the surface. These questions consisted of
examining and addressing concepts related to how the participants experienced social
constructs pertaining to their social/ethnic orientation, challenges they experienced
pertaining to educational equity and equality, and personal ideological questions framed
from their perspective experiences. Although general, the two broad questions coupled
with the additional open-ended probing questions created the framework for
understanding the common essence of the phenomenon from the perspective of the
participants.
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Transcribing. I utilized the Rev.com service provider for my transcriptions.
This technologically advanced platform ensures confidentiality and anonymity. Rev.com
is a web-based service that produces a text-based caption file of the recording. The
service has a strict customer confidentiality policy. All files were secure and protected
from unauthorized access. To ensure optimal privacy, anonymity, and protection of
human subjects, the participants were assigned alias/pseudonyms to conceal their
identity. The web-based service also offers a nondisclosure agreement (NDA) to its
clients as added security. The analysis of the transcriptions began the data analysis
process of the study that the subsequent sections will further discuss.
Data Analysis
Data immersion and creation of a comprehensive synthesis through repeated
review of the transcribed notes were the initial steps I took after conducting interviews.
Besides bracketing (epoché), mentioned and explained earlier in the chapter, the data
analysis drew from Moustakas’s (1994) modifications of Van Kaam’s (1966) methods of
analysis.
Using the completed transcription of each participant, I created a listing and
preliminary grouping of all relevant information by highlighting significant statements
that addressed the phenomenon under investigation (horizontalization). I examined all
statements that measured the factors that influenced the educational experiences of
postgraduate degreed AA women. The subsequent sections offer a comprehensive
assessment of each step taken during data analysis.
Step 1. I printed a copy of all transcripts and sat with them, using a highlighter
and earphones to listen repeatedly to each interview after it took place. Immersing
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myself in the data offered a comprehensive and intimate relationship with processing and
analyzing the information. I highlighted all statements that spoke to (a) the phenomenon
and (b) the experience of the phenomenon.
Example:
Researcher: “What made you want to get a postgraduate degree? What prompted
you to go to law school?”
Participant:
I come from a family where education was always stressed, and so it was without
question that I knew I wanted to go to school. And the pursuit of “excellence”
always meant that there would be something beyond an undergraduate degree. I
didn’t know what that was, and at a different point in time, I have considered
either returning to school or, even at that time, pushing all the way through to a
PhD.
Listing and preliminary grouping: Both of the above statements spoke to (a) the
phenomenon and (b) the experience of the phenomenon. Moustakas (1994) posited that
this phase consists of “listing every expression relevant to the experience,” a process also
classified as “horizontalization” (p. 120). I isolated all meaningful statements and
relevant words within those phrases and constructed them into groups, also considered to
be “the textural meanings and invariant constituents of the phenomenon” (p. 97). I
accomplished this step by opening the comment margin on the Word document of each
transcript as I listed each word or statement that was relevant to the experience under
investigation, isolated those words and statements, and notated them.
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Further, I went through each participant’s transcript and repeated this step to look
for consistencies in language, thought, and perspective. This initial stage in the research
created the formulated meanings and conveyed the horizons or ways from which the
participants processed their experiences. In honoring the contributions of the
participants, the grouping and analysis remained consistent with the language and actual
direct text in the transcripts. I repeated this step continuously until I identified all
possible formulated meanings. Further, this process led me to the horizons of the
experience.
Step 2. This process led to being able to conduct a thematic analysis of the
horizons of the experience to review the emergent themes. Moustakas’s (1994)
modification of Kaam’s (1959, 1966) method classified this stage as reduction and
elimination to determine the nonrepetitive and nonoverlapping invariant constituents,
which form the assessment of the data to ensure that it falls under the following two
requirements. These requirements consisted of: (a) Does the expression emphasize a
moment of the experience that demonstrates justification for further inquiry? and b) Is it
possible to abstract and label the experience in a more detailed preliminary grouping?
This process eliminated all redundancies, overlapping phrasings, and unrelated
expressions (Moustakas, 1994). For this phase of the research, I created a new Word
document in which I listed all formulated meaning statements from each participant and
then grouped these clusters together to examine the commonalities and correlations of
participant assessments to develop the emergent themes. In this stage, I left only the
horizons (“the textural meanings and invariant constituents of the phenomenon”
(Moustakas, 1994, p. 97). I repeated this process until all emergent themes were
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classified and grouped from each protocol. I did this by organizing the horizons (the
words or statements that spoke to both the experience of the phenomenon and the
meaning of that experience) under each Word document as the thematic analysis began to
emerge.
Step 3. The third step in the process consisted of creating a comprehensive
thematic analysis and structure of the invariant constituents taken from the meaning
clusters. Thematic analysis is a common approach to assessment used in qualitative
research (Moustakas, 1994). Words that met the requirements were preliminarily
grouped and organized under the now multiple Word documents that were opened. I was
able to label each word document through he emergent themes that began to develop.
These clustered constituents described by Moustakas (1994) conveyed the core themes of
the experience. Creswell (2007) argued that the significant statements and themes are
composited to describe the experience of matriculating to postgraduate degree attainment
(textural description). They are also incorporated to formulate an explanation of the
context or setting that defined how the participants experienced their postgraduate
matriculation (structural description; Creswell, 2007; Moustakas, 1994). These
descriptions of what participants experienced in terms of (a) matriculating to
postgraduate attainment, and (b) the context of this experience created the overarching
essence of the experience and highlighted the common experience for the participants.
Chapter 1 detailed Moustakas’s (1994) additional step of bracketing out one’s
own experience, labelled as the context of researcher. Creswell (2007) emphasized the
importance of reflecting on the researcher’s personal inspirations prior to conducting data
collections and analysis; Marshall and Rossman (2006) also argued this point in their
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research on qualitative inquiries. The final stage of data analysis involves examining the
culmination of the structural and textural descriptions, which creates the avenue to write a
composite description that conveys the “essence” of the phenomenon (essential, invariant
structure, or essence). This composite description is gleaned from the subjective
experience of the participants. Polkinghorne (1989) framed this description as a means to
allow the researcher to empathize subjectively with the experience of the participants.
The essence that this study captured in terms of how the participants experienced their
postgraduate matriculation experience was that of the concrete rose.
Ethical Reflections
Lipson (1994) identified five major considerations when ensuring ethical
reflexivity: (a) informed consent, (b) considerations of harm and effect, (c)
confidentiality, (d) benefits over risk, and (e) special accommodations for participants.
Glesne and Peshkin (1992) created a criterion as a way to be mindful of the participants’
involvement in a study by arguing for the importance of anonymity of the participants
through the development of pseudonyms ascribed to the informants. Ethical reflexivity
was established through alias names, the reiteration of the policies within the informed
consent form, and a commitment to confidentiality through private meeting areas.
Further, the study adhered to Nova Southeastern University’s policies and practices
implemented by the Institutional Review Board prior to gathering data from the
participants to ensure the integrity of ethical considerations, validity, and credibility.
Creswell urged researchers to consider the essentiality of mindfulness to ethical
reflections. Hatch (2002) proposed the importance of reciprocity in terms of the
scholarship being mutually beneficial for the researcher and participants. It is crucial to
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consider how participants will benefit from the studies conducted. Wolcott (1994) urged
the necessity of an accurate and truthful account of the contributions of the participants.
Moustakas proposed that these standards can be achieved by creating accurate validation
strategies. I utilized the configuration and triangulation of analysis from multiple sources
and incorporated the participants into data analysis reflection for study validity. Further,
I incorporated my participants into the analysis of findings to ensure the validation of
their contributions.
I provided the participants a copy of the informed consent form for their
participation in the study and read its contents out loud in the initial prescreening
interview. I ensured the participants a level of anonymity and confidentiality by
explaining the security measures that would be taken to keep their identity protected,
which also included ascribing alias/pseudonyms for all identifiable markers (i.e.,
university attended, noted individuals). Once I began data analysis, I conducted member
check after the initial interviewing process. Each participant received a copy of the
transcripts and participant profiles that were used in data analysis. Lincoln and Guba
(2000) noted the importance of dependability in qualitative research. Therefore, I
immersed myself in data analysis and continuously reviewed field notes, memos, and
interview transcripts.
Creswell (2007) discussed the relational dynamics between the interviewer and
interviewee. The relationship between the two is essential to establish the rapport
necessary to make the interviewee comfortable with self-disclosure. If a level of
comfortability is not reached, the interviewer will not be able to obtain the desired
collection of data. Consequently, the results of the study would then be negatively
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affected, which would influence the outcome in an undesirable manner. Therefore, I
informed the participants of my personal involvement with the phenomenon under
investigation and the meanings that I created from my matriculation to the postgraduate
degreed status.
Conclusion
Chapter 3 explored the transcendental phenomenological research design of the
study. Further, the chapter offered a theoretical justification and rationale for the design
appropriateness and discussed the process of instrumentation, data collection, analysis,
and notions of research ethics, validity confidentiality, and privacy of the participants.
Chapter 4 includes the analysis of the study’s findings.
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Chapter 4: Results
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the perception of how the
intersected identities regarding race and gender informed and influenced the educational
experiences of postgraduate degreed African American women on the preK-12 and
higher education levels (preK-20). The study examined the shared meaning as
participants reflected upon their journey within academia (preK-20) as postgraduate
degreed citizens. Further, the study explored the proliferation of barriers to meaningful
educational experiences for these postgraduate degreed African American women. To
achieve this objective, the study used a transcendental phenomenological approach that
the following research questions guided:
1.

What are the elements within academia that define and influence the educational
experiences of postgraduate degreed African American women?

2. What (if any) challenges to postgraduate degree achievement did the population
experience, and what meaning did they find in those experiences?
3. What are the perceptions of this population regarding how their intersecting
identities pertaining to race and gender informed their academic experience?
The intention of phenomenology is to convey the overarching essence of the
phenomenon. The design of formulating knowledge in phenomenological research
commonly involves conversational approaches with the semi-structured interview
established as an invaluable technique (Moustakas, 1994; Creswell, 2013). Numerous
first-person accounts (exemplar statements) from participants, including a brief
description of the participants (participant profiles), followed by a discussion of the
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emergent themes that lead to the overarching essence of the phenomenon, reveal the
study’s findings (Chapter 4).
Participant Profiles
This study included 15 participants who were individually interviewed using
Moustakas’s (1994) semi-structured interview design. Extant literature has emphasized
the significance of ensuring privacy and confidentiality when investigating phenomena
involving human subjects (Creswell, 2007, 2013; Munhall, 1988; Streubert, 1999). To
strengthen confidentiality and anonymity, pseudonyms were ascribed to participants.
Participants were initially given the option to self-ascribe their own pseudonyms/aliases.
However, to ensure conformity and uniformity of the presentation of the study’s findings,
I assigned pseudonyms to participants where appropriate. In addition, pseudonyms/alias
were ascribed to all identifiable markers (i.e., professional and academic associations,
noted individuals) that could potentially jeopardize the confidentiality and anonymity of
the participants.
All participants met the inclusion criteria and self-identified their race as
African/Black American, their gender as female, and educational level as having attained
a postgraduate/terminal (JD, PhD, MD) degree. The briefly detailed participant profiles,
which include education level, age, degree type, and form of institution attended (i.e.,
PWI, HBCU, Minority/Majority) are listed below and presented in alphabetical order:
Afeni. Afeni has a PhD in Occupational Science and identifies as an African
American. She attended a PWI for her PhD, completing her degree in 4 ½ years. When
asked what inspired her educational pursuits, Afeni stated, “I think first and foremost
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having educated parents, and others fostered the drive to continue with my education.”
When reflecting on her adolescence,
Afeni explained,
Growing up, it wasn’t a question of if I went to college; it was going to be when
and where. And I felt, as an African American woman, it was important to pursue
education as much as possible for representation within my own family.
Afeni described a common and recurrent notion that many of the women in the study
discussed: the social justice impetus behind her educational aspirations. She also
mentioned wanting to become visible in her community at large. Afeni stated, “I come
from a small town where Black people were blue-collar workers primarily, and I know
my family wanted more for us.” Afeni considers herself a lifelong learner and values the
opportunity to explore epistemologies of interest to her. Afeni explained,
I consider myself a lifelong learner, and being a scientist is a great way to do that.
I tell people I get paid to think and just to be creative in the questions that I want
to ask and issues that I want to address. For years I’ve been trying to make the
world a better place. All those things, I think, really drove me to have viewed
education the way that I did, and now, going into academia to do that as a lifelong
pursuit is exciting to me.
Assata. Assata attended an HBCU for undergraduate and graduate school with
degree completion taking 6 years. She identities as an African American and female.
Assata’s exposure to higher educational administration while in college encouraged her
desire to become an executive in the academy. A terminal degree was the way for her to
achieve this dream in higher education leadership. Assata experienced many academic
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and social challenges as she navigated through primary school. It was during her
undergraduate career that Assata discovered her love for learning. In describing the
transcendent moment in which she developed an appreciation for learning, she stated,
When I got into that space, we started talking about Africa and how we were the
creators of math and science. And we talked about how all these things that we
benefit from today, how we were creators of them, and we never heard about it. It
put me in a space to question myself, like, these are the people that I come from.
Perception was power for Assata—she was able to conceive of herself as strong and
intelligent, which was a stark difference from the way she experienced primary school.
She found her voice when she found a space of intellectual growth and opportunity.
When Assata was asked how many African American women she had as professors in
graduate school, she replied, “None”.
Betty. Betty identifies as an African American and attended primarily White
institutions for her higher educational pursuits. She practices higher education law and
has a PhD in education policy studies with degree completion taking 6 years. Her
inspiration in pursuing higher education stemmed from her love for learning. She
explained,
I was graduating and had an English major and had secured a job in insurance, but
I knew I wanted to do something more than just insurance. Not that insurance is a
bad career, but I knew I wanted to do something more than that. I knew that I
loved to read and write, and I have been working in undergrad as an advisor,
advisor assistant, and teaching a summer bridge class for incoming freshmen in
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English. So, that prompted me to want to do something in higher education, and I
applied to the pilot program, the JD/PhD program.
She was immersed in the academic setting, and this exposure made her realize that she
wanted to pursue higher education.
Caprice. Caprice has a PhD in Communication Culture and Media Studies with
degree completion taking 4 years. Caprice completed her undergraduate career at a PWI
and her graduate studies at an HBCU. When asked if she identified as African American,
she responded, “No, I identify as being Black.” In wanting to expound further upon this
distinction between Black/African American, Caprice explained,
I’ve never been to the continent; I’ve never, my parents have never been to the
continent. My grandparents, great-grandparents have never been to the continent.
I am a descendant of African slaves in America, but I am an American. And I am
a Black American.
Dr. Cornell West—an American Philosopher, political activist, author, and public
intellectual— initially inspired Caprice’s higher educational pursuits. While attending a
conference where she would sit next to Dr. West, he emphasized the importance of higher
education. As she recounted the exchange between Dr. West and herself, Caprice vividly
remembered him saying, “You must get a PhD, so that way nobody can tell you who you
can teach and who you can’t teach. And why stop, you know, at a bachelor’s?” This
transcendent moment for Caprice became the inspiration behind her higher educational
pursuits. Caprice also expressed her desire to improve her socioeconomic status through
the avenue of an education. She explained,
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I vowed not to struggle. I never considered myself talented in the traditional
artistic sense, per se. But I was always good at school my whole life. I wasn’t
what was considered pretty or beautiful because I was a chunky child, but I knew
that I was smart. I always had good grades. I was always active in school, so I
felt like, why wouldn’t I consider a PhD?
Carolina. Carolina completed her PhD in Epidemiology with degree completion
taking 3½ years. She attended PWIs for her higher educational pursuits. Her inspiration
in attaining a PhD stemmed from her desire to enhance her academic and professional
options. During her graduate studies, Carolina developed a strong social justice
orientation as she wanted to explore research topics that would advance the
socioeconomic status of the Black community at large. When reflecting on a specific
research project, Carolina expressed her desire to be the catalyst for tangible change and
inspiration. She stated,
The people in the community from which I researched drove me to want to be
great because I realized that the people who were researching us (Black
community) didn’t care about us and didn’t look like us. I was collecting data for
my dissertation, I was collecting data for my master’s, and I was getting people
from my community to participate. Their expectation is that they are supporting
me, and that I’m going to do good for them, but I was being taught by people who
were saying, “Let that be somebody else’s problem. You got what you need,
move on.” I realized I couldn’t do that. I couldn’t move on.
Carolyn. Carolyn came from a family of scholars who placed significant
emphasis on education. She has a Juris Doctorate/Master’s in business administration
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(JD/MBA) and attended PWIs for her higher educational pursuits with degree completion
taking 3 years. Carolyn possesses a great love of learning with the pursuit of excellence
being of significant value to her. When asked of the impetus for her educational pursuits,
Carolyn explained,
I come from a family where education was always stressed, and so it was without
question that I knew I wanted to go to school. And it was funny because my
father was like, “Listen, you need a J-O-B instead of a P-H-D,” because I had
elected to go straight through. I remember thinking, “Well, heck, if they can get a
law degree, I know I can get a law degree.” And so that was kind of one of the
things that prompted me to think about law school. And then because, growing
up, a lot of the attributes that I had in terms of being a talker, someone who was a
talker, a great debater, I would always ask why, and this was really more in my
personal life, not so much just educationally. And I had a great aunt who really
pressed the importance of continuing education, and she said, “I think you would
make a great lawyer.”
Collette. Collette identifies as an African American and has a PhD in Biomedical
Engineering. Degree completion took her 6 years, and she attended a PWI for her higher
educational pursuits. Her experiences with two Black professors in the biomedical
engineering department during her undergraduate studies inspired her higher educational
pursuits. Their presence allowed Collette to realize that completing a PhD was possible,
although she was unfamiliar with the specific degree path. Collette explained,
One of the interesting things that happened to me is that I had two Black
professors in my biomedical engineering department, which is rare, even today.
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And so that’s when I really realized that I could get a PhD. I didn’t even know
what a PhD was when I went to school.
When inquiring further regarding the inspiration behind her advanced educational
pursuits, Collette explained,
It was mainly prompted by actually seeing that it was an option. Growing up,
especially when I grew up, there were two things that people were deemed for
you to be a successful Black person. You either had to be a medical doctor or a
lawyer. And those other options out there, I just didn’t know about them. I grew
up in rural Tennessee, so I didn’t grow up in a setting where you saw Black or
White people in different types of jobs or different types of occupations. So even
knowing, having exposure to other occupations was instrumental. Because I
didn’t even know that you could do that. I didn’t even know what it (PhD) was.
Coretta. Coretta identifies as an African American and has a PhD in Conflict
Studies. Degree completion took 4 years, and she attended a PWI for her higher
educational pursuits. When asked what inspired her educational pursuits, Coretta
explained,
I’ve always had a love of education, and I’ve always been a person that was
school centered, so my life really focused around school while I was in school.
Growing up, my parents always instilled the value of an education in all their
children.
Coretta had an immense appreciation for academia and revered the value of an education.
When asked how the experience of attending a PWI shaped her educational journey,
Coretta explained,
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I think it challenged me in that I realized that even when I was doing my master’s
degree, there weren’t a lot of other people who looked like me. There were a few,
and they were in small clusters, so you’d see one or two, and then you wouldn’t
see them ... There wasn’t a cohort of us. I realized that there was an issue there.
I’d always wondered why there weren’t more African American people pursuing
these degrees.
Elaine. Elaine is a first-generation college student and identifies as African
American and female. She completed her higher educational pursuits at a PWI and has a
PhD in Psychology. The sacrifices that her family made, especially those of her
grandparents on her maternal side, were her driving forces. Education was something
that Elaine took very seriously as she understood that it was a privilege that was denied to
many. Elaine explained,
One of the things that really encouraged me to go for a postgraduate degree was
just this idea of being a first-generation college student, knowing the sacrifices
that my family had made. Then for myself, just my own story, when I was
younger, just having a hard time with academia, having a hard time with my
studies, and undergrad, struggling a bit in undergrad. But when I got to my
master’s and my doctorate, I realized that this was where my career would begin,
and I became committed to my studies.
Elaine has a passion for social justice and community empowerment. She has committed
herself to the social, civic, and psychological advancements of the Black community. In
recognizing a gap in the existing literature devoted to Black epistemologies, Elaine
explained, “I love participating in research so that our people have a voice in literature. I
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think it’s important that those who write peer-reviewed journals know what it’s like to
live in our shoes.”
Justice. Justice identifies as being African American and has two master’s
degrees and a Juris Doctorate in Corporate law. She graduated with her JD in 2006 with
degree completion taking 3 years. Justice attended an HBCU for her undergraduate
career and PWIs for her higher educational pursuits. Prior to going to law school, Justice
worked in new product development. In being responsible for the application service
provider, she was in continuous communication with the firm’s attorneys. This
experience became the impetus for her law school pursuits. When describing this
experience, Justice stated,
We kept arguing back and forth, and I finally just decided, “I’m going to need to
go to law school because these people aren’t going to speak my language, and I
certainly don’t speak their language.” So, I called up my husband and said, “Hey,
sweetie, I’m going to quit my job today. I’m going to go and purchase LSAT
books, I’m going to study, take the LSAT, and go to law school in the fall.”
Maya. Maya has a PhD in Clinical Community Psychology with degree
completion taking 6 years. Maya completed her undergraduate degree at an HBCU and
her graduate studies at a PWI. When asked if she identified as an African American, she
stated, “I do. However, I’ve started to identify as being the descendant of slaves and
slave owners in the United States.” She finished her doctorate at 28 years old. When
asked what inspired her educational pursuits, Maya explained, “I knew I was good at
school. I knew I didn’t want to go back into the workforce, which is what made me apply
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to graduate school.” In recognizing that there was a common narrative that defines the
Black experience, Maya stated,
I’m not sure of the language to use, but everything that I read about in studies
when I was in graduate school always talked about Black people as poor and
uneducated and in disrupted families. And that is very much a part of the Black
experience, but it’s not the only Black experience.
She emphasized the value of an education as essential in fostering a platform of
intellect and merit within the Black community.
Naomi. Naomi is a Doctor of Osteopathic medicine and identifies as a Black
American. She attended PWIs for her higher educational pursuits with degree completion
taking 4 years and residency taking an additional 3. Naomi explained, “For me, I wasn’t
born on the continent of Africa and have always felt uncomfortable labeling myself as
African American. I, therefore, preferred the term Black American to describe my ethnic
orientation.” Naomi possesses a strong social justice orientation. Her grandfather
inspired her as a little girl to attend medical school as he battled Alzheimer’s disease
while she was young. From that experience, she understood the power of medicine and
wanted to make a difference as a doctor. Further, Naomi described her experience
matriculating at primarily White institutions. She noted,
It was always important to find someone who looked like me. I was always
excited when I saw a fellow student from my cohort who looked like me because
I knew this was something rare. Thankfully, in residency, there was a group of
Black doctors that worked at the hospital. There were about five of us. It was the
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first time in my academic and professional career where I saw myself reflected in
my colleagues, and for this, I am grateful.
Nyeema. Nyeema has a PhD in Counseling Education and Supervision and
identifies as being an African American woman. Nyeema attended PWIs for her higher
educational pursuits with degree completion taking 4 years. An encounter with a
professor who made degree completion challenging for Nyeema was the ultimate impetus
for her decision to redirect her academic path. Nyeema stated,
When I initially started at Northwestern, my undergraduate was in psychology.
My plan was to become a psychologist, but, of course, I had a little difficulty with
one of my statistics professors. I still to this day believe she was racist, and it was
very difficult to complete her class. All African American students had a difficult
time in this statistics class. I remember saying, “I’m not going to let this lady beat
me and hold me up for graduation.” So, I changed my major.
When asked to describe her experience having matriculated towards the completion of a
postgraduate degree, Nyeema stated,
The whole process, by right, should have been difficult because, first of all, I’m
African American. I’m from a lower socioeconomic class, and I didn’t have all
the resources that my White counterparts or other counterparts from a better
socioeconomic class would have had in order to have a better start. So technically
through this whole experience, you shouldn’t even be talking to me as a
postgraduate person because of my demographics.
Although she experienced challenges, Nyeema was determined to meet conflicts with
triumph as she explained,
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My foundation prepared me. They let me know I was going into battle, and I had
to be mentally prepared. So, I don’t feel mad. I can’t speak from an adverse
place because I was prepared for the war. I was prepared.
Rochelle. Rochelle identifies as an African American woman and has a PhD in
public policy. She attended HBCUs for her higher educational pursuits with degree
completion taking 3 years. The initial motivation behind Rochelle’s academic pursuits
derived from her desire to navigate social stratifications. Rochelle possessed a strong
sense of family values and described the primary impetus for postgraduate degree
attainment as the support of her family. Rochelle explained,
Well, one of the things that inspired me is that I come from a family of educators,
and a large family of Black women educators on both sides. It was almost like
the expectation, you know, that, “You will go to school. You will finish, and you
will be somebody.”
Stephanie. Stephanie identifies as African American and has an EdD in
Organizational Leadership. Degree completion took 3 years for Stephanie, and she
completed her higher educational pursuits at PWIs. Stephanie’s commitment to
improving her social status inspired her higher educational pursuits. The military was the
primary impetus behind Stephanie’s identity and higher educational pursuits as it offered
her the avenue, resources, and support to complete her degree. Stephanie explained,
I think being in the military is what molded me into who I am because if I had not
gone, I wouldn’t have gone to college. I don’t think I would have been who I am
if I had stayed at home and not joined the military.
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Table 1
Participant Demographics
Pseudonym

Age Degree
Type

Afeni

Ethnic/
Social
Orientation
AA

Under- Graduate
Degree
graduate Institution Discipline
Institution
PWI
PWI
Occupational
Science

Years for Degree
Completion

35

PhD

Assata
Betty

AA
AA

45
46

PhD
JD/Ph
D

HBCU
PWI

HBCU
PWI

6
6

Carolina

AA

46

PhD

PWI

PWI

Carolyn

AA

47

PWI

PWI

Caprice

Black
American

38

JD/M
BA
PhD

PWI

HBCU

Coretta

AA

41

PhD

PWI

PWI

Collette

AA

48

PhD

PWI

PWI

Elaine
Justice

AA
AA

33
55

PhD
JD

PWI
HBCU

PWI
PWI

Maya

AA

45

PhD

HBCU

PWI

Nyeema

AA

37

PhD

PWI

PWI

Naomi

Black
American

30

D.O

PWI

PWI

Rochelle
Stephanie

AA
AA

43
46

PhD
EdD

HBCU
PWI

HBCU
PWI

Higher
Education
Law/
Education
Policy
Studies
Epidemiolog
y

4½

3½
3

Communicati
on Culture
and Media
Studies
Conflict
Studies
Biomedical
Engineering
Psychology
Corporate
Law
Clinical
Community
Psychology

4

4
6

3
6

Counseling
Education
and
Supervision
Family
Medicine

4

Public Policy
Organization
al Leadership

3
3

7
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The Theoretical Lens of Black Feminist Epistemologies
To challenge traditional White androcentric and Eurocentric perspectives, this
study was situated within the context of Black Feminist epistemologies. The theoretical
analysis applied to this topic allowed me, as the researcher, to make a methodological
contribution to the field of phenomenology as I formulated many of the themes described
through an African American Feminist theoretical lens. Therefore, I was conscious and
intentional about approaching this frame of thought within the context of Black feminist
studies. This approach was reflected throughout my theoretical and analytical analysis.
In my literature review, I consciously looked for scholarship created for Black women
and by Black women. In the emergent themes that this chapter presents, I applied the
same logic through consciously approaching the analysis of data in the train of African
American feminist epistemologies. Many of the emergent themes offered a theoretical
and practical approach to understanding the lived experiences of AA women in pursuance
of postgraduate degreed status. I continued this approach through the intentional
pseudonyms selected for the participants that reflect Black liberationist names from Betty
Shabazz to Assata Shakur.
Composite Structural Description of Data
This study’s findings reveal that African American women perceived their
experiences from the preK-12 and higher educational levels of postgraduate degrees
within the context of their intersected identities regarding race and gender as perceptions
of intersectionality through the essence of the “concrete rose.” That is, each woman
expressed a Black feminist consciousness birthed from the awareness of correlating
patterns of intersecting discrimination that informed their educational pursuits.
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The analysis of data illuminated the “concrete rose” as the essence of how this
population navigated their postgraduate matriculation experience. The essence of the
perceptions of intersectionality through the story of the concrete rose informed their
collective consciousness, self-determination, self-awareness, and interpersonal
encounters within academia. Further, the six major themes regarding participants’
educational experiences elucidated the results of the analysis: (a) intersectional feminist
standpoint, (b) perceptions of hegemony within academic pursuits, (c) motivational
influencers, (d) the historically black colleges and universities/primarily white institution
perspective, (e) notions of visibility, and (f) mentorship and support. Further, I
developed a host of varying subthemes that will be explored where appropriate. Through
the analysis of the research, the essence of the perceptions of intersectionality through the
resilience of the concrete rose was befitting and appropriate to capture the intrinsic nature
of participants’ educational experiences. Following is the culminating analysis of the
textural and structural descriptions (thematic structure) that the emerging themes
revealed.
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Figure 1. Emergent Themes.
Theme 1: Intersectional Feminist Standpoint
One of the emergent themes consistent with the participants was the notion of the
“intersectional feminist standpoint.” That is, each woman expressed a Black feminist
consciousness birthed from the awareness of correlating patterns of intersecting
discrimination that challenged patriarchal theories. For some of the participants, race and
gender are two social constructs that are inseparable from one another. The women
articulated their collective consciousness, self-definitions, and behaviors from the unique
positionality of United States social relations. The term “intersectional standpoint”
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encapsulated their perceptions of traversing their identity within two historically
marginalized groups. The participants described how their sociohistorical position of
contending as African American women occupied their perspective.

Figure 2. Thematic structure for the intersectional feminist standpoint.
When asked if a distinction between race and gender informed her identity,
Nyeema contended that the two constructs were inseparable: “No, there cannot be a
distinction. I’m Black by birth. I’m a woman by birth. None of those things are
separate; they are one.”
Self-definitions. Some of the participants’ identity orientation as an African
American woman created the fundamental basis for their self-concepts and selfdefinitions. The women were intentional about creating an introspection of
empowerment through their social/ethnic orientation. For many of them, being African
American and female was how they found courage and personal introspection.
Nyeema continued,
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They are the foundation of who I am because they affect so much of how I move
through and see the world. So, being a woman is important, but it’s all Black
everything over here because, ultimately, in a lot of ways it is true for being a
woman. What people don’t talk about is being a Black woman, even in Black
spaces. There is such a stigma of being unseen. We are not seen because we can
take care of ourselves, and that almost puts us in a position to be ignored,
overlooked, and undervalued because we are sustainable, because we can sustain
ourselves. It’s no separate identity; I identify as a Black woman.
In terms of self-definitions and self-reliance, Rochelle described the strength that
was derivative of her self-concept. She mentioned,
First, I’m a woman, but then I’m a Black woman. That’s what makes me strong;
that gives me my strength; that gives me my voice. There’s such a negative
association with strong Black women. You know, we’re arrogant, we’re snooty,
we think we’re better than others. You know, why can’t we just be a woman
striving to want to do better for herself and her family?
“Other”. Carolina described the context from which she understood the
constructs of her identity as situated within the basis of herself as the “other”, which
scholarly writing described in the context of the “outsider within” complex. Carolina
stated,
I think I identify more as an African American woman, specifically, not just as a
woman because I think there are differences. I am treated differently than women
of other race ethnicities. I have always been treated differently than women of
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other races. Therefore, I identify more as specifically an African American
woman.
Justice’s interview revealed her social impetus very early as she expressed her
self-concept’s correlation to the social justice orientation to which she was committed.
She asserted,
I am Black first because that’s how people are going to see me. The truth of the
matter is, yes, I am absolutely an African American woman or Black woman. I
can no more change my sex than I could change my skin color, right? I do
believe that what I fight for, and what I advocate on behalf of, is Black first
because of the historical basis of our experiences as we have collectively fought
systemic oppressive forces as a marginalized group of people.
Again, the concept of the “other” was reflected in Collette’s self-concept as she
exposed the distinctions in the subjective lens of White women and Black women. She
was cognizant within her academic matriculation of the distinctions between the
treatment of her White counterparts and herself. Colette explained,
I identify as an African American woman. I identify as Black first and a woman
second. To me, especially as an engineer, I could always recognize that there was
a distinction between how White women were treated versus how Black people in
general were treated in the workplace, specifically. Therefore, I was always
Black first before I was a woman. And a lot of times, in conversations, in
women-focused organizations, usually those organizations were built for White
women by White women, or by White women for White women. Every
conversation and every discussion are through the lens of a White woman’s
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experiences, and a White woman’s experience is never going to be my
experience.
Double consciousness. Afeni explored the social construction of her identity as a
form of double consciousness, which strongly emphasized the intersectional standpoint
theme. Her perspective was derivative of the appropriation of western values that
informed her self-awareness. Afeni explained,
You know, dual disadvantages are a funny thing where I don’t know that one
identity is more pronounced than the other. I don’t know if it’s this idea of me
being a woman first and then African American, or African American first, then
woman. I occupy both spaces, I believe, equally. I have learned that the world
will remind you that you occupy both spaces often. I mean, there may be
moments where I’m thinking about the Women’s March specifically, where being
a woman first is important. But I think in the political culture in which we must
live, it’s that you’re always that African American woman; the race precedes it.
But personally, I feel like I occupy both those spaces well. I can’t divorce one
from the other because anything I speak on is going to come from both those
perspectives. And in this country, they’re both disadvantaged positions. And
maybe thirdly, that I’m young, depending on the situation. The opinions of
someone that’s younger are undervalued. I haven’t lived long enough. What do I
know?
Betty framed the context of having a double consciousness as “double trouble.” Betty
explained,
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I identify as an African American woman on purpose because I feel like I am well
grounded in both. I’m not just a woman; I’m a Black woman. I don’t believe that
the issues I face as being a woman are solely just because I’m a woman. I think
they’re because I’m also African American, and then the same is true for the other
side. The issues I feel I have as an African American, I think, are not just because
I’m African American, but because I’m also a woman. Double trouble.
Caprese explained, “Well, I’ve only been a Black woman, so I identify as a Black
woman. So, if you look at my name, I’m either an Asian man or a Black woman.”
Two of the participants described aspects of their identity as being more salient
depending upon the social/academic/professional context and setting. Although they
conveyed distinctions within the constructs of their identity that varied in prominence
depending upon the setting within the academic arena, they noted that their
sociohistorical position as African American women, being racialized with the aspects of
their identity, was the most poignant. The two outliers of the participants, who were
mindful of the distinctions within their social orientations, spoke of the outlets from
which different aspects of their identity were most salient.
Assata explained,
I’d say, when I was working at an HBCU, the aspect of my identity that was most
salient wasn’t the fact that I was Black; most of us there were Black. It was that I
was a woman because as I looked at senior administration, the president’s male,
vice president looking at the board, man, man, man, man, man. It’s man, man,
man, woman, man, man, man. So, my gender identity became the most salient
thing for me in that space because it was, “How do I move up in a system that is
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so male dominated?” I’m watching how they communicate with each other, and
that’s different from how I tend to communicate with them. Do I need to make
myself softer? Do I need to be as aggressive as they are? All of that for me was
attributed to gender.
Carolyn added,
I would say there is a distinction. I would say that I identify absolutely as an
African American woman, and then different parts of my life, different aspects of
each of these are emphasized. So, I would say I was a bit more aware of being a
woman, and an African American in law school and in business school, because
there was still sort of that connotation that business was very much a man’s
domain, and the same would be true even in law school. At the time, there were a
handful of female professors, but by and large, most of my professors were male.
White males.
When Naomi was asked if there was a distinction between the two constructs that
informed her identity, she stated,
Whew, that’s deep. For me, I’m just me, so the experience is intertwined. I am a
woman of color; can’t separate one from the other, but I try to perceive different
experiences independent of race or gender. So, I try not to perceive every
experience with a racial or gender bias, but I am aware of them.
Stephanie added, “I say African American woman because we’re totally different from
Caucasian women, and the things that we go through are totally different. So, I’m okay
with representing the African American woman.”
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All participants explored the idea that varying notions that informed their identity.
Many of the women understood the concepts of race and gender as inseparable from one
another. Two of the participants (the outliers) described aspects of their identity as being
more salient depending upon their setting and environment. Ultimately, the identities
regarding race and gender heavily influenced and defined their self-concepts and selfdefinitions as they matriculated through the academic arena to the fulfillment of
postgraduate degree status. Within the constructs of race and gender, they experienced
oppression but found strength and purpose. The participants explored these aspects as
they described the poignant notions that framed their self-identity throughout their
academic matriculation. Lastly, the participants described how their sociohistorical
position of contending as both African American and female occupied their perspective.
Theme 2: Perceptions of Hegemony within Academic Pursuits
The analysis examined the elements that challenged these women’s advancement.
The narratives revealed that racist and sexist barriers masked in ineffective pedagogical
practices created challenges for the women while they navigated their educational
pursuits. The women were forced to find their way through these experiences and
contend with the feelings that would emerge. The natures of the barriers that the
participants experienced were captured in the following subthemes: instances of
microaggression, dual disadvantages, and discredited academic and intellectual integrity.
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Figure 3. Thematic structure for the perceptions of hegemony within academic pursuits.
Instances of microaggressions. Within the paradigm of intersectionality exist
instances of microaggressions (statement, action, or incident considered as a notion of
indirect, deviant, subtle, subconscious, and/or unintentional discrimination against
members of a marginalized racial/minority group; Leigghio & Caragata, 2016), which
were a dominant and persistent theme throughout the data analysis and influenced the
participants’ perceptions of intersectionality. Many of these instances reflected why the
participants were unable to separate themselves from their Blackness/ethnic group
orientation. The participants described the ways in which notions of discrimination were
implicit, subconscious, and covert. Each participant was able to recount instances of
microaggressions. These numerous accounts defined and influenced the academic
trajectory for the participants. The participants conveyed a keen social awareness and
cognizance of the recurring verbal, behavioral, and environmental indignities they
experienced. Many of the participants understood these instances of microaggressions as
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common practices. Many of these notions of microaggressions reflected stereotypical
assumptions ascribed to the participants. The participants’ accounts revealed these
intangible and perceptible instances of communication and subjection in this hostile and
derogatory academic arena, marred by prejudicial repulse, whether intentional or
unintentional. Maya described the subtle notions of racism that she encountered in
primary school. She stated,
I don’t remember blatant instances of racism. If anything, I remember subtle
instances, so it wasn’t people burning crosses. It wasn’t the Ku Klux Klan rolling
around. Right. It wasn’t the confederate flag or any of those markers. It’s that
weird, not weird. It’s that insidious northern version of racism. So, it would be
things like, I remember being in elementary school and being sent home with a
note asking if we ate fried chicken and watermelon.
Coretta asserted,
I remember in undergrad, I had a class, and I don’t remember exactly which class,
but one of the other students in the class was talking about history and slavery and
he said to me, “Your name.” He said my name, and my name sounds like an Irish
or Scottish name, and he said, “That’s your slave name.” I was like, “Okay.” It’s
like, why do we have to go there? There are always people who make
assumptions, and he wasn’t trying, I don’t think, to say anything that was
particularly bad. This was just a fact as far as he was concerned, and he just
wanted to state the fact, but I was like, that was totally uncalled for and
unnecessary.
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Justice described how others challenged her right to attend her higher educational
institution due to being labeled an affirmative action case. She explained,
A lot of those professors that I had saw me as an Affirmative Action student
because I was a Bell Lab OYOC student, and many of them had applied to Bell
Lab for those opportunities and didn’t get them. They treated me as if I didn’t
deserve the scholarship or to even be in that space.
Racialized micro- assaults. Participants described instances of encountering the
notion of a double minority status, or dual disadvantages, and being stereotyped because
of this orientation. This conception describes the interconnectedness of two undervalued
social constructs/identities that interact to inform the individual in a manner that is
greater than the sum of the parts of those identities (Edghill, 2007; Henderson et al.,
2010; Spraggins, 1998; Turner, 2002). One participant (Afeni) referred to this notion as a
form of “dual disadvantage.” Participants described the implications of such
connotations as instances in which they were perceived as less than capable intellectual
academics, scholars, and researchers. The excerpts below reflect participants’ accounts
of the instances of the various forms of stereotypes to which they were subjected.
Carolina explained,
All through elementary school, middle school, and high school, I was in advanced
placement classes, but it was because my mother went to school and advocated
for me because I was always in majority White schools. They just assumed, until
they got to know who I was, and the reputation preceded me—they always
assumed that I wasn’t smart.
Betty shared,
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I have a lot of general memories of having to go and help with the teacher after
class, and having the teacher say, “I’m really surprised you’re taking that kind of
interest. I wasn’t expecting anyone like you to come and ask me all those
questions.” So, you can hear the racist undertones. You don’t expect me to come
and ask questions? What am I supposed to do? Or a professor being pleasantly
surprised that I earned a high grade in his class. I would also like to say that those
kinds of things were very typical for me.
Collette described her experience with a racist physics teacher in the excerpt below:
So, I had a physics teacher who had a PhD, who was our physics teacher in high
school, and he was very racist. For instance, I had a lab partner in physics. The
way we would do our physics lab reports were racist. We would take turns
writing the reports, and then we would both turn in the same report. She would
turn in the same report that I turned in, but she would get an A, and I would get a
C.
While many of the participants described instances in which they were perceived
as less than capable intellectuals as Black female academics, Afeni described an
additional form of microassault that involved the co-constructed stereotype of the “Model
Minority” (Edghill, 2007; Henderson et al., 2010). That is, she described experiencing
instances of compelled conformity as she was expected to dispel preexisting stereotypical
myths that pertained to Black women academics. The participants were often ascribed
demeaning stereotypes of their personhood or were expected to represent the “token
Black girl” in the classroom. They described instances in which they were solely called
upon as a representative for the marginalized group to which they belonged. The basis of
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“code switching” to become the epitome of the “model minority” reinforced the notions
of dismissing stereotypical perceptions ascribed to the women and propelled the
participants to act in a manner that would be acceptable and pleasing to the hegemonic
structures of oppression that informed their educational matriculation experience.
In terms of prejudicial and stereotypical perceptions, Afeni explained,
I think, often, White professors saw me differently because I didn’t fit the
stereotypes that they had of Black students, so then I became like the Black
spokesperson. Oh, well, these other students have struggled, but you haven’t.
Why? It’s like, I don’t know, we’re talking about two sets of academic skills, but
whatever. How is it that I’m supposed to know how it is that I’ve managed to do
fine, and someone else didn’t? I can probably guess that a lot of it has to do with
the social differences that I had from the other students. I became the model
Black student, and I don’t know if that’s necessarily good or bad, but especially
now, I made sure that we had several conversations about this. I even got invited
to a faculty meeting to talk about it because they had some complaints that were
reported to the provost office. We didn’t have a provost office at the time I was
there, but they have one now. But the person who was over all the deans at the
time would handle discrimination.
Afeni continued,
I was always having to be the model Black student ... the undertones of that is
always the racist stereotypes they have of Black students in general. We’re not
expected to be articulate. We’re not expected to be the top performers. We’re not
expected to think and apply information in novel ways. They just don’t expect us
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to be the superstars. So, you get comments like, “Oh well, you’re different,” or,
“Well you know, your parents must be so proud,” or “You must be the first
person in your family to go to college.” Like all these ridiculous racist
statements.
Assata was extremely specific in being able to identify times and spaces in her
journey that were marred with racist challenges and unmerited prejudicial implications.
When asked of her experience with race and racism, Assata explained,
Oh, it was extremely racial. Again, as a child you don’t understand this. I just
knew because all the White kids at school were my friends. We would do
sleepovers at their house, and we’d have a great time, and their parents seemed to
like me, but for some reason, these White teachers, most of which were White
women teachers, just did not like me.
Assata continued to describe her experience in primary school. She stated,
The main challenge for me in grade school was my parents, who hadn’t attended
college themselves. My mother wanted to go and was told in the ‘60s that Black
girls don’t go to college. She needed to find a nice vocational school or trade
school. So, my mother with her two daughters was determined that we were
going to go to college. So, she made some decisions about how she wanted us to
be educated, and she found a private White Christian school out in the county
where we lived and thought that we would get a really great education there.
What happened was that we were very racialized in ways that ... For example, I
think I was in 3rd grade, either 3rd or 4th grade, when one of the teachers called my
parents in to meet with them. This teacher told my parents that I was the worst
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child in the entire school. They had three buildings. They had two grade schools,
two schools that went up to 6th grade, and they had a full high school. They
wanted to be clear that my parents needed to know that I was the worst child not
in that grade, but in the entire school, including the high school, and then called
me a gang leader. My parents grew up in a time where if the teacher says it, it’s
true. So, we had a lot of problems in the household because of the ways that
teachers characterized me. My parents were disciplinarians. They were just like,
“You going to get this together,” and I resented my parents for it, I resented
school for it. At that point, I really became disengaged with the educational
process. It wasn’t something that was for me, right? Because I knew how I was
behaving and looking at the White kids who were doing similar things, and they
were great kids and strong leaders. And I’m a gang leader and the worst child in
the whole school, and on punishment constantly for it, saying things of that
nature. So, school wasn’t for me. So, I went because that’s what I was supposed
to do. My body was there, but I did not engage with the content.
Discredited academic integrity. The participants described experiences of
discredited academic integrity. Their high achievements on testing and assignment
submissions were often met with apprehension and disbelief. They were constantly
having to prove their intellectual worth in comparison to the “other”. The three exemplar
excerpts below reflect the participants’ accounts:
Collette explained,
I remember being a part of a minority summer engineering program, and we were
there 4 weeks before school started. We completed some previews of some of the
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courses that we would have. We went to different companies, to tour companies
and engineering firms in the local area. And throughout that program we bonded.
We had a study group from the time we started until the time we graduated. We
would study together, do homework together, and help each other along. I
remember in this one class, after the first test ... and I had been doing well on the
homework. After the first test, I got a C on it, and I was surprised because I
thought I understood the material. I went to the professor because I wanted to see
if he could help me work through what I did wrong, and why my thinking didn’t
get to the answer that he wanted. And the first thing that he told me was, he was
looking at my test, and he said, “So basically, your homework, it looks like you
cheated on it.” I realized that he wouldn’t be any help to me. I then got up from
the chair, I took my test out of his hand, and I walked out. And from that day on,
at that point I knew that I did not have the instructors to help me in this course. I
knew I had to figure it out myself. And I paid my money just like everybody else,
and I should have been able to have the same resources that everybody else did,
but I just didn’t, because of him.
Collette recalled a time in grad school where she was faced with instances of
microaggression that would challenge her academically and professionally. The excerpt
below is an account of that experience and how she handled it. She explained,
So, when I went to grad school, I got a fellowship from the graduate school, the
E.G. Gaston Fellowship. This fellowship covered most of my PhD program, so I
had that for most of my PhD program. And the lab actually had an NIH grant
where they were able to give all the grad students in the lab a really nice
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fellowship and also buy them a laptop and everything else, as part of this training
grant, they had. But because I had this other fellowship, they didn’t put me on the
training grant. They didn’t give me the laptop, and they also didn’t increase my
stipend to be the same as everybody else’s. And I’m the only one in the lab that’s
not on this training grant. So, when I finished out most of my work, I got a
dissertation award from Northern Academic Education Board for 1 year. And
then the next year ... for the first dissertation, the award was a 4-year award. For
the next year I was able to get also an academic grant. If you have an
underrepresented minority as a student, you can apply for an academic
supplement grant to provide funding for a student who’s working on research on
the grant. So, I got one of those. When I got that, it meant that I was making
more money; the grant had more money associated with it than the training grant
that the other students were on. So, when this gets awarded, my dissertation
advisor said, “Well don’t let anybody else know that you got this grant because
you’re making more money than them.” And before my mind caught up with my
mouth, I said, “You have got to be kidding me. For the last 4 years, everybody’s
been making more money than me, and you’re worried right now about them
knowing that I’m making more money?” I said, “That’s utterly ridiculous.” I
said, “That’s bullshit.”
Elaine described an experience of discredited academic and intellectual integrity
after having been accused of plagiarism. She explained,
I will never forget, in undergrad, one time in one of my gender studies courses, it
was Women ... It was either Women in the Media, or Women in Journalism.
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Now, I had mentioned previously that growing up I always had pretty good
writing skills, and when I went to undergrad, I had a Caucasian teacher, professor,
and my final paper, I spent an extensive amount of time in the library up late at
night, just trying to perfect it and make sure that I had gathered enough research.
This teacher called me to her office one day because she was curious to know ...
She’s like, “This was written so well, I’m just curious to know ...” Basically, what
she was trying to say is, is it all mine? When she did what she had to do on her
end, and she did determine that it was all mine, instead of just giving me a
straightforward apology, it was more like, “Well, you should take that as a
compliment.” That experience was extremely disheartening for me.
Elaine continued by expressing the psychological and emotional effects that the
accusation imposed upon her. Elaine explained,
It set me back ... When I was younger, I went to predominantly White schools,
and I already felt in a way ostracized by kids in my community, because initially,
I grew up in the inner city, and then we moved to the suburbs. But when I lived
in the inner city, even though at that age I should have been grateful, right, for my
parents dishing out this money, I felt displaced, because my friends in the hood, in
the neighborhood from which I grew up, were assuming that I thought I was
better than them. Sometimes, it was embarrassing to be smart, so when she said
that, it brought me back to that place where I felt awkward... It was just a very
awkward position to be in. I didn’t take it as a compliment. I took it as
disrespect. Like, you think that maybe because of how I look, or how I talk, or
what have you, I’m not able to produce a paper like this.
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Stephanie, unlike the other participants, did not contend with the notion of racial
and prejudicial instances as she navigated her advanced degree pursuits. Stephanie was
on active military duty and operated within the constructs of military life while she
studied in the academic arena. She attributed her active duty status as being the haven
that shielded her from racialized bias.
Stephanie explained,
I didn’t have the racism and the prejudices and the negative energy like some
people have. I know that I am blessed in that way. I had a lot of support at my
school, whereas doing my own interviews, I noticed a lot of people don’t have the
support and don’t have the mentorship and guidance. A lot of the professors that
taught us were just so open and honest and a pleasure to talk to. Everyone was
family, welcomed and embraced us. Nobody ever said, “Oh, I don’t have time for
you,” or “It’s not on my schedule.” They’ve never made it hard to get in touch
with them.
The participants possessed a keen awareness of the barriers they faced throughout
their academic matriculation. Although some were unable to articulate these instances
within their preK-12 experience, their advanced degree pursuits situated them within the
context of being able to understand some of the instances that influenced their
educational experiences. These experiences transcended the higher education levels and
spoke to a plethora of instances that were most salient to the participants. Some of these
issues included racist and prejudicial covert practices that were subtle yet still affected
the matriculation experiences of the participants.
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Theme 3: Motivational Influencers
The women in the study collectively conveyed that a social justice impetus,
feeling that someone (i.e., family, friend, motivational influencers, community) or a
modality (i.e., society) compelled and inspired their advanced educational pursuits. The
support and nurturing of their family (i.e., parents, grandparents, aunts, uncles, role
models) instilled the pursuit of excellence within many of the participants. The women
described being oriented towards the pursuit of excellence in reaching their fullest
potential. The primary catalyst for the participants was their family. They also expressed
a desire to honor the sacrifices, hopes, and aspirations of members of their own ethnic
group as a measure of combatting further disenfranchisement and continued
marginalization of members of their community.
The two subthemes that emerged from the data analysis were: (a) social impetus
for advanced academic attainment, and (b) motivation for educational equity and equality
discourse: invisible voices. The excerpts below capture the sentiment behind their social
justice impetus.
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Figure 4. Thematic structure for motivational influencers.
Social justice impetus for advanced academic attainment. All participants felt
that obtaining a terminal degree would offer them credibility professionally, socially,
academically, and personally. In desiring to enhance public discourse pertaining to the
positionality of their common experiences, each woman described a commitment towards
advocating for the success of African Americans and African American women. The
women explored a strong community impetus as they expressed the significance of
community support and networking in their ability to overcome the barriers of race and
gender. The women within the study embodied a strong responsibility to emancipate
their community from persisting socioeconomic and academic injustices.
Nyeema possessed a keen cognizance of her social influences and described
having a strong community impetus. She explained,
Both of my parents are committed to community empowerment. I went from
house to house, and different people watched me while my momma worked.
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Each one of those people, at some point, instilled something in me that they
wanted me to succeed. And I feel like I couldn’t let my community down. I
couldn’t let the people who took the time to take care of me, couldn’t let the
people who might have put $50 in my hand when I came home for the weekend, I
couldn’t let my people down. And even now, when I graduated in 2017, it was
people on my Facebook page that knew me since I was a child, and they said they
knew I would be something. And that was something very powerful to me, for
people to say, “Well, I knew you were going to be something. I knew you.” And
I felt like all my academic pursuits have been for the conscience, for my
community. It wasn’t necessarily for me; it was because it was expected, and I
had to show up because too many people were invested. They had a lot of hopes
about where I was going to go in life, which is probably why I’m stressed out
now. I feel like I should be further along, but that’s a whole ’nother dissertation
topic. But when I posted that picture in my cap and gown, and they even put it on
the Delta website, it was crazy. I really felt like I did that for the culture. I can’t
even lie; it was for everybody; it was for everybody. Because I’m a regular girl,
I’m a New Orleans girl, and when they saw me in that cap and gown, in that town,
that meant something to people. You know?
Elaine stated, “Once you get that privilege and that power, it’s okay to do what you want
with it, but also don’t forget about your people.”
Carolina expressed a commitment to social and community empowerment
through the avenue of advanced academic achievement. Her intentional selection of
epidemiology in public health was directly connected to her social justice mindset.
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Carolina desired to use her work in epidemiology to cultivate transcendent transformation
within her community. The notion of a terminal degree and the implicit influence it
would afford her empowered Carolina. Carolina explained,
Now, I did have enough sense to say, I don’t want to get my third degree in
Exercise Science, and I want to do something to help people in the community,
which is why I switched to Public Health. But I didn’t even learn about Public
Health until the second semester, or the last semester of my 2-year master’s
program is when I learned about Public Health. Then I got a minor in that.
That’s when I decided I was going to switch to Epidemiology for my Doctorate
studies.
Maya noted,
And I grew up in Jack and Jill environment, so they were very invested in me. It
was very much like, “We need you to tell our story. We need you to tell our
story.” So that was also a big piece of it; it felt like I just couldn’t tolerate the
energy of it being incomplete. And I had made a commitment to one, finish it—
to all the kids and fathers and mothers and folks that had supported me in
collecting the data. And so those were the two things that really made me
complete my studies.
Afeni explained,
I wanted to make sure I was being visible in my community at large. I came from
a small town where Black people were blue-collar workers primarily, and you
know, my family wanted more for us. So, that was the primary impetus to
continue my education, but I just ... I enjoyed learning. I love it. I consider
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myself a lifelong learner, and being a scientist is a great way to do that. I tell
people I get paid to think, and just to be creative in the questions that I want to ask
and issues that I want to address. For years, I’ve been trying to make the world a
better place. All those things, I think, really drive me to have viewed education
the way that I did, and now going into academia to do that as a lifelong pursuit.
Assata recognized the power and privilege of completing a PhD. She understood
the symbolism and its meaning for community empowerment and social inspiration.
Assata stated,
One of the things I’ve realized about the doctoral degree or having a doctorate is
that it means a lot to a lot of other people. My friends from elementary school,
middle school, and high school who remember the student that I was, they’re just
like, “If ‘Assata’ can do it, it can be done.” My friends from college who didn’t
know that person but were the first ones to see me as the smart kid were just like,
“You can be cool and have a PhD.” “She’s always been that kid from Philly, but
she has a PhD.”
Both Betty and Rochelle expressly stated, “The best thing you can do for the next
person is to graduate.” Rochelle continued,
The best thing you can do for the next Black woman is to graduate. So, I think
that Black women being in those conversations is important because they
theoretically could speak more to the unique challenges that we as women of
color face in any environment, particularly that marginalization, that sense of
exclusion.
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Motivation for educational equity and equality discourse. An additional
subtheme discussed with each of the 15 women in the study was the importance of
educational equity and equality, the inclusion of African American women. For many of
the participants, having a seat at the table was important as they described the
significance of equity in representation and visibility. The lack of representation denoted
an essence of invisible voices, and the participants described the lack of recognition of
their presence as they navigated from preK-12 and higher education levels. When asked
their thoughts on educational equity and equality inclusion for African American women,
participants’ responses were as follows.
Afeni explained,
I think it’s of the utmost importance. People of color are the ones who are
disproportionately affected by educational inequities than any other group. To
address those issues, it requires the ones who are most affected to be at the table.
The importance of including African American women at this metaphorical table
speaks to their (African American women academics’) subjective viewpoint. The
prevailing vantage point has been traditionally seen through the lens of someone who
cannot identify with their shared meanings and experiences. Representation and the
notion of having a seat at the table were prevalent within all interviews. Afeni continued
with, “The standpoint of the equity questions has always come from a White vantage
point.” The previous statement accounts for the intellectual void related to the agency of
a White patriarchal society pertaining to African American women. Afeni continued,
The standpoint of the equity questions has always come from a White vantage
point. It’s like, let’s admire the problem, but we’re not going to do it from a
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participatory approach, speaking from what we think the issues are in those
communities without being in the community, and bringing the community to the
table to speak on it themselves; and, I think, recognize and understand that the
issues are not just speaking on it, but understanding the structures and the system
that keep perpetuating the inequities. We can’t talk about the social aspects of
education without addressing the economic, the cultural, the social, political, and
all these other things that allow these inequities one, to exist, and two, to be like
living, growing things. You know, we need to tackle issues from an integrated
and multidisciplinary approach, and a participatory one, too. That’s the only way
that you do work that really makes a difference. Because if not, you’re
perpetuating the same issues. Over and over.
When asked the importance of including African American women in
conversations of educational equity and equality, Assata stated, “I say it’s absolutely
critical. I think that Black women are different in a very crucial way.”
Similarly, to Afeni, Assata addressed the unique vantage point of the
contributions and lives of African American women through racial, sexual, and class
oppression. She stated,
Not only do we live at the intersection of our identities as both being Black and
being women, we also have a history of being Black women activists; we have
come to know and understand the challenges that exist at the intersection of our
identities in academia and other spaces. But we also tend to be more outspoken in
advocating for ourselves and our communities in ways that other women perhaps
aren’t.
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When asked about her perspective on educational equity and equality for African
American women, Justice also referred to the concept of having a seat at the table and the
importance of equitable representation:
I think it’s important because if you’re not represented at the table, I mean, other
people can’t speak for African American women except for African American
women, so they definitely have to be included in the conversation in order for
there to be educational equity and equality. You must be represented, and that
goes for all groups. Other people can say, “Okay, we really should have African
American women here,” but not having any African American women in the
process of making those decisions or what would be best, how do we get African
American women involved? So, it’s important to have them in the process.
Carolyn addressed the invisibility of African American women’s voices, which
was common and prevalent in the discussion among the participants in the study. She
stated,
I think that our voices largely go unheard, even when we’re speaking. It’s so
pervasive even in my work environment. There are scores of sisters who will say,
“I said this in a meeting, but it wasn’t heard until my White male colleague said
something.” I think that that essence is what is propelling us to seek higher levels
of attainment in everything. So, in sports and education, etc., I think that it is still
interesting, particularly from the African American perspective, that many of the
female voices are still not heard, so that the default is to the Dr. Cornell Wests of
the world… And the people we still espouse are still largely male voices, even
within our own community. And then I think one of the most provocative classes
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I ever took was around Black women and feminism, thinking about the
caricatures that we fall into. We’re either the mammy, the Jezebel, or the angry
Black woman. It is hard to be able to put those caricatures aside. It’s hard to
even be able to have your voice heard. But I think when you get through all of
that, we still have so much to say and so much value to add, so I’d like to hear
more of our voices.
Betty examined inclusion and diversity as two compounding constructs. When
asked her perspective regarding educational equity and equality for African American
women, she explained,
My thoughts are that if you don’t include us, you don’t even have a full discussion
about equity in education. That just seems ridiculous that you would even have
that conversation without participants who are African American women because
our experience is just that. It’s not okay to just have an African American male in
the room to say, “We have diversity, and so therefore, we understand their
perspective.” That’s not true. It’s not okay just to have an Asian woman in the
room and say, “We have the perspective of women.” You’re not going to get a
full view. I think you need African American women, I think you need a
multitude of women, so a multitude of persons to get a larger view of what’s
really going on. I think you must have African American in the conversation.
Maya, a graduate of an HBCU, spoke about the value of an HBCU conversation
as a means of merging the gaps and disparities of educational equality and equity that
affect African American women. Maya stated,
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I think it’s very important. If it hadn’t been for the HBCU I attended, I never
would’ve finished in Illinois (Illinois referring to the PWI where she completed
her graduate studies). If it hadn’t been for Delta Sigma Theta (the Historically
Black sorority that she pledged), I never would’ve finished in Illinois. And it’s
because I pledged when I was in graduate school, and it also gave me a
community outside. I had a balanced life outside of the department, and I also
had people who were further ahead of me who weren’t Deltas. But there were
Black women who were a year or two ahead of me in the program who would say
things like, “Don’t take that on.” But the best thing you can do for the next
woman in this program is graduate. So, I think that Black women being in those
conversations is important because they theoretically could speak more to the
unique challenges that we as women of color face in any environment,
particularly that marginalization, that sense of exclusion. I’ve met the two Black
women who are in that program now, and they said they were going to reach out
to me. I haven’t heard from them, but I do think there’s a level of isolation that
shows up for students of color. I’m a psychologist because I saw, and I had a
Black woman psychologist that showed me, what was possible for me at Howard.
And I had a Black man who called me my first semester at Illinois and said, “How
you doing out there? Because I know how hard that can be.”
Carolina also referenced the notion of having a seat at the table. She explained,
African American women have insider perspectives and outsider perspectives,
from the perspective of us being educators and of having come through the
educational system. I think it’s crucial to include our voices because often, we
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bring a perspective that the White folks sitting around the table just haven’t, they
can’t even conceive of because it’s not even in their reality. If we don’t have the
voices at the table, we’re going to continue coming up with solutions that work
for one segment of the population but don’t work for others.
Stephanie’s military background gave her a different experience as she
matriculated through the completion of higher education. When asked her thoughts on
educational equity and equality inclusion for African American women, she explained,
I think it needs to be had because you need to see the good side and the bad side.
I guess I have the good side of it, where you might not have had as great of a time
as I did. And not to say that the program was all flowers and butterflies because
that’s not it at all, but I didn’t have the racism and the prejudices and the negative
energy like some people have. So, I’m blessed in that way.
When asked her thoughts on including African American women in conversations
pertaining to educational equity and equality, Caprese explained,
I think it’s very important, but I’m sure I’m a part of the choir, right? I live in
DC; I know some powerful women, highly educated, powerful women. And so
those conversations were all we had. I was in my program with four other
women, and we would call ourselves PhD sisters. We lost touch and went our
separate ways after graduating, but I know we served our purpose in each other’s
lives. And I think it was very important, especially for us being at Howard in this
bubble and then having to leave that bubble, go out into the world, and find jobs.
I remember one of the girls working at Georgetown at the time having a hard time
and struggling in her department. It wasn’t racism, but in terms of equity, she had
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difficulties, especially with students of color, and it’s very different at Howard.
And a couple of us taught at Howard while working on our PhDs. So, our
perceptions were different. I think the conversations are important for sure, and I
have them often, but I must keep in mind that I live in the most educated city in
the country.
In varying degrees, the participants possessed a social justice orientation that the
support of their family and recognition of their privilege as postgraduate degreed citizens
inspired. Over half of the participants reflected upon their privilege and responsibility to
create opportunities to advance educational equity and equality through their
matriculation experience. “For the culture,” “I did this for my people,” and “I definitely
felt like this degree belonged to my family” were just some of the sentiments that echoed
across each interview.
Theme 4: The HBCU/PWI Perspective
Although many of the women expressed strong academic standing and a
foundational metacognitive basis, the data gathered from the participants reflected
challenges within higher education institutions that had a greater social than academic
connotation. All the women who received their terminal degrees from PWIs reflected on
the limited representation of African American women faculty members and staff. The
participants consistently mentioned little to no faculty of the same social/ethnic
orientation as themselves. Many of the participants, when asked how many African
American women professors they had at the higher education (undergrad and graduate or
just graduate) level recounted absolutely none; not one. The participants possessed a
keen awareness of a critical lack of representation and described how it imposed racist
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and ineffective pedagogical and social practices for them. The participants who attended
PWIs stated that the maximum numbers of African American or African American
female professors who taught them ranged from zero to two. Of those 12 women who
went to PWIs, many spoke of having very little exposure to faculty and staff who “looked
like them.” The participants who attended HBCUs described diversity in the faculty and
student body that reflected a multicultural and diverse social/ethnic orientation. They had
many African American women as professors. The participants described the limited
visibility and reflections of themselves in faculty and the student body as the primary
impetus to the challenges they faced as they navigated through their postgraduate
process. The following excerpts demonstrate an understanding of the implications
regarding perceptions of representation based upon the experiences of limited
representation of African Americans and African American women in the higher
education professorate.

Figure 5. Thematic structure for the HBCU/PWI perspective.
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PWI perspective. The context in which the participants’ experiences were
framed was built around the educational institution (majority/minority or
minority/majority institution) that they attended. Their experiences within their higher
educational matriculation depended upon whether they attended a primarily White
institution or a historically Black college/university. The excerpts below reflect their
accounts of these experiences.
Afeni explained,
So, my bachelor’s and master’s degrees are in occupational therapy, and
occupational therapy as a profession is like 88 or 89 percent White. And of that,
the majority are female; and if you look at that even further, it’s upper middleclass White Christian female. It’s a very specific viewpoint from which the
profession operates. Subsequently, in my program, I was one of a couple Black
students. At the time, we had no Black faculty, so I felt like it was an opportunity
to break barriers, but also, to show people there was something else in the medical
field that they could do.
Afeni continued to describe the power of representation and her intentional trailblazing
efforts. She explained,
Sometimes I put myself in situations where I could be the first; the profession is
built that way. But I feel because Black women are the largest educated group in
this country, we need to be everywhere, and so occupational therapy was that
route for me. I’ve tried to make it a point to take students as clinicians because in
my undergraduate and graduate career, I only saw two Black female OTs
(Occupational Therapists). One of them was a sorority sister, and the other was
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also another woman in the Greek community that I was introduced to. I thought
to myself, if this is how it’s going to be, I need to make sure, one, that I take all
students. Not just Black students, but White students needed to see that we exist
in the profession; but also, to make sure I mentored other Black women to pay it
forward.
Afeni, when asked how many professors she had of her same social/ethnic group
orientation, stated,
Now that I go back and think about it, none. I didn’t have a single professor of
color of any kind, not only Black, but no Latino, no other racial, ethnic minority
of any kind. This experience was not uncommon to me.
In terms of representation, Elaine affirmed the importance of finding and seeking
out those faculty and staff who “looked like her.” The essence of the statement, “I
needed to find someone who looked like me,” echoed throughout each interview. The
participants’ relationship with representation either encouraged or challenged their
advanced educational pursuits.
Elaine explained,
One of my biggest mentors, Dr. Thomas, was the Vice President over all the
multicultural organizations. So just kind of being under her guidance, even if I
was outside of the classroom, and even if I didn’t have those professors that
looked like me, at least having her, it was nice to kind of stop in her office just to
chat. Just wanting to know that someone who looks like me was able to make it
that far, was very important to me.
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Betty described her relationship with limited representation in terms of African
American women as faculty. During her Juris Doctorate, having attended a PWI, she
mentioned having zero professors who were African American women. The following
excerpt is an account of her experience during her JD program. She also described
having limited access to Black teachers of her same social/ethnic group orientation in the
preK-12 setting. She explained,
There was limited diversity in the city where I am from. It has only recently
grown more diverse. It’s now about 25% Black, but growing up, it was 6%
Black. So, there weren’t a whole lot of people that looked like me as teachers, but
I think because I was a smart Black girl, I got opportunities that maybe other
Black students weren’t afforded or offered. So, if my teachers ever needed
somebody to do x, y and z, I was typically the one they would ask. I didn’t have
academic challenges in that regard; I would say more of the challenges were
because nobody looked like me. It wasn’t the schoolwork, it wasn’t the challenge
of the work itself, it was just, well you just feel alone. You feel like you’re not
like the other Black students in the building because they’re not in your class, so
you look forward to seeing them on the playground. But at the same time, you
don’t look like or act like the students who are in the class with you who’re
typically Caucasian. So, it’s a little lonely. I would say social challenges more
than academic challenges.
In terms of representation, Carolina described her unfamiliarity with a PhD. She
expressed having only seen White professors who had PhDs, which therefore limited her
understanding of the terminal degree. Carolyn explained,
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Honestly, I realized I had received a degree that I didn’t know how to use. So, I
completed my bachelor’s and master’s in Exercise Science, and my advisor at the
time said, “What are you going to do after you finish your master’s degree?” I
said, “I don’t know.” She was moving to another university, and so she said,
“Well, I’m going to need graduate students to work on this study; why don’t you
come with me and enroll in this PhD program?” I said, “Well, I’m not doing
anything else.” At that time, I didn’t even know what a PhD was; I didn’t know
anybody other than White professors with PhDs. I didn’t know anybody with a
PhD, but I went with her because I didn’t know what to do with my undergraduate
and master’s degree in Exercise Science.
Carolyn, who also attended PWIs for her higher educational pursuits, discussed
the factors that created meaningful aspects of representation for her. Although many of
the women described having limited exposure to African American women professors,
Carolyn discussed the influence of her professors who were African American women,
and what that experience meant to her. Both African American men and women who
were able to foster a community of support symbolized representation for her. (For the
purpose of ensuring anonymity, alias names have been given to all human subjects.) She
explained,
Exploring the PhD project was largely because I got to see real-life African
American PhDs. I was extremely close with my African American history
professor, Prof. Julia Wallace. It’s funny because I know their names to this day.
That was truly the type of impact they had on me. It was my English professor,
Dr. Forner, and it was Dean Christopher Baker, who was the Dean of Students.
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They were people who, in whatever capacity, whether it was that they
encountered me at an extracurricular activity or in a class, because they invested
in me, it made me feel like I mattered. It made me feel like they saw something in
me that helped me be more than just the number, or just a kid in their class, or just
some young person on campus; so, it personalized the experience. For some
people who go to PWIs that are in large day schools, sometimes they get lost and
feel isolated, but I never had that experience from Day 1. So, when I first arrived
on campus, the central Black student union had a buddy program, and I was able
to come to campus knowing that I had an upperclassman who was my buddy, and
she lived in my dorm. And then I went on to become that for someone else.
Carolyn, having attended a PWI for her higher educational pursuits, described
instances of meaningful educational experiences that fostered strategies to cope with
insufficient representation. When asked to elaborate on the significance of those
strategies, Carolyn explained,
There was this sense of community, and there was this expectation set by our
professors that when you saw someone like you, you spoke, or when you saw
someone who was like you, you would pay it forward, just as they had paid it
forward for you. So, it was tremendous. It was instrumental.
Coretta stated,
I was extremely proud of myself, especially being that I was one of very few. I
can’t even think of two, I can’t even think of anyone. I mean, there were other
people there of my race, but I can’t think of anyone that I was particularly close
with that was there throughout.
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Carolina explained,
One of the amazing things is that not one of us had a mentor that looked like us.
We were all these doctoral students in this program, but none of us had a mentor
that looked like us. So, having the good fortune of getting into that program
really changed how I saw things, because I kind of felt like I’m being left out, I
feel like there are things I’m missing, but this lady is telling me that I don’t need
that.
The HBCU perspective. For the participants who attended minority/majority
institutions or a historically black college/ university, their experiences with diversity and
race were framed around the context of their environment. The accounts below reflect
these experiences.
Justice attended an HBCU for her undergraduate degree and a PWI for law
school. During her undergraduate pursuits, Justice described the diversity reflected in
faculty and staff. She stated, “We had several Black professors, but we also had White
professors who wanted to be at Black schools.”
In terms of what the diversity in representation meant for her, Justice explained,
It was profound because you’re talking to these professors that are Dr. So-and-So,
and that was when I learned that when you got a PhD, there was a specialty. I
remember talking to Dr. Kingston about her PhD and about what her focus was
on, and for her to have a PhD at the time that she had to get it. She went to a PWI
to get it—it was just phenomenal to me. I was just like, “Wow! Okay, well ...” It
said a lot about being able to overcome adversity and not to allow things that
happen to you to dictate what you respond with, which was awesome for
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somebody that was in STEM in the ‘80s ... You’re talking about those early ‘80s
and being in STEM at that time.
Representation was a defining force for Assata. Prior to going to an HBCU for
her collegiate experience, Assata faced many academic challenges that stifled the
possibility of pursuing an advanced degree. In her decision to go to an HBCU, she
recognized herself in a light she had never seen before. Assata was able to experience
educated people of color who were of high merit and esteem. She was exposed to
African Americans who were caring, supportive, and encouraging in a way that was
unfamiliar to her prior to her undergraduate HBCU experience. This support and these
individuals spoke life into her and helped her see herself. She saw the endless
possibilities that were before her. This projection motivated her to speak life into others,
which is why she chose higher education.
Assata explained,
I was admitted to the university, this non- selected institution. I was admitted on
academic probation, which tells you what kind of student I was prior to going to
college myself. However, getting into that space and seeing all these folks of
color who were brilliant, and really caring, and supportive, and encouraging in
ways that I had never experienced before or rarely experienced before—and even
some of the White faculty that I encountered really were speaking into me or
speaking to me about who I could be. That pushed me to think about walking into
what they saw in me, but also, I think that experience with them caused me to
think about what I wanted to be able to do for other students, which is why I
chose higher education.
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Assata described many experiences in the preK-12 setting in which she was faced
with racialized challenges and barriers, which translated into social hindrances for her as
she navigated her educational pursuits. During the interview, I asked her, “What did
smart look like in the preK-12 setting?” She replied, “White and blonde hair.” Assata
also discussed representation as perception. To her, there was an immense amount of
power in perception.
While describing the transformation she made from primary school to her advanced
degree, she explained,
But when I got into that space (college), we started talking about Africa, and how
we were the creators of math and science. We talked about how all these things
that we benefit from today, how we were creators of them, and we never heard
about it. It put me in a space to question myself, like, these are the people that I
come from. I’m the descendant of queens and kings ... And if I’m their
descendant, why can’t I do math? Then I had to question, is it really that I can’t
do math? So, then I had to think about why I had the grades that I had ... I started
questioning my academic past and wanted to do things differently, and I did. I
started in the classes that I was in; I wanted to learn the material.
Rochelle explained,
Being surrounded by Black women educators, teaching high school, elementary
school, and then coming to college and seeing these women, especially in the PhD
program, they motivated me to know and to say to myself, “Hey, you can do this,
too.” And then, the level of support was excellent. It’s like they realized that
they needed more of us, so they really worked hard to make sure that we had the
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support that we needed. Now, my advisor, Dr. Leah Roberts, that’s the only
name that I don’t mind mentioning. She brought that experience with her to an
HBCU, and she just changed the game for so many that came after and just really
made me realize that I could do this ... and she is also a rock. And when I first
met her, she said, “I know you’re a Delta.” I said, “No, I’m not.” But when I
finally pledged, she said, “You had it in you the whole time.” So, being a part of
this sorority and seeing these strong educated Black women, I knew I was where I
was supposed to be.
One of the concluding questions I asked participants pertained to whether they
believed that their educational matriculation within their chosen institution (PWI, HBCU)
challenged or encouraged their advanced degree pursuits. For the participants, although
there were challenges to advanced degree attainment based upon their chosen university,
they did not regret having chosen the higher educational institution they attended. Naomi
stated, “Although things may have been hard, I believe attending a PWI gave me access
to more scholarships as a minority.”
In conclusion, these conversations evolved into the pipeline that needs to be
established between PWIs and HBCUs, so that both institutions can maximize the
benefits they can offer to the student body. This emergent theme was not indicative of
one institution of higher learning being greater or better than the other. The participants
expressed a commitment to explore the challenges they faced within their institution for
more meaningful experiences to be given to those coming behind them.
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Theme 5: Perceptions of Visibility

Figure 6. Thematic structure for perceptions of visibility.
The power of reflection through representation either challenged or encouraged
the advanced educational pursuits of each participant. In addition to challenges with
limited representation in faculty and staff, this paradigm created barriers in the social and
academic inclusion of women. Of the women sampled, 13 out of 15 discussed the
barriers to success being more social than academic. Assata and Carolina described the
barriers in academic attainment due to racist and ineffective pedagogical practices.
However, participants discussed their relationship with feeling excluded and/or included
within the academic arena. The participants defined educational equity and equality
inclusion as the assurance that their voices would be heard in an environment that seemed
not to welcome their existence.
The participants who attended HBCUs described a haven of community and
acceptance that embraced them throughout their studies. On the other hand, the
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participants who attended PWIs discussed the lack of critical mass, which was reflected
in a small number of enrolled colleagues who would foster a system of community and
support. However, the participants who attended PWIs told of outlets of community
support that created meaningful educational experiences for them. According to
participants, the lack of representation in Black American women faculty and staff
correlated to limited numbers of African American women students.
Social and academic inclusion. The limitations in representation created an
exclusionary environment for some. Others used the lack of representation to their
advantage as an opportunity for inclusion. This factor led to how the women navigated
visibility and finding their voice, which was a phrase that the participants echoed.
When asked about her experience with inclusion in academia, Elaine, a PWI graduate
explained,
The professors that were in positions, there were a few who focused on, or who
included students in their research around things that aligned with their values.
But then there were others who I believe could have pulled in more students of
color on some of those research opportunities. And then there were other
noteworthy professors that grew to be my favorites... who included everyone, and
who made sure everyone’s voice was heard in certain conversations, and I really
appreciated that. Those are the ones that I would call my allies, the ones who,
when the police brutality occurred, and the police brutality, discrimination within
communities across the U.S., from the year 2014 to 2016, it was just widespread
foolishness between Philando Castile, Alton Sterling, Sandra Bland, Tamir Rice,
and just a whole bunch of foolishness happening. Some of my professors got
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together with one of my ... I call her my doctoral sister. She’s another Black
young lady, and she went and sat down with our Black professor, and she said —
who was also our program director at the time— said, “I think we need to have a
conversation.” Then that professor, who was the program director for the doctoral
program, connected with the program director from the master’s program, and
they put their heads together. The one from the master’s program was a White
woman. However, like I said, it does sometimes take allies, right, to pull
everyone in.
In terms of equity, discussions regarding those intangible factors that influence
one’s metacognitive educational advancements must be considered, which were topics
that the women explored. When asked of her experience regarding inclusion, Caprice
discussed the notion of being and feeling visible. Her challenges with inclusion stemmed
from there being limited visibility of close familial relationships that could influence her
path. An excerpt from her sentiments is captured below:
At times, I felt like the outside looking in, because I didn’t come from educated
parents. At times, I felt that because I didn’t have a sister, or a cousin, or anyone
that I could look up to that went to college. I had one cousin that went to college
and finished college, but when I was in high school, she lived in Europe with her
husband because she married someone in the Air Force. So, because of that I
didn’t feel as though I had anyone to help me navigate this experience, and that
made me feel like an outsider looking in. Also, I didn’t have mentorship early on
in undergrad, so that’s something that was hard for me and forced me to change
potential career paths. I started undergrad wanting to be a bilingual attorney. I
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wanted to speak Spanish, so I majored in Spanish. And I wanted to go to law
school, and I wanted to go to a law school at an HBCU. And then after I pledged
a sorority, I started looking at things differently and noticing my gifts and my
talents in a different way. So, I ended up majoring in communications and then
eventually minoring in Black studies. There was a space in my classes, my
history course and my social science course, there were spaces and people who
looked like me, and my voice found a space in the room that was valid. Then, I
realized that my peers were wanting to come and study with me. I was surprised
that they saw me in the light of being smart and wanted to study with me. I was
surprised to realize they were talking about me. This space helped me to feel
more included.
When asked of her experience in classes pertaining to social and academic
inclusion, Coretta explained,
I didn’t feel excluded, but I didn’t feel included. By that, I mean I’m a very
outgoing person, so I’m able to speak to everyone. I am able to relate to
everyone, but I went to a school that didn’t have a lot of people who looked like
me, so I didn’t necessarily feel like there was a bond with anyone. Sometimes
there’s a bond that you feel with people who are similar, and I didn’t have that
bond, but I was still able to relate to other people. My definition of a fuller
experience would be that sometimes you want people that you can relate to, that
people understand what you’re saying without even having to say the words, or
saying one word and people understanding exactly what you’re going to say.
Sometimes you have people from different backgrounds; they don’t really
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understand the subtle innuendos or the things that you’re saying. And then people
make assumptions. People make a lot of assumptions about you, and assumptions
vary depending on what you’re talking about.
For Afeni, visibility looked like a shared community. Afeni described how the
PWI she attended created a space for her and fellow classmates who looked like her
within African American female spaces. However, with the lack of critical mass, a
strong body of Black female students, forming community was a persistent challenge.
Afeni stated,
I remember one particular administrator. This woman was intentional about
creating spaces for women of color at my undergraduate institution. There were
so few of us ... it was still hard to feel like we had a true community in the
university. Yeah, we had our space, but it was separate from the university, so I
never felt like I completely belonged to the school. I did a lot at the school; I was
student body president at one point. Because of the culture at the school, I
sometimes felt we were just “pretending to college” in the space we occupied.
Carolina stated,
I can’t remember not being called on by teachers, but in terms of inclusion by
other students, I definitely felt excluded. In terms of, “You’ve got to pick a
partner for an assignment,” the person that I always ended up partnering with was
this Lebanese girl because she also wasn’t White, so nobody wanted to partner
with her, either. We would end up sticking together. In terms of “Who wants to
be in groups?” we were always a group because the White kids didn’t necessarily
want to partner with us. I was always the only Black person in my classes,
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always. I can remember, just growing up in majority White affluent areas, they
would say dumb things. I remember hating that other than Sundays at church, I
really wouldn’t see a lot of other Black people. I remember wanting to be like the
other people. I want my hair to look like the other people’s, like that kind of stuff
I struggled with. Academically it didn’t necessarily impact me, other than, like I
said, sometimes I would try to dumb myself down just because I would want to be
in the class, because I would want to not be the only Black person in the room.
Tokenism. Many of the women in the study spoke of the impact of their voice
being a measure of intellect, integrity, and acknowledgement. In terms of representation,
an additional subtheme that emerged was the notion of tokenism. The excerpts below
speak of the shared experiences of the power of their perspective and intellectual
contribution within the academic arena.
When asked of her feelings on inclusion and representation, Betty felt as though
she had to be the spokesperson and token for the Black community. She was treated as
an exception and the “token” Black child.
I felt excluded, but I put a comma there, because the inclusion was as the
representative of all Black people. So, you’re excluded from the regular
conversation; however, let’s ask Betty’s opinion because she’s a smart Black
person. My voice mattered when it mattered to them, when it was some benefit to
the majority. For example, they had to prove a point that high school in Grant
Park can’t be that bad because I went to school there. They constantly wanted to
ask Betty of her opinion about what it’s like to go to school with all White people.
It benefited them; it made them look like they were a diverse school where it was
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able to nurture the desires of a Black person. Of course, but unless it benefited
them, there was no reason to ask me anything.
Caprice, an HBCU graduate stated,
I felt included. I felt like I had the power to chart my own path, and I was
supported mentally, and that’s something that not everyone in my program felt.
But also, I learned in higher education, you must show up for yourself. And a lot
of people weren’t showing up for themselves. I knew you had to go above and
beyond for yourself and for your voice to be heard.
Assata explained,
I adopted the strategy that I still use sometimes today. If I need something to be
said, and I say it and it’s not heard, I will utilize one of my White colleagues and
say, “This is what I need you to go into this space and say.” Then they go and say
it, and it’s, “Oh, we’ve never heard that.” And I’m sitting there like, “I’ve been
saying this to you for the past 6 months.” But that’s a strategy that I adopted even
as a child because in grade school, if I would say something, I would get in
trouble. If Jennifer said it, it’s fine. I would tell Jennifer, “Jennifer, we should do
X, Y, and Z. Why don’t you ask the teacher?” And Jennifer would do it, and we
would get it.
Cultural competence. Cross-cultural support was a meaningful educational
influence that served as an impetus for success for those that attended PWIs. Cultural
competence created an avenue of trust as the participants were able to find cross-cultural
guidance and support. Although faculty and staff reflected diversity, it was limited at the
PWIs where the participants attended. For those who attended HBCUs, the faculty and
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staff reflected a diverse array of individuals from different nationalities and races.
Whether the participants’ perspectives were reflected through a PWI and/or HBCU lens,
the women expressed that having culturally competent and socially aware professors was
a primary motivational factor that contributed to their academic success. The following
exemplars illustrate participants’ accounts as they described their experience with
culturally sensitive and competent academic environments.
Afeni explained,
My advisor, the dissertation chair, who was White, female, but also Jewish and
super supportive…I thought she cared about me as an individual, and not just
what I could produce for the department. Even the postdoc that I received, she
found it for me, literally. Walked this into my office, put it on my desk and said,
“You need to apply for this.” And I said, “Okay.” And you know, it worked out,
and I’m in the postdoc now. But in this postdoc with these ... and I know I said
it’s all Black women, but there is not one White researcher that’s a part of the
group, but everybody else is Black. There has been one Black woman in that
group who was supposed to be a primary mentor for me, that I felt was a
roadblock in everything that I’ve been trying to accomplish since Day 1. It is
very upsetting to me because I think, we always say that in academia, your skin
folks, so to speak, support you, and it’ll be the folks that’ll have your back and
make sure that you can survive this thing.
Collette explained, “I grew up in rural Tennessee, so almost everybody was
White. I remember a guidance counselor questioning whether or not I would be able to
make it at my PWI.”
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Elaine explained,
I think our papers may get submitted. They get submitted, but then they have to
be reviewed by a very fine-toothed comb to make sure they fit that journal’s
perspective or whatever they’re putting out in that volume. And a lot of times,
you might get some pushback when you try to be authentic about whatever it is
that you’re covering because there are so many different eyes looking on this.
What I’ve noticed from publishing once is that sometimes we need our White
allies in the field, in academia, to share that space, and not only share that space,
but also align with us.
Carolina discussed the importance of there being a level of competence as a
means for faculty and staff, who may not look like Black women, to still be able to
understand them. She explained,
I think the thing that drove me was my advisor. She had a good heart; I just don’t
think she really knew any Black people before she had me as a mentee. I think
it’s crucial to include our voices because often, we bring a perspective that the
White folks sitting around the table just haven’t had, nor are they able to conceive
of because it’s not even in their reality. If we don’t have the voices at the table,
we’re going to continue coming up with solutions that work for one segment of
the population but don’t work for others. But also, what is equally important is
for those White folks sitting around the table to be able to understand our voices.
Elaine explained,
Just going into that realm as a Black woman, I did pick up on some things, and
I’ve picked up on how my colleagues would conceptualize cases. I find that as a
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Black woman, there were times when I had to educate others, and I found out
about how exhausting it can be to educate my White counterparts. And I even
found professors who I felt I could trust, and that’s a big thing, too, feeling like
you can find at least one faculty member you can trust. Once I did that, I felt
grounded, and I thought to myself, “I think I got this.” Then after that, I just told
myself, “Well, I’m going to finish in this amount of time,” because that’s another
thing I saw. I saw a lot of people that looked like me just taking a longer time to
complete their studies.
Justice stated,
I had a law professor who really talked about the importance of cultural
competence in terms of my EQ because I could just relate to a lot of people, but
that was really a defense mechanism. I think, in order for you to be able to get
things done and to be able to learn, you have to develop relationships with people
that would get them not to see you for their biases, but to see you as an exception,
exception to the rule and be willing to work with you. So that’s my trend; that’s
what I do. You figure out how to come up with a relationship. How do you
develop relationships with people that you need to be able to get things done
through? And that helped me to overcome the obstacles that normally you would
have.
Caprice explained,
I went to a predominately Black high school, and truthfully, I went to
predominantly Black schools my whole life. So, I had White teachers and Black
teachers. My mentor and department chair at my HBCU, was a blonde-haired,
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blue-eyed White woman, and she’s a pillar in communications across the board.
And for her to have been at my HBCU for over 25, 30 years was special. I hosted
her retirement party, and she’s still my mentor to this day.
Ultimately, this theme spoke to continued experiences within the participants’
matriculation that either aided or challenged their academic and social lives. Many of the
participants received very little exposure to Black faculty, and there existed a serious lack
of critical mass within their educational institutions’ student body. The final theme will
speak to avenues of support that encouraged the participants’ educational pursuits to
postgraduate degreed status.
Theme 6: Mentorship and Support
Another overarching theme explored as participants discussed their experiences of
navigating to postgraduate degree attainment was the importance of guidance,
mentorship, and support. The participants described personal/family, academic, and
social support that created gateways to meaningful educational experiences. For the
women, having a strong support system or the lack thereof created advantages and
disadvantages. Each subtheme will be described in the excerpts below.
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Figure 7. Thematic structure for the “village” of support, guidance, and mentorship.
Family support. As mentioned previously, the pursuit of excellence inspired the
participants’ academic endeavors. The participants possessed a strong social orientation
that pertained to their family and those individuals who made sacrifices for their ability to
advance socially as intellectuals and academics. Many of the participants described the
value of an education that their families instilled within them.
When Rochelle was asked about the impetus of her academic pursuits, she explained,
Well, one of the things that inspired me is that I come from a family of educators,
a large family of Black women educators on both sides. That rarely happens, but
back during the time when my parents grew up, that was the norm: “Okay,
become a teacher.” So, on my mom and my dad’s side, my whole family are all
educators, and they went to school and earned advanced degrees. So, watching
them, it was almost like the expectation, “You will go to school, you will finish,
and you will be somebody.” Looking at them back then, the women, my relatives,
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my mom, my aunties, on both sides, they were an inspiration to me to further my
education and to get a decent job and become somebody.
Although Rochelle experienced significant challenges to her advanced degree
pursuits, she triumphed in the face of adversity. Living through heartache and loss
compelled Rochelle to realize that she had to finish her academic journey to obtain her
terminal degree. Rochelle continued,
My parents passed away within 11 months of each other while I was working on
my PhD. They were the reason that I would not quit, and they were the reason
that I started this. I came from a family of strong Black women, and my father
was my everything, and I was his angel. I did no wrong in his eyes, no matter
what it was. So, he told me before he died, he said, “You’re gonna finish this,
baby.” His words to me, and literally, I submitted my application for graduation
on January 29, 2016. Two days later, my mom dies. So, when I talked to her that
morning and told her that, I said, “Mom, I just submitted my application for
graduation.” She said, “Oh, you’re gonna finish it.” They pushed me to go
forward, and even though they never got to call me Doctor, I did it; I finished that
process. I fought so hard through so many sleepless nights, and emotional nights,
finishing research and writing and working with my team. And then, especially
when the dean started acting up, I’m like, “You have no clue the kind of fire that
is burning inside me. I am not what you want right now, okay? I’m not that girl.
I am going to get this PhD with you here or with you gone. I’m gonna get it.”
So, that was my fight, because they told me that I was going to finish. So, even
though they were not there to physically see me walk across the stage, I knew that
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they were there because they’re always in my heart. But it’s still a challenge, of
course, you know, when they’re not physically there, and they can’t physically
hug you after you finish. But they were my inspiration. They were my
inspiration to say, “I’m going to get this, and I am not allowing anyone to take
this from me.” They were the reason.
The unspoken coalition. One of the avenues of support that the participants
described was the importance of the unspoken coalition. That is, the women described
finding solidarity and support in other Black women who looked like them. They would
immediately form unspoken bonds with these women through subtle and covert gestures,
whether that was a simple greeting or choosing to sit with one another at the lunch table.
The below exemplars capture this experience for the women.
Naomi said,
It was important for me to find others who looked like me on campus. I joined
the Black Student Union, and that offered me a lot of support. There were not
many of us on campus, and it was important for us to know that we would be
there for one another.
Elaine explained,
I attended a PWI, and so I was therefore more intentional about going and seeking
out that sense of community. That was important to me, because I knew and
understood that there were not a lot of people who looked like me, and I also
knew that I wanted to stay grounded in my culture. So, I joined the Gospel Choir,
I got connected with the Greeks on campus and other individuals. I was trying to
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stay connected through everything I possibly could, and I did find that there were
mentors within those contexts.
Academic support. For the participants, regardless of whether they attended
PWIs or HBCUs, the motivational support that they received was a catalyst that fueled
their determination to complete their academic pursuits.
Carolyn explained,
Unlike so many of our majority peers who may have had parents who were
lawyers or family members, or may have been multiple generation attorneys, I
didn’t have that experience, and many of us didn’t. Many of us were first-time in
our family college graduates and/or first-time law students, and there’s a
tremendous amount of information that is passed, based upon that prior
knowledge and/or those previous relationships.
Rochelle asserted,
Being surrounded by Black women educators, teaching high school, elementary
school, and then coming to college and seeing ... especially in the PhD program,
and seeing these women, they motivated me to know and to say to myself, “Hey,
you can do this, too.” And then, the level of support was excellent. You know,
it’s like they realized that they needed more of us. So, they really worked hard to
make sure that we had the support that we needed, and we finished with the
research struggles.
Coretta mentioned,
I think a lot of it has to do with family and support, but I think it’s also getting the
little wins along the way, the little accolades. You do something, it could be that
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you’re in undergrad and you write a paper, and your professor says, “Oh, that was
a great paper.” If you don’t get these wins, then sometimes you may feel, why
would I continue doing this, or why am I doing this? I’m not getting what I want
out of it. So, it’s those little wins. That’s why I think it’s so important that when
professors teach a class, their students are inspired, that they feel like, “Wow, I’ve
really learned something!”
Nyeema added,
So, at the time, the person who stood out the most for me was my school
counselor, Miss Jones. If it wasn’t for Miss Jones, I wouldn’t have even gone to
college in the first place. I was an extremely shy person in high school. Although
I am loquacious now, I wasn’t as much then. What got me out of my shyness was
being able to work in Ms. Jones’s office.
Maya explained,
But the other piece of it was that my professors at my HBCU, I had a lot of
profound respect for. I had gone there as a premed student in an accelerated
program where I was supposed to get my bachelor’s and MD in 6 years. But
because of the community I grew up in, which was predominantly White, when I
got to my HBCU, I didn’t want to carry that class load because it was a
requirement of having about 24 credits. I had to get a 3.8 to stay in the program,
which pretty much meant that I couldn’t enjoy the social life that the school had
to offer. So, I started out in that program. I took some premed classes, and it just
wasn’t me, but I really resonated with the psychology classes. I was always a
psych major, and my psychology professors were both nurturing with high
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expectations. And so, I do think there was a part of me that really respected and
wanted to be like them, and they of course, all had their PhDs. My first mentor
was an African American woman, Doctor Avis Reese, who is professor now at
Mason State University; and then Dr. Simms and Dr. Bell. I can still call out all
the names because I remember the community and family that was created in that
department.
Assata stated,
When I got to middle school, the teachers were a lot more diverse. I had some
Black teachers who really saw me as a good child. They saw me as a good child,
but I didn’t want to learn, and they couldn’t understand why.
Social support. The participants reflected upon their support system (family and
academic) that encouraged their educational pursuits. Those participants who were
challenged in a foundational support system described the notions that informed their
matriculation.
Carolyn mentioned,
Categorically speaking, I was probably a mediocre scorer on the LSAT and did
marginally well on the GMAT. There were a handful of acceptances for law
school, but there were more rejections than acceptances. Then it also became a
matter of the financials, so I had the track record of being at the University of
Illinois. I also was able, through those connections, I had been involved in the
Central Black Student Union, I was a very active and involved student. I also
worked, and so I was able to know up front about things like graduate assistance
programs and then also the eligibility for free tuition for the law school.
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Afeni affirmed,
I would say the greatest influence was the experience I had in graduate school
while working on a master’s thesis. It was required as part of the fulfillment for
the actual degree, and I really enjoyed the research process and talked to the
program director about continuing along the research track. She recommended
that I work first, get some clinical experience, because in her opinion, clinical
experience provided you with the information that you needed to inform research
questions versus just going straight through and not really having the clinical
background to make, she thought, more informed inquiries. And I stuck to that. I
work with blinders on a lot. She recommended that’s what I do, and that’s what I
did. I worked 6 years and then applied to one of the three PhD and occupational
science programs in the country and got in.
Elaine explained,
I had one White professor, and I’ll never forget this, who at the end of my
semester one year, I think it was my senior year, she wrote on one of my papers
that I had done so excellent in the program, in the gender studies program, that
she would highly recommend me in the future. She said, “I know Elaine is about
to graduate with a bachelor’s, but if she ever wanted to pursue a PhD, I think she
would be a wonderful candidate.” That stuck out to me, because I thought,
“Wow! Somebody in the education arena said something positive.” That wasn’t
always something that happened because sometimes, once again, we get
overlooked, or our efforts get overlooked, or you’re raised being taught how to
always get A’s because your White counterparts can get a C, and they’ll get the
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job that you want. I do think that having those positive moments inspired me to
go further.
Assata explained,
For my grad assistantship, I had three mentors for my doctoral program who are
still very much in my life today. One of my grad assistantships was with one of
the associate deans in the college of education. She’s a Black woman from the
Caribbean, and I spent 2 years with her. When I became president of the Black
Graduate Student Association and then president of the Graduate Student
Association, the associate provost of graduate education was a Black woman and
is still very much someone that I’m in contact with today.
Conclusion
This study was designed to explore the educational experiences of African
American women in pursuance of postgraduate degreed status. The participants in this
study consisted of 15 postgraduate degreed participants who matriculated in the academic
arena from pre-kindergarten through doctoral levels. The analysis of the data suggested
six emergent themes. This chapter included the participants’ profiles, demographics, and
data analysis. The findings presented in this chapter speak to the essence of the “concrete
rose” as the women described the quintessence of the totality of their academic
matriculation experiences. Chapter 5 consists of the discussion of findings as well as the
application of supported literature and theoretical frameworks. Further, Chapter 5 will
discuss the limitations and contributions to the field of Conflict Resolution.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Recommendations, Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of how the intersection
of race and gender informed and/or influenced the educational experiences of African
American women with postgraduate degrees. The study examined the shared meaning
that the participants derived as they reflected on their journey within academia (preK
through higher education levels). Further, the study explored the proliferation of barriers
to meaningful educational experiences for postgraduate degreed African American
women. To achieve this objective, the study used a transcendental phenomenological
approach, which the following research questions guided:
1. What are the elements within academia that define and influence the educational
experiences for postgraduate degreed African American women?
2. What (if any) challenges to postgraduate degree achievement did the population
experience, and what meaning did they find in those experiences?
3. What are the perceptions of this population regarding how their intersecting
identities pertaining to race and gender informed their academic experience?
Situating this topic of inquiry within the field of conflict analysis and resolution
serves multiple purposes that include adding to an emerging discipline and addressing the
existing gap in scholarship that has historically been viewed as both gender neutral and
color blind. It may also encourage academic institutions of learning to contest the
prejudicial and/or unconscious racialized practices that may be embedded within the
fabric of the academic culture.
This chapter provides an in-depth discussion of the findings, recommendations for
practice and future research, implications of the findings, and a comprehensive study
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conclusion. Public discourse regarding educational equity and equality must include the
intersected identities of race and gender of marginalized groups such as the African
American women in this study. By understanding the experiences of this phenomenon,
researchers, scholars, and preK-12 and higher education institutions can explore the
compelling forces that challenge and/or encourage the educational experiences of African
American women.
Discussion of Findings

Figure 8. The concrete rose
The standpoint of the “concrete rose” was the essence that this study captured.
All of the participants overcame challenges within their educational matriculation
through the lens of the rose that grew from the cracks in the concrete. Tupac Amaru
Shakur (1971-1996), a Black liberationist, writer, and rapper, originally described the
concept of the concrete rose:
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Did you hear about the rose that grew from a crack in the concrete? Proving
nature’s laws wrong, it learned to walk without having feet. Funny it seems, but
by keeping its dreams, it learned to breathe fresh air. Long live the rose that grew
from concrete when no one else even cared. You wouldn’t ask why the rose that
grew from the concrete had damaged petals. On the contrary, we would all
celebrate its tenacity. We will all love its will to reach the sun. Well, we are the
rose, this is the concrete, and these are my damaged petals. Don’t ask me why;
ask me how (2006, p. 3).
The poem above conveys the essence of the educational experiences of
postgraduate degreed AA women. The participants were the metaphorical roses that
grew and thrived within the environment where they belonged. Betty chose the symbolic
name, “audacious tenacity,” to convey the meaning of her pursuits. Betty stated,
From as long as I can remember, being a little girl, I always knew I could be
whatever I wanted to be. So, the analogy that comes to mind for me is that the
rose still grows out of the crack in the concrete—that no matter what our
circumstances, we are still beautiful, and we are a people who make do and rise
above our circumstances. And it speaks to the beauty of us and our people.
For Assata, the transcendent power of the concrete rose and its liberating meaning
was a notion unique to the experiences of the sociohistorical relations of race in America.
In addition, Assata described the power that a shared and common experience unique to
one’s social/ethnic orientation invigorates. Assata affirmed,
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If I asked him (her professor) to spit some bars from Tupac, he wouldn’t have the
slightest idea what I was talking about. If we talked about a rose growing out of
concrete, he would be lost. So, there’s knowledge in that he doesn’t know.
The themes that emerged in this study spoke to the experiences of growing and
matriculating within the environment of the symbolic cracks in the school system from
the preK-12 and higher education levels. Further, the participants understood these
constructs from their experiences within conceptions of microaggressions. The
participants, although cognizant of the challenges and barriers to advanced degree
attainment, navigated the academic arena through the support of motivational influencers
that contested the existing challenges/barriers. The outlet of experiences from the lens of
both the persistent microaggressions and motivational influencers was situated within the
context of the intersectional feminist standpoint. The study’s findings revealed that the
participants met the challenges with an unrelentless tenacity, which was a phrase that
Betty coined.
Findings from this study reveal six major themes in regard to participants’
educational experiences: (a) intersectional feminist standpoint, (b) perceptions of
hegemony within advanced academic pursuits, (c) motivational influencers, (d) the
HBCU/PWI perspective, (e) perceptions of visibility, and (f) mentorship and support.
The participants explored the critical factors that created the lens that informed their
pursuits and their perceptions of those navigations.
The participants explored the basis of the lack of critical mass pertaining to equity
in representation as an ascendency that compelled the context of their academic pursuits.
Participants reflected upon their cognizant experience of their advanced degree journey,
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the insufficient critical mass of Black women academics, the dearth of diversity reflected
in faculty, and how that homogeneity created disparities in meaningful educational
experiences. The factors that contributed to or challenged meaningful educational
experiences were situated within the lens of educational equality and equity. Topics
explored included representation of postgraduate degreed African American women, the
notion of the unspoken coalition, and cultural competence/multicultural support.
In addition, the participants described the encounters of the microaggressions they
experienced through sexism and racism. The challenges and barriers they navigated were
primarily social rather than academic, although some participants explored the basis of
academic challenges as the impetus for their educational pursuits. The examination of
the thematic structures from the findings speaks to the essence of perceptions of
intersectionality as the primary catalyst that created their circumstances, perceptions, and
experience, which they then navigated. The notion of the perceptions of intersectionality
reflects the unique positionality of the study’s participants. Exploring their educational
experiences specifically through the lens of the advanced degreed African American
woman proved to be intellectually empowering and transformative for these women.
Theme 1: Intersectional Feminism
One of the emergent themes consistent with the participants’ accounts was the
notion of the intersectional standpoint. Each woman expressed an African American
feminist standpoint birthed from the awareness of common patterns of intersecting
discrimination that challenged traditional societal norms. In the premise to their
anthology regarding African American epistemologies, Hall et al. (1982) contended that
the intellectual void that pertains to the marginalization of African American women is
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directly related to the politics of the hegemonic forces of a patriarchal society. Their
anthology delineated society’s dismissiveness of the significance of African American
women’s forced subjugation to race and sex oppression.
In this study, the unique positionality of United States social relations, which is
consistent with the existing literature, helped the participants articulate their collective
consciousness, self-definitions, and behaviors (Berry 2010; Berry et al., 2010). The
participants perceived race and gender as two social constructs that were inseparable
from one another. The term “intersectional standpoint” encapsulated their perceptions of
traversing their identity within two historically marginalized groups.
The participants described how their sociohistorical position as African American
women framed their perspective. Nash (2008) affirmed that the essential cornerstone of
the framework of intersectionality is acknowledgement that people do not experience
multiple oppressions separately, nor can they understand them comprehensively as
independent elements. Extant literature has argued for the implications of multiple
oppressions being recognized as a synthesized multifaceted experience (Nash, 2008;
Freire, 2008; Berry, 2010).
Crenshaw (1989) demarginalized the intersection of race and gender and
developed a Black feminist assessment of antidiscrimination notions related to Black
Feminist Thought. She argued that the discriminatory and prejudicial practices imposed
upon Black women to subjugate them cannot be merely categorized within the
classifications of racism and/or sexism. The concepts of intersectionality examine the
manners in which Black women experience multiple marginally disenfranchised social
constructs. In this study, the participants recognized and expressed the social constructs
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of identity formation. Their reflections emphasized Black feminism as the impetus to
create a platform of shared experiences within the educational institution.
The women positioned themselves within multiple expansive arenas: the
heuristic, abstract, historical, and personal. Their eagerness to share their stories reflected
their conceptualization of a shared positionality of Black women’s needs and
experiences. Although the analysis of Black Feminist Thought is not solely limited to
Black women, Black women exclusively experience and produce it. Critics have argued
that one of the compelling roles of the Black female intellectual is to expound upon and
expand the existing literature to enhance the current understanding of the essence of the
Black female perspective (Bell, 2003; Bergerson, 2003; Delgado, 2000).
The participants framed their experiences as intersectional feminism, which is
consistent with extant literature (Hill, 1986). In addition, they highlighted the exclusion
of their unique perspective from public discourse on educational equity and equality.
Black female intellectuals’ insistence on devoting literature to this topic has created an
increased awareness of the consciousness of Black feminism to overshadow the
objectified marginalization of Black women to a subhuman existence (Hill, 1986; Hill,
2000).
Theme 2: Perceptions of Hegemony within Academic Pursuits
Participants illustrated encounters with discrimination in the academic arena that
research has described as microaggressions (subtle, indirect statements and beliefs
projected on marginalized groups; Leigghio et al., 2016). The participants were
cognizant of the racist and sexist frameworks that informed and influenced their
educational experiences and thereby limited their capability to contest these hegemonic
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structures. Leigghio et al. (2016) examined microaggressions that women encountered in
their association with the social welfare system. Microaggressions are a reference to the
verbal and nonverbal interpersonal exchanges that ignite disparaging communication to
individuals who occupy marginalized spaces and are subject to discrimination as
members of disenfranchised social groups. Leigghio et al. (2016) highlighted the
intersecting and interlocking basis of class, sex, and gender as concepts of interpersonal
violence and discrimination. These denigrating messages act to derogate the agency and
self-worth of marginalized communities and result in challenges and barriers to accessing
the strategies to dismantle these constructions. Sue (2010) explored microaggressions
and their denigration of individuals’ well-being as a way to reproduce socioeconomic and
social group disadvantage.
How participants managed heightened levels of stress, burnout, fatigue, emotional
turmoil, depression, and feelings of inadequacy in this study are consistent with extant
literature (Nadal et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011). In this study, the women explored their
encounters with these microaggressions and the keen awareness of instances that had
challenged their personal and academic wellbeing, which then also reinforced social
indignity.
Dual disadvantaged stereotypes. Participants described experiences as a double
minority. This concept describes the interdependence of two undervalued social
constructs/identities that interact to inform the individual in a manner that is greater than
the sum of the parts of those identities (Edghill, 2007; Henderson et al., 2010; Spraggins,
1998; Turner, 2002). One participant, Afeni, identified it as a dual disadvantage. The
preK-12 and higher education settings were difficult spaces for Black women academics.
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Edghill (2007) affirmed the implications of double minority status, or dual disadvantages,
as Afeni called it. Edghill’s (2007) study examined the negative perceptions of Black
women academics as less than capable intellectuals, scholars, and researchers. Wilson
(2012) described the notorious stereotypical images of “The Baby Momma,” “Gold
Digger,” “Angry Black Woman,” and “Black Barbie” that have historically influenced
the narrative assigned to the embodiment of all Black women’s behavior.
In this study, the participants described the saliency of negative stereotypical
perceptions that were imposed upon them. Many of them described instances where their
intellectual merit was challenged as they were perceived as less than capable. For the
participants, being a Black female scholar often translated into questions of academic
integrity as the participants recounted personal instances being accused of plagiarism or
cheating.
Although many historical connotations of stereotypical implications were
imposed upon the participants, some described instances in which they were expected to
dispel these historical myths, which also offered deference to their existence. While
many of the participants described instances in which they were perceived as less than
capable intellectuals as Black female researchers, they also described an additional form
of stereotyping that involved the co-constructed stereotype of the model minority
(Edghill, 2007; Henderson et al., 2010; Spraggins, 1998; Turner, 2002). They described
experiencing instances of compelled conformity as they were expected to dispel
preexisting prescribed stereotypical myths pertaining to Black women academics as they
were asked to represent all Black women.
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Theme 3: Motivational Influencers
The women in the study described how a social justice impetus inspired their
advanced educational pursuits, and how they felt that someone (i.e., family, friend,
motivational influencers, community) or society compelled them. The participants
expressed an innate desire and commitment to effectuate transcendent restorative justice
within the marginalized group to which they identified and belonged: African American
(Black) women. All participants felt that obtaining a terminal degree would offer them
credibility and plausibility professionally, socially, academically, and personally. Their
distinct classification as high-achieving students was directly related to the notion of the
pursuit of excellence, which participants’ responses described and their social justice
orientation motivated.
Kotinek et al. (2010) affirmed the interplay of the pursuit of excellence as the
determinant of high achievement among students. Kotinek et al. (2010) and Winston et
al. (1984) defined high-achieving students to mean those individuals who perform well in
their academic studies. This study explored the motivational influencers for the
participants’ high achievement and determined that their pursuit of excellence that their
social justice orientation inspired influenced that achievement. Participants’ pursuit of
excellence was correlated to two emerging subthemes: social justice orientation and
advancing public discourse on educational equity and equality’s inclusion of the
intersected identities of race and gender for African American women academics. All the
women in this study described a commitment towards advocating for the success of
members of their own ethnic group in a desire to enhance the public discourse about their
positionality. Miriam (2015) affirmed the social transformation of feminism as
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inaugurating equitable expansion within the educational arena. His study explored the
significance of women’s involvement in creating equitable opportunities for women of
color. His findings highlighted the effects of feminism on advancing the socioeconomic
position of women for opportunities in education and employment.
The participants described the significance of honoring the sacrifices, hopes, and
aspirations of members of their own ethnic group, ancestors, and family as a measure to
combat further disenfranchisement and continued marginalization of members of their
community. The women explored a strong community impetus as they recognized their
opportunity to establish their social/ethnic orientation. For many of the participants,
equitable educational arenas were synonymous with diversity in representation of Black
female academics and faculty members. Having a seat at the table was important as they
described the significance of equity in representation and visibility. Simmons (2018)
argued that the visibility of women of color is the monumental first step towards equality.
When asked their thoughts on educational equity and equality inclusion for African
American women, the participants affirmed its monumental significance.
Theme 4: The HBCU/PWI Perspective
The participants highlighted the contention within their postgraduate degreed
experience as social conflicts. Their interpersonal relations and navigation of these
experiences created obstacles that defined the women’s educational pursuits.
Consistently, each interviewee described the lack of critical mass in faculty and the
student body and limited representation/perceptual visibility of individuals within their
shared ethnic group. The participants attended primarily White institutions (PWIs) and
historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs). Each respective institution created
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specific relationships between the perceptions of representation and visibility that the
participants experienced. All participants supported and acknowledged their personalized
perceptions of representation/visibility within social and academic networks for support,
community, guidance, and mentorship.
Insufficient critical mass. Contending with challenges and barriers, all
participants described insufficient critical mass, which defined their experiences as
postgraduate degreed women. Data analysis has explored the correlation between
African American women’s participation in higher education and the overarching
underrepresentation of the collective population. Howard-Hamilton (2003) described the
limited reflection of AA female students reflected in the student body and faculty.
Consequently, AA female students are forced to frame their experiences within a form of
communication that is accepting to the dominant ideology that encapsulates the
educational arena. Their research defines a critical mass to exist when there are sufficient
numbers of members of a social/ethnic group where a sense of belonging, community and
security can be reached. Rosales and Person (2003) argued that there is an
underrepresentation of adequate AA female students and faculty within the academic
arena which challenges meaningful educational experiences for this population producing
feelings of seclusion and isolation.
The most detrimental effect of higher levels of seclusion is burnout, which
adversely influences retention and attainment rates and contributes to the limited
representation of AA female students in the higher education setting (Hughes & HowardHamilton, 2003). The findings of this study suggested that it is crucial to employ
strategies to increase enrollment, retention, and completion of African American women
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in academia to combat the concerns of critical mass. For the participants who
experienced an underrepresentation of their social/ethnic group orientation on campus,
conflicts and challenges manifested in the constriction of their self-identity and cultural
definitions. Consequently, the participants had to navigate perceptions of isolation and
group identity.
Scarcity of Black faculty. The analysis of the research suggested a crucial
dearth of African American women faculty and staff members who work in higher
educational institutions. Although many of the women expressed strong academic
standing and a foundational metacognitive basis, the participants’ data reflected that their
challenges within higher educational institutions were more social than academic. Of the
women sampled, all who received their terminal degrees from PWIs reflected on the
limited representation of African American women faculty members and staff. Many of
the women discussed finding solace in cross-cultural mentorship and guidance. Of the
women sampled, all of them attributed their advanced academic attainment to having at
least one African American woman mentor. The initial question I asked the participants
was how many African American women they had as professors during their higher
educational pursuits. The answers varied and were divided between those who attended
HBCUs and those who attended PWIs. The women who attended HBCUs had many
African American women as professors. Twelve of the women went to PWIs, and many
of them spoke of having very little exposure to faculty and staff who were members of
the same ethnic group.
The impact of the lack of African American women faculty created a continuum
of social and academic challenges for the participants. The study explored the
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significance of cultural competence mastered within cross-cultural support. The
ramifications for the lack of representation in faculty and staff indicated the challenges
and barriers that defined the educational pursuits for postgraduate degreed African
American women. In addition, the shared lens of multi-identity marginalization
influenced the meaning they derived from these experiences. Consequences for the lack
of critical mass in the student body and faculty resulted in stereotypical perceptions
ascribed to the participants, experiences of racism and sexism, and speculation regarding
intellectual integrity and academic honesty. The participants had to navigate feelings of
inclusion and exclusion as a result of their perceptions of representation and visibility.
Theme 5: Perceptions of Visibility
The participants described the concept of invisibility/visibility as a construct from
which they had to navigate within their educational experience. The general notion of
invisibility/visibility remains the continued appropriation of the Black intellectuals’
experience in the academic setting according to Tuitt (2010), whose research highlighted
the subjective experiences of nine Black female graduate students at a PWI. Murrell’s
(2009) findings suggested that the studied population’s experience of the concept may
include the inability or refusal of professors to acknowledge the humanity of the Black
female intellectual. Further, the study’s findings suggested that professors lack the
understanding of the mitigating intangible barriers that these students must navigate
towards the fulfillment of terminal degree attainment. Tuitt’s (2010) study illustrated this
experience involving the Black female intellectuals (students) as their quest to master the
immensely technical expertise of researcher, scholar, and educator in a noble manner
while they honored their social justice orientation and advanced their socioeconomic
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status. Franklin (1999) defined invisibility to mean “a psychological experience from
which an individual believes his or her personal identity and capabilities are continuously
compromised and disregarded by prejudice and racism” (as cited in Tuitt, 2010, p. 247).
According to Franklin, invisibility sets off an internal conflict that causes the individuals
to question the credibility of their talents, personalities, and worth. Tuitt explored to
what extent the concept of invisibility causes the student to distrust the professor.
The participants’ accounts of their experiences support the invisibility syndrome
paradigm that Franklin (1999) proposed, which involves seven dynamic abstracts (as
cited in Tuitt, 2010). The women in this study described the seven elements as
overarching interactions with prejudice and racism. Consistent with existing research,
the encounters that the participants in this study experienced are as follows: (a) feelings
of a lack of recognition or acknowledgement; (b) the individual feels little to no
satisfaction or fulfillment from the experience; (c) the encounter becomes conceptualized
as painful, detrimental, and damaging; (d) the individuals experience a level of self-doubt
about their credibility and legitimacy, battling questions such as: “Should I be here?” and
“Will my voice matter?” (e) feeling a lack of validation from the encounter and then
seeking out their validity from others; (f) the individual feels disrespected by the
encounter; and (g) the individual’s dignity and self-worth are challenged (as cited in
Tuitt, 2010, p. 90). Comprehensively, the women in this study described Franklin’s
invisibility syndrome paradigm. In addition, these encounters equated to the women in
this study’s perception that their professors make preconceived stereotypical judgements
and fail to recognize their immense intellect, personalities, and self-worth.
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On the other hand, the participants in this study also described the reverse of
Franklin’s model of invisibility (described in Tuitt, 2010). The women who attended
HBCUs, and some who attended PWIs, described effective pedagogical practices that
contributed to meaningful learning and experiences within the educational institutions.
As Franklin’s (1999) model affirmed, these students expressed experiencing (a)
acknowledgement and intellectual legitimacy, (b) acceptance and belonging, (c) social
inclusion, (d) academic appreciation, and (e) encouragement in their personal and social
development. These participants in this study described experiences that the extant
literature has supported by involving Truitt (2010), Ellison (1980), and Franklin’s (1999)
theoretical framework for conceptualizing the pedagogical practices that contribute to
and/or challenge meaningful educational experiences for African American women in the
learning and social environment.
Theme 6: Mentorship and Support
All participants identified personal, social, and academic guidance and
mentorship as supports. They described the influence of family and mentors as the
primary impetus for their advanced degree pursuits. The participants also described the
cruciality of cross-cultural mentorship and guidance within the academic setting. This
analysis supports the extant literature that has highlighted the importance of family
involvement in student learning and its direct relationship to achievement (LadsonBillings, 2013). Ladson-Billings’ study examined the achievement gaps in United States
educational institutions. Lewis et al. (2011) furthered this analysis by examining the
influence of family support and involvement in closing the achievement gap. The
findings in this study support the extant literature in emphasizing the power of family
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belief, involvement, and encouragement. The authors argued that the greater the
involvement with student retention within the academic arena, the more favorable are the
achievement results.
The participants highlighted the motivational impetus of influential mentors and
professors. Berry (2010) explored the social stratifications of group orientation and
examined the inherent codes and rules from which the network offers support and
guidance. The findings agreed with Nash’s (2008) exploration of meaningful networks
of social and academic support. In this study, support equated to positive role models
and inspirational professors who offered instrumental guidance for the participants, and
how that guidance translated into meaningful educational experiences for the women.
The women’s responses and motivational influencers reflected the concept of guidance
and support as the catalyst for their advanced academic achievement.
The unspoken coalition. It was important for the women to seek out support and
community from academics and educators of their same social/ethnic group. Many of the
participants described the importance of forming “community” with those that “looked
like them.” The essence of “people like me” resounded throughout the interviews as the
women described the value of forming a community as a measure of what they termed as
“shared coalitions.” The participants described this experience as a common, and yet
often unspoken, practice. The women highlighted the notion of the “unspoken coalition,”
referring to the familiar community of support to which they belonged as a determining
factor in social group orientation on campus. Each participant described this orientation
that challenged feelings of isolation and inadequacy, which could lead to burnout and
educational disparities that would negatively affect the group of women. Identifying
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these strategies to enhance meaningful educational experiences for the participants was
crucial in ensuring personal inclusion within the academic arena as they reflected upon
their experience. The women discussed the importance and impact of being able to
identify with other individuals with shared demographics to foster feelings of belonging
and support. Although many of the women highlighted limited visibility of this
coalition/community, all the women in the study were cognizant of its influence. Their
self-awareness created the catalyst for their social orientation and quest to improve their
social status through academia.
Greyerbielh and Mitchell (2014) examined participant responses to the notion of
multi- marginalized disadvantages. In this instance, the participants recognized the
multiple expansive arenas that informed their identity as those dimensions positioned
them and others in their same ethnic group towards the bottom of the social continuum.
Greyerbielh and Mitchell argued persuasively for the motivational impetus of Black
sororities in social advancement for their ethnic group members. The unspoken coalition
of sororities, social service initiatives, and social support provides Black female students
with a shared community and a sense of belonging. These researchers described this
notion of support through an intersectional capital lens. The participants in the study
were all members of Black sororities. The design of the study was not focused solely on
the experience of African American postgraduate degreed citizens who identified as
members of Black Greek lettered sorority. Harper (2007) argued that higher educational
institutions should take an interest in examining the role of membership in Black Greeklettered organizations to understand its effect on degree retention and advanced academic
achievement for the African American female student body.
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Cross-cultural competence and support. The participants described contending
with feelings of inadequacy and insecurities and their experience navigating through
cross-cultural relationships and support. The women argued for the essentiality of there
being cross-cultural competence to challenge the overt and subconscious bias that exists
when working with people from other ethnic groups who may lack cultural sensitivity.
The women also addressed perceptions of challenging the deficit thinking of faculty
when working with students of color as a major hindrance in navigating through
advanced degree attainment. The findings are consistent with existing literature that has
explored the responsibility of supportive cross-cultural understanding and mentorship.
Hughes and Howard-Hamilton (2003) emphasized that the “responsibility for creating
supportive havens for African American women should not be the sole responsibility of
women of color only” (p. 102). Louis et al. (2014) argued that due to the limited number
of AA female professors there are in higher education, non-African Americans must
support and encourage the academic and personal success of African American students.
The overarching aim requires non-African American faculty members to be intentional
about creating meaningful and substantive relationships with African American female
students.
Dahlvig (2010) studied cross-cultural mentorship at majority/minority institutions
and argued for the importance of non-African American faculty and staff to be
consciously mindful of the experiences of AA female students within the academic arena.
This notion of cultural competence and cross-cultural understanding is a method of
establishing trust, security and enhancing the educational matriculation experience of AA
female students. Her study also affirmed the importance of educational institutions’
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seeking to employ more African American female professors. The participants who
attended PWIs discussed the difficulties of finds AA female mentors. Many of the
women who attended PWIs spoke of challenges in engaging with African American
women faculty members and recollected having zero professors that were African
American women. Dahlvig (2010) also spoke of the reality of African American women
not being able to engage with a mentor or professor who is of color. The participants
argued for the essentiality of having qualified culturally competent mentors. This finding
supports research that argued that higher educational institutions need to train competent
mentors until a satisfactory level of diversity can be achieved.
Applied Theoretical Frameworks
The theoretical framework for this study was positioned within two expansive
arenas: Black feminist theory and social conflict theory. Structural violence theory,
intersectionality, and posttraumatic slave syndrome also informed the framework.
Structural violence was framed around an extension of social conflict theory as the
intangible manifestation of conflict (microaggressions) within the academic arena for
postgraduate degreed African American women. Black Feminist Thought and
intersectionality as an extension of race studies specifically related to Black feminist
experiences inform the framework of posttraumatic slave syndrome and help to examine
it closely. These theories functioned as conceptual lenses for understanding the
phenomenon under investigation.
Applied theoretical implications of BFT. As an emergent theory, Black
Feminist Thought is derived from intersectional feminism and fosters conceptualizations
of the multifaceted nature of the identification as Black women, or intersectionality
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(Nash, 2008). Legal scholar Kimberly Crenshaw coined “intersectionality” to mean the
metaphorical overlapping of various social stratifications such as race, gender, and class
that are used to understand the construct of identity formation while contesting
marginalization (1989, as cited in Nash, 2008). The BFT perspective incorporates a
multidisciplinary approach that examines the compelling metaphoric connections
between gender and race. Extant literature has suggested that to combat marginalization
and disenfranchisement, and to understand the circumstances and perceptions of people at
the intersection of race, gender, and class, a multidimensional analysis is essential to
conceptualize the persistence of inequalities and disparities that the applied social group
faces. The exploration of the ways by which marginalization and microaggressions
influence circumstances and experiences will create strategies to contest further
disadvantages (Berry et al., 2010).
The participants described encounters of intersectional feminism. I posed two
questions that asked for the women to detail their social orientation as African American
women or as women influenced their identity formation. After asking all participants
whether the basis of their identity formation depended on their social orientation as a
woman or as an African American woman, the second question I asked was: Is there a
distinction between identifying as a woman or as an African American woman? By
bringing interest to the positionality of the circumstances within academia that inform the
experiences for African American women, the consensus has acknowledged the
individual contributions of these women as they bring their perspectives to enhancing
meaningful educational experiences within institutions of education (Barry, 2010). The
themes that are positioned within the overarching framework of this theory include:
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intersectional feminism, social justice orientation, lack of critical mass, and cross-cultural
competence.
Supported by Black feminist theory, the study’s findings uncovered the
intersectionality of African American women that all participants experienced, which
dictates the lens from which these women perceive, interpret, and respond to social and
academic experiences in education systems. The findings of this study supported the
theories of BFT, social constructionist theory, and posttraumatic slave syndrome. The
interview conversations revealed that each of these women were forced to contend within
the constructs of race and gender as they navigated their educational pursuits from
primary school through higher education institutions. This navigation created the
subjective lens from which their self-identity was strengthened/challenged. The findings
of this study also support Landsman et al.’s (2011) study, which reiterated how selfawareness and social orientation in marginalized and disenfranchised groups. This allow
these women to find liberation away from societal barriers and it also encourages them to
choose beneficial avenues of success in spite of the sexist and racist ideologies ingrained
in the fabric of educational institutions.
Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome. This study used the theoretical lens of
posttraumatic slave syndrome (DeGruy, 2005) to justify the urgency of devoting research
to the experiences of African American women as separate from the summation of the
Black experience, which spans continents and ethnic orientations. DeGruy introduced
the concept of “multigenerational trauma coupled with continued oppression and the
absence of opportunity to access the benefits available in the society, leading to the
syndrome (M+A=P)” (p. 121). The research discussed the power of belief as an integral
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influence that defines the lived trajectory of an individual. The notion of belief is
embedded intricately within the framework of the syndrome.
Belief is one of the most powerful influences on an individual. It shapes every
aspect of one’s subjective reality, memories, and expectations, coloring one’s feelings
and emotions. When individuals believe that their future is limited and stifled due to
outside influences, that belief subconsciously shapes their subjective truth, and their
responses can be unimaginably unexpected and unsubstantiated. Consequently, this
theory was examined closely with relative deprivation theory (Thomas, 1989), which
explores the context of the meanings created from an individual’s ability to recognize that
they are limited in thought, consciousness, and choice due to forces of oppression that
covertly influence their life’s choices and opportunities. Thompson (1989) noted that
relative deprivation is the deprivation of human rights and adequate access to basic
human needs that an individual is dependent upon to reach a level of self-actualization.
The study’s participants discussed how they healed from and navigated the
posttraumatic slave syndrome through a keen awareness of Black Feminist Thought, selfdefinitions, and their ability to understand the double consciousness that shaped their
perspective reality. Further, the unspoken coalition that signified the power that the
women found in a shared community created healing from the PTSS as they found
courage through their resilience and became the rose that grew from the cracks in the
concrete. For these women, these cracks were a metaphor for the institution of education
from the prekindergarten through doctoral levels. Examining Black Feminist Thought
and Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome affirmed why the study of Black epistemologies and
methodologies are transcendent and liberating.
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Social conflict theory. Coupled with the notion of social constructionism, the
study was positioned within the arena of social and structural conflict, which thus made
the study appropriate and necessary within the discipline of conflict resolution.
Schellenberg (1996) defined social conflict as the discord between social groups due to
competing goals and interests, different identities, and/or attitudes. Widely, conflict
resolution can be perceived within this context as “any marked reduction in social
conflict due to a conscious settlement of disputing issues” (Schellenberg, 1996. p. 9).
The study’s findings support the relationship between social conflict and
structural violence perpetuated in the educational institution over African American
women. The institution of education has traditionally served as a microcosm that reflects
societal norms of oppressions against African American students. Structural violence,
which Galtung (1969) introduced in addressing the role that social institutions have in
harming individuals by preventing them from realizing their basic human needs,
contributed to the field of conflict resolution. The theory transformed the way intangible
notions of violence were understood. Lee (2016) furthered this understanding of
structural violence to mean the preventable restrictions society places upon individuals,
which prevent them from creating a favorable quality of life.
Structural violence. This study conceptualizes America’s education system from
primary school through higher education institutions as the social conflict entity that
creates barriers to social and academic success for postgraduate degreed Black women.
In contesting these barriers and challenging the social constructs that are created, this
study gave postgraduate degreed African American women an opportunity to discuss
their journey. In framing the intangible, yet brutal influence of structural violence and
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social conflict theory in the formation of how reality is socially constructed for
postgraduate degreed African American women, the study’s findings explored the notion
of identity formation.
The essence of structural violence within the institution of America’s education
system will create the lens through which the conflicts that evolve into social identity
theory, critical race theory, and social constructionism, which the literature review
explored intently, can be understood. This often intangible, yet overbearing notion of
influence, deeply embedded within the structural foundation of education, is then
systematized within regular and normal experiences (Christie, Winter, & Leighton,
2001). The study’s findings support challenges to comprehensive self-actualization. The
literature has suggested that subliminal, overt, and covert notions of persecution and
oppression, which challenge how African American women form their self-perceptions
as degreed citizens, often stifle their educational experiences (Christie, Winter, &
Leighton, 2001). This study’s findings support this notion, which then translates into
every facet of their matriculation to advanced degree attainment.
Limitations
In this study, no basis was made as to distinctions in participant sampling between
historically Black colleges and universities and primarily White institutions, although
naturally, distinctions are derived from various institutional experiences. The extant
literature and participants’ exemplars demonstrated the commonalities of the perceptions
of intersectionality regarding the educational experiences of postgraduate degreed
African American women. Consequently, the focus of this study was on the experience
of individuals as they perceived the phenomenon under investigation; an experience that
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for this study transcends the distinctions of having attended a PWI/HBCU or
majority/minority institution. In future studies, investigating the positionality of the
experiences of the population in specific age ranges with emphasis on geographic
localities may expand the interest in the investigated phenomenon.
The interviews were conducted by telephone, which dismissed the imperative
account of facial expression and body language as manners of expression. In the data
collection method, one participant that was aware of the power of body language and
facial cues preferred a face-to-face interview via Skype, and I happily obliged.
Natanson (1973) challenged the basis from which researchers have the authority
to interpret and analyze data based upon their subjective perspective (as noted in
Creswell, 2007). The author believed that it would be impossible to come to an impartial
analysis regarding the inquiry due to objectivity of the research being dismissed for a
subjective perspective. Creswell (2007) expounded upon this idea by emphasizing the
difficulties in bracketing one’s personal experience to take a fresh perspective of the
phenomenon under investigation. Although this research employed the strategy of
bracketing out the researcher’s experiences, dismissing the entirety of one’s subjective
perspective can be a challenge when exploring a separate phenomenon. Whereas the
critique of Natanson is credible in terms of questioning the validity of the researcher,
research requires subjective openness (Moustakas, 1994). Moustakas challenged the
basis of intentionality to create a safety lens for researchers to disconnect from their
interpretation of the research to formalize a description of the experience of the
participants.
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Implications of Findings
The purpose of this study was to explore the compelling forces that either
challenged and/or encouraged the educational experiences for postgraduate degreed
African American women as they navigated terminal degree attainment. The goal of the
research was to include the perceptions and experiences of postgraduate degreed African
American women within higher educational discourse improving pedological practices
while contesting social disadvantages. Using the phenomenological research approach,
the subjective lived experiences of the participants were captured into crucial narrative
accounts of their lives as the metaphorical intersection of race and gender influenced
them. The lens of marginalization and disenfranchisement that they experience overtly
and covertly informs and helps one to understand these narrative accounts as the
participants collectively acknowledged the multifaceted nature of their unique
positionality. The analysis of data reveals findings that highlight similar experiences
between African American women as they navigate their educational pursuits within the
academic arena.
Recommendations for Conflict Resolution Practice
This research contributes to the field of conflict resolution studies by informing
practitioners, educators, higher educational institutions, African American women in
general, mainstream colleagues of African American women in education, and
researchers in advancing the positionality of postgraduate degreed African American
women within the academic arena. The results of this study highlight the area in future
practice pertaining to educational institutions (preK-12 and higher education institutions)
that can benefit from a comprehensive review. The results of this study encourage
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educational institutions and the student body to take an interest in the needs and
experiences of the social/ethnic group under investigation. Following are some of the
recommendations for future practice that this study’s findings proposed. They include:
1. Practitioners and educators within the field of conflict resolution studies can draw
upon this study to inform pedagogical practice and social interactions with and for
the AA female student body.
2. The field of conflict resolution studies can benefit from recruiting the AA female
demographic to enhance the growing body of research within the discipline.
3. The findings support research that argues the basis of educational institutions,
specifically related to the discipline of conflict resolution studies, needing to train
competent mentors within the growing discipline until a satisfactory level of
diversity can be achieved.
4. Due to the underrepresentation of African American women faculty members,
non-African American faculty within conflict resolution studies must support and
encourage the academic and personal success of African American female
students.
5. The African American female student body must remain cognizant of their
perceptions and experiences with microaggression to create ways to contest its
construction.
6. Institutions of leaning must reflect diversity in the faculty and student body by
admitting and employing more African American women.
7. A greater level of diversity must be reflected in faculty and staff with institutions
seeking out and hiring AA female professors.
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Mentorship. The educational arena must foster positive environments for
mentorship and support for the AA female student body. The following accounts are
some of the recommendations for mentorship that this study’s findings propose. They
include:
1. Strategies of effective contextual counseling must be adopted within the discipline
of conflict resolution studies to support continued success of the African
American female student body and to encourage more members of this population
to pursue academic interests in the field.
2. African American students in the field of conflict resolution studies must be
intentional in seeking out guidance, mentorship, community, and support to
enhance meaningful educational experiences.
3. Educational institutions (preK-12 and higher education institutions), specifically
within the field of conflict resolution studies, should draw distinct attention to
promoting and encouraging Black sororities due to the immense benefits they
afford the AA female student body.
4. AA female students must feel supported in studying Black epistemologies and
methodologies.
Recommendations for Teaching
This study enhances the field of conflict resolution by informing practitioners and
scholars alike on the specific needs and experiences of this population. Further,
practitioners and scholars can benefit from this study to inform pedagogical practice and
social interactions to enhance meaningful educational experiences for the AA female
student body. In understanding the importance of increased visibility and diversity
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within the faculty and student body, conflict resolution studies programs across the
country can recruit and train mentors and faculty who are able to understand the needs of
this population and ensure that a necessary level of AA faculty members are reflected
within the faculty body. The following accounts are some of the recommendations for
future teaching that this study’s findings propose:
1. This study encourages professors to have a level of cultural competence when
they create syllabi to ensure that the approaches to teaching and learning are
nurturing towards the AA female student body.
2. Teachers are encouraged to create public discourse related to the human needs of
African American women with theories supported within the discipline.
3. Transparent discourse must take place within the classroom on the specific needs
of AA female students.
4. Institutions of learning must be cognizant of prejudices, whether conscious or
subconscious, that may impede the teaching and learning environment.
5. Curriculum and syllabi must be reflective of a diverse theoretical framework that
is inclusive towards Black epistemologies and methodologies.
6. Teachers must remain aware of any implicit bias that AA female students can
internalize and receive negatively.
7. Candid conversation regarding implicit bias in the classroom must remain an
ongoing conversation to address any areas of concern or offense.
8. The study and teaching of Black epistemologies and methodologies must be a
normalized practice that course curriculum and syllabi reflect.
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9. preK-12 teachers can foster a level of cultural acceptance and safe haven for AA
female students through diversity that teaching strategies and classroom activities
reflect.
10. preK-12 teachers must continuously receive diversity trainings to remain
cognizant of implicit bias that may affect their teaching capabilities.
Recommendations for Future Research
In future studies, specifying the distinctions between the various higher
educational institutions (PWIs/HBCUs) will offer a more accurate reflection of the
study’s findings as two separate experiences. The subjective lived experiences of African
American women who attended PWIs or HBCUs cannot always be generalized with one
another due to the very distinct experience that each navigation employs.
In addition, future studies can benefit from compartmentalizing the educational
experiences and circumstances that inform the pursuits of postgraduate degreed African
American women. The notion of compartmentalization emphasizes the need for
specifying the time and space from which the investigation into the phenomenon will be
conducted. Future studies may benefit from the focus on either the educational
institutions pertaining to the preK-12 experience, or the higher education experience,
separately. However, the plausibility and implications for the findings of the study far
outweigh the limitation and delimitations as they contribute to educational equality and
equity inclusion for the participants within public discourse. The intent of the study was
to capture the essence of moments in time as the primary catalyst and impetus to
successfully navigate postgraduate degreed pursuits.
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A robust analysis of the positionality of the social/ethnic group may also help
other African American women as they navigate the academic arena towards the
completion of terminal/postgraduate degrees. Overall, the need exists to understand the
perceptions and experiences of African American women concerning their motivational
influencers and challenges/barriers as they complete postgraduate degrees. Having a
better understanding of the motivational influencers can possibly aid educational
institutions in creating these factors for the women in this social/ethnic group to navigate
the academic arena successfully. In addition, importantly, the microaggressions common
to the experience of these women must be examined and challenged within the
educational institutions from primary school through higher education. Finally, although
the framework of the study speaks to African American women, its enterprise is
overarching and inclusive of Black girls (children) because the research explores the
navigation of the experiences for Black women from childhood into womanhood as the
African American female academic.
Conclusion
The field of conflict resolution studies as a discipline seeks to create conditions
that foster conflict resolution principles applicable to the prevention, resolution,
management, transformation, and transcendence of the individual within a conflict
(Ramsbotham et al., 2011; Cloke & Goldsmith, 2011). Situating this topic of inquiry
within the field of conflict resolution studies serves additional purposes that include
adding to an emerging body of literature to enhance the growing discipline, applying a
conflict resolution perspective to a topic that has often been studied through an
educational lens, and addressing the existing gap in literature that has historically been
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viewed as both gender and color blind. An expected contribution is that the research will
emphasize the significance of an integrated interdisciplinary approach, encourage public
discourse related to the human needs of African American women with theories
supported within the discipline, and stand at the forefront of identifying and eradicating
the structural barriers of educational inequity and inequality that affect African American
women.
Honoring the unequivocal validity and reliability of what exists in consciousness,
through intuition and reason, this research brings resonance to the voices and experiences
of postgraduate degreed African American women. In addition, this study offers a robust
platform to celebrate the essence of the African American woman academic. These are
her petals; this is her story: the “concrete rose.”
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Appendix B: Participant Informed Consent Form

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences

General Informed Consent Form
NSU Consent to be in a Research Study Entitled
A Phenomenological Study on the Lived Experience of African American Women with
Postgraduate Degrees
Who is doing this research study?
College: College of Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences, Department of Conflict
Analysis and Resolution at Nova Southeastern University
Principal Investigator: Anne-Marie Soto
Faculty Advisor/Dissertation Chair: Claire Michelle Rice, PhD
Funding: Unfunded
What is this study about?
This is a research study, designed to test and create new ideas that other people can
use. The purpose of this study is to explore the lived experience of African American
women with postgraduate degrees as they matriculated through the United Stated
education system.
Why are you asking me to be in this research study?
You have been invited to participate because you are an African American female with a
postgraduate degree having been educated by the United Stated education system. In
total, there will be approximately, ten (10) adult women engaged in this study.
What will I be doing if I agree to be in this research study?
You will be participating in a semi structured interview in a private and safe location,
telephonically or on Skype, lasting approximately sixty (60) to ninety (90) minutes. The
interview will include questions about your experience matriculating through the United
States education system and will explore the challenges that were faced, if any, during
your journey to the completion of your postgraduate degree.

3301 College Avenue • Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314-7796
(954) 262-3000 • 800-672-7978 • Fax: (954) 262-3968 • Email: cahss@nsu.nova.edu • Web site: http:/cahss.nova.edu
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Are there possible risks and discomforts to me?
This research study involves minimal risk to you. To the best of our knowledge, the
things you will be doing have no more risk of harm than you would have in everyday life.
From a psychological/emotional perspective, in disclosing aspects of your subjective
lived experience of your life pertaining to your matriculation throughout the United States
education system to the completion of a postgraduate degree, you may find that your
reflections may garner past emotions and memories that may be unpleasant or unhappy.
If this happens, the Principal Investigator, Anne-Marie Soto will be mindful and cognizant
in helping comfort and console you. In the event those feelings remain, she will provide a
referral for counseling. However, you will be responsible for the cost associated with the
services sought. You will never be required or pressured to disclose personal and
sensitive natured information and will be free to withdraw from the research at any point
if you feel uncomfortable.
What happens if I do not want to be in this research study?
You have the right to leave this research study at any time or refuse to be in it. If you
decide to leave or you do not want to be in the study anymore, there will be no penalty,
nor will you lose any services you have a right to get. If you choose to stop being in the
study before it is over, any information about you that was collected before the date you
leave the study will be kept in the research records for 36 months from the end of the
study and may be used as a part of the research.
What if there is new information learned during the study that may affect my
decision to remain in the study?
If significant new information relating to the study becomes available, which may relate
to whether you want to remain in this study, this information will be given to you by the
investigators. You may be asked to sign a new Informed Consent Form, if the
information is given to you after you have joined the study.
Are there any benefits for taking part in this research study?
There are no direct benefits from being in this research study. Your participation may
potentially assist you in positively shaping your advanced educational attainment
experiences in a manner that will promote strengthened intra and interpersonal relational
dynamics. You may also potentially garner new insight into how your life experiences
pertaining to your advanced degree obtainment were shaped by your experiences.
There is no guarantee or promise that you will receive any benefit from this study. We
hope the information learned from this research study will benefit other people with
similar conditions in the future.
Will I be paid or be given compensation for being in the study?
You will not be given any payments or compensation for being in this research study.
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Will it cost me anything?
There are no costs to you for being in this research study.
How will you keep my information private?
Information we learn about you in this research study will be handled in a confidential
manner, within the limits of the law and will be limited to people who have a need to
review this information. Alias/ pseudonyms will be assigned to you as the participant in
this study. The transcripts of the recordings will not disclose any identifying information
that can be linked to you regarding your identity. If we publish the results of the study in
a scientific journal or book, we will not identify you. All recordings will be transcribed by
the Principal Investigator, Anne-Marie Soto immediately after the interview has taken
place using earphones to guard participants’ privacy. The recordings and documents will
be kept in a secure cabinet in the home office of the Principal Investigator, Anne-Marie
Soto and will be destroyed within thirty-six (36) months from the conclusion of the study
by deleting electronic files and putting paper documents through a shredder.
Will there be any Audio or Video Recording?
This research study involves audio recording. This research will use digital audio
recording devices for the semi-structured interview questions. The audio recordings will
be available to the Principal Investigator, Anne-Marie Soto, personnel from the
Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the dissertation chair, Claire Michelle Rice, PhD.
The audio recordings will be transcribed and used for research purposes only. The audio
recordings will be kept in a secure and locked cabinet in the home office of the Principal
Investigator, Anne-Marie Soto.
Whom can I contact if I have questions, concerns, comments, or complaints?
If you have questions now, feel free to ask us. If you have more questions about the
research, your research rights, or have a research-related injury, please contact:
Primary contact:
Anne-Marie Soto can be reached at 404-565-9165
If primary is not available, contact:
Claire Michelle Rice, PhD can be reached at 954-262-3046
Research Participants Rights
For questions/concerns regarding your research rights, please contact:
Institutional Review Board
Nova Southeastern University
(954) 262-5369 / Toll Free: 1-866-499-0790
IRB@nova.edu
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You may also visit the NSU IRB website at www.nova.edu/irb/information-for-researchparticipants for further information regarding your rights as a research participant.
All space below was intentionally left blank

Research Consent & Authorization Signature Section
Voluntary Participation - You are not required to participate in this study. In the event
you do participate, you may leave this research study at any time. If you leave this
research study before it is completed, there will be no penalty to you, and you will not
lose any benefits to which you are entitled.
If you agree to participate in this research study, sign this section. You will be given a
signed copy of this form to keep. You do not waive any of your legal rights by signing
this form.
SIGN THIS FORM ONLY IF THE STATEMENTS LISTED BELOW ARE TRUE:
• You have read the above information.
• Your questions have been answered to your satisfaction about the research.
Adult Signature Section

I have voluntarily decided to take part in this research study.

Printed Name of Participant

Signature of Participant

Date

Printed Name of Person
Obtaining Consent and
Authorization

Signature of Person Obtaining
Consent & Authorization

Date
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Appendix C: Participant Recruitment Letter
Participant Recruitment Letter:
To Whom It May Concern,
My name is Anne-Marie Soto and I am a PhD candidate at Nova Southeastern
University. As a research project required for the doctoral degree in Conflict Analysis and
Resolution, I am conducting a study entitled: “A Phenomenological Study on the Lived
Experience of African American Women with Postgraduate Degrees”. The topic was inspired
through my advanced academic attainment after recognizing the need for an investigation into
the subject matter. The purpose of this study is to create a more inclusive epistemology of the
experiences of African American women within America’s education system. This qualitative
study seeks to address the unique positionality of African American women as they navigated
through the United States education system to the completion of a postgraduate degree. Their
needs and how they experience their educational pursuits have historically gone unnoticed.
For this study, the participant selection criteria require each participant to be African
American female having obtained a postgraduate degree in the form of a masters or doctorate
degree within the United States education system. The design does not place specifications on
whether the women are a product of private or public education from primary through postsecondary educational pursuits. The participants will be asked to discuss their subjective
experience on the challenges, if any, that were faced as they matriculated through the successful
completion of a postgraduate degree. Data collection will take place in the form of semistructured interviews lasting approximately sixty to ninety minutes. The interviews will be
recorded, transcribed and analyzed. I will be using pseudo names for each participant to ensure a
level of confidentiality and anonymity. The interviews will be recorded using a Sony UX560
voice recorder for reliability and accuracy. As a secondary recording device, an IOS android
Samsung 8 will be used. The participants will have the option of skype interviews or in person
meetings in a private room at a location that is conveniently located for accessibility to maintain
confidentiality and privacy. If interested in participating in this study, please feel free to contact
me at 404-565-9165 or as2238@mynsu.nova.edu.

Sincerely,

Anne-Marie Soto
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Appendix D: Participant Release Agreement
Participant Release Agreement
I agree to participate in the research study entitled “A Phenomenological Study on the Lived
Experience of African American Women with Postgraduate Degrees.” I understand the purpose
and nature of this study, and I voluntarily choose to participate. I permit consent for the data
gathered to be used to satisfy the completion of a doctoral degree, including a dissertation and
any other further publication. I understand that a brief synopsis of each participant, including
myself, will be used and will include any pertinent information that will help the researcher come
to know and recount each participant. I grant permission for the above personal information to be
used. I agree to meet at the following location
On the following
date
for a semi-structured interview lasting approximately sixty (60) to
ninety (90) minutes. If necessary, I will be available for an additional thirty (30) to sixty (60)
minute interview to review all information necessary for an accurate recall of each participant. I
also grant permission to audio record the interview(s).

For questions/concerns about your research rights, contact:
Human Research Oversight Board (Institutional Review Board or IRB)
Nova Southeastern University
(954) 262-5369/ Toll Free: 866-499-0790
IRB@nsu.nova.edu

Research Participant

Date:

Primary Investigator

Date:
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Appendix
Interview Protocol
Protocol
Appendix E:
E: Semi-Structured
Semi-Structured Interview
Demographic Questions
1. Do you identify as being African American?
2. How old are you?
3. Did you attend an HBCU, PWI or a Minority/Majority institution for your undergraduate
studies? Graduate studies?
4. What is your highest level of education? When did you graduate? How many years did
degree completion take?
5. What is your postgraduate degree in?
Semi-Structured Interview Questions
1. What prompted you to go to graduate school and obtain a postgraduate degree?
2. What were the elements that inspired your educational pursuits?
3. Do you identify more as an African American woman or as a woman? Is there a
distinction between the two that informs your identity?
4. Were there any factors that created challenges in advancing academically and obtaining a
postgraduate degree while attending school, from your primary to undergraduate
experiences? In graduate school?
5. What were the factors that contributed to influencing the construction of your identity in
primary school? What factors challenged the construction of your identity in primary
school? In graduate school?
6. Do you feel your experience attending an HBCU, PWI or majority/minority institution
either challenged or encouraged your advanced degree pursuits? If so, can you share how
so?

